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Abstract

Research projects consist of several kinds of steps covering, e.g., individual procedures
to gather data, as well as different ways to process and analyze it. Moreover, the individual
steps of the project consist of a sequence of tasks that together form a workflow. With the
continuous advancements in computer science, scientists have more and more access to
different kinds of infrastructures and tools which are suited for different types of experiments.
Cloud computing is one of the premier infrastructures to perform experiments on, as it
provides flexible, on-demand computing resources that are off-premise. Still, a uniform and
platform-independent orchestration of these resources remains challenging, especially when
various infrastructures and human interactions are required throughout the execution of a
scientific workflow.

This thesis provides an approach to allow scientists to define infrastructural resources for
individual tasks within their workflows and dynamically shift them throughout the workflow
execution. To reach this goal, we couple recent advancements in cloud orchestration with
runtime models and open cloud standards. Combined, we aim for highly tailored workflows
while fostering the reuse of already existing methodologies built around the standards. To
realize this objective, we build a cloud runtime model orchestration process based on the
Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) standard. We extend the OCCI data model with
workflow elements and corresponding capabilities to model cloud deployments for individual
workflow tasks. This allows forming a runtime workflow model that can be coupled to
different systems such as production clouds or simulation environments. To demonstrate the
feasibility of the approach, we perform several experiments to validate the standard conform
orchestration process and assess the applicability of the runtime workflow model coupled to
cloud infrastructures.

Our studies show that runtime models are a suitable knowledge base for adaptive behavior
including the modeling and runtime representation of highly tailored workflows. We observe
that the orchestration of cloud deployments and the execution of workflows follow a reoccur-
ring pattern which can be described via a sequence of runtime states. Especially the uniform
interface of OCCI allows for an automatic management and reuse of existing systems and
standards. By monitoring and reflecting operational properties, the runtime model fosters
decision-making processes not only for self-adaptive systems but also for human users. We
show that the runtime model enables human-in-the-loop activities, allowing, e.g., to influence
the control flow or the parallelization of workflow tasks at runtime. Furthermore, the runtime
model can be attached to different environments allowing to test adaptation and workflow
behavior.





Zusammenfassung

Forschungsprojekte umfassen in der Regel viele einzelne und unterschiedliche Berech-
nungen, z.B., um Daten zu erfassen oder zu verarbeiten. Diese Schritte bilden zusammen
einen Workflow und können automatisiert werden. Mit den kontinuierlichen Fortschritten im
Bereich der Informatik steht Wissenschaftlern ein immer größer werdender Pool an verschie-
denen Arten von Infrastrukturen und Werkzeugen zur Verfügung. Diese eignen sich jeweils
für unterschiedliche und spezifische Aufgaben. Eine der wichtigsten Infrastrukturen in der
heutigen Zeit ist die Cloud, welche sich durch die flexible Bereitstellung von Rechenres-
sourcen auszeichnet. Trotz der langen und hohen Industrieakzeptanz von Cloud Ansätzen
bleibt eine einheitliche und plattformunabhängige Orchestrierung dieser Ressourcen eine
Herausforderung. Zudem wird die Cloud-Orchestrierung komplizierter, wenn Infrastrukturen
während eines Workflows gewechselt werden sollen und menschliche Interaktionen zur
Laufzeit nötig sind.

Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, eine vereinheitlichte Cloud-Orchestrierung unter der Nutzung von
modellgetriebener Entwicklung und öffentlicher Cloud Standards zu schaffen. So können
die nötigen Infrastrukturen von Workflows klar definiert und im Laufzeitmodell dynamisch
bereitgestellt werden. Weiterhin wird das Erstellen von maßgeschneiderten Workflows
möglich gemacht. Um dieses Ziel zu erreichen, entwickeln wir einen Orchestrierungsprozess,
der auf dem Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) Standard basiert. Außerdem erweitern
wir den Standard insofern, dass Workflow-Aufgaben abgebildet und mit Infrastrukturen
der Cloud direkt verbunden werden können. Somit entsteht ein Workflow-Laufzeitmodell,
dass mit verschiedenen Systemen gekoppelt werden kann. Um die Durchführbarkeit unseres
Ansatzes zu zeigen, führen wir zwei Fallstudien durch, die den Orchestrierungsprozess
untersuchen und drei Fallstudien, die sich mit einem Workflow-Laufzeitmodell befassen, das
direkt mit Infrastrukturen der Cloud gekoppelt ist.

Unsere Studien zeigen, dass Laufzeitmodelle eine geeignete Grundlage für adaptives
Verhalten darstellen, inklusive der Laufzeitrepräsentation von Workflows. Die einheitliche
Schnittstelle von OCCI ermöglicht eine automatische Verwaltung und Wiederverwendung
bestehender Systeme und Standards. Die Abbildung von Attributen in dem Laufzeitmodell
ermöglicht es, den Kontrollfluss oder die Parallelisierung von Workflow-Aufgaben zur
Laufzeit manuell zu beeinflussen. Das Laufzeitmodell kann an verschiedene Umgebungen
angebunden werden, sodass Anpassungen und Workflow-Verhalten einfach getestet werden
können.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, the utilization of distributed resources plays an ever-increasing role in efficiently
processing huge amounts of data from various sources for various domains [1]. Experiments
often contain a sequence of calculations required to achieve new and more detailed insights
about specific phenomena. Combined, the individual steps form a Scientific Workflow
(SWF) [2], for which a multitude of languages exist to ease their creation. Scientific Workflow
Management Systems (SWFMSs) automatically process the described workflows [3]. While
the description of a workflow heavily depends on the SWF language, a simple and abstract
example is a sequence in which the first task is responsible to gather data, while the follow-up
task processes it. Each task within this example requires a different amount of computing
resources with different kinds of applications. The data gathering task may require the
deployment of several web crawler applications, while the processing requires the deployment
of a big data framework hosted on a computation cluster.

In recent years, a multitude of orchestration techniques have been developed to adapt
running cloud infrastructures. These range from abstract infrastructure descriptions in models
to the utilization of scripts in form of infrastructure as code. These cover, e.g., scripting
languages, idempotent configuration management, or the fast deployment of preconfigured
environments in the form of containers. The trend in these developments originate from the
success of cloud computing services. These services allow the consumer to dynamically
rent virtualized resources on demand with the illusion of an infinite amount of available
resources [4, 5]. The high demand for flexible computing resources has led to a multitude
of service providers offering cloud services via different interfaces. This resulted in the
provider lock-in problem, which essentially binds a consumer to a provider once a cloud
application has been built. To tackle this issue multiple approaches have been proposed
including two standards, namely the Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud
Applications (TOSCA) by the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information
Standards (OASIS) [6], and the Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI), by the Open
Grid Forum (OGF) [7]. Both standards define an extensible description language for cloud
deployments with OCCI additionally specifying a uniform interface to manage modeled
resources. However, no standard conform approach exists that utilizes this interface to or-
chestrate running cloud application topologies. Furthermore, a concept to reflect operational
parameters directly within an OCCI model is still missing.

Even though many of the SWFMSs utilize cloud resources, several of the existing man-
agement systems rely on a preconfigured computation cluster without granting direct access
to the infrastructure layer. Therefore, scientists are often restricted to the applications and
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infrastructures available to them at design time. Thus, all computation clusters and appli-
cations essential for their workflow need to be set up preemptively. This design time setup
presents a manual effort that may hinder scientists from replicating studies. Moreover, it may
drastically increase the resource consumption and thus costs for executing a workflow, as
specific applications may only be required by a specific experiment or a single task within
the workflow [8]. Furthermore, this restriction complicates the integration of self-developed
or emerging computation frameworks into existing solutions. In addition to an efficient
resource management, one of the remaining challenges for large scale scientific workflows
is the integration of a human-in-the-loop to enable the monitoring and interaction with the
running workflow [9].

In this thesis, we address these issues by means of a cloud orchestration process built
around the OCCI standard. In our approach, we follow the Model-Driven Engineering
(MDE) paradigm in which formalized models are utilized to abstract the domain and ease
its access. Furthermore, we combine the description of cloud application and workflow
management within a runtime model that is causally connected to the abstracted system. This
connection ensures that changes to the model are directly propagated to the system, i.e., the
cloud, and vice versa. Especially the utilization of runtime models for workflows, according
to a literature study by Bencomo et al. [10], is currently missing in the state-of-the-art. In
the scope of this thesis, we implemented two environments to which the runtime model
can be connected. One which connects the model to the cloud and one that connects it to a
simulation environment for testing and assessment purposes. Independent of the environment
chosen for the causal connection, we enable scientists to interact with the workflow model
and respond to intermediate results, even at runtime. From a system point of view, the direct
connection of the model to infrastructural resources allows for the dynamic provisioning
of distributed resources throughout the workflow execution. To foster the reusability and
portability of the proposed approach, we show the feasibility of a standard conform cloud
orchestration based on two case studies. These case studies highlight the orchestration and
management capabilities of an OCCI based runtime model, as well as the interoperability
of the TOSCA and OCCI standards. Based on the results of this orchestration process, we
assess the applicability of a runtime and model-driven workflow management. For this we
use three case studies from different domains requiring changing cloud deployments and
workflow capabilities. The chosen workflow case studies deal with the utilization of big
data framework integration, shifting resource requirements within a dynamic simulation
application, as well as the compute-intensive processes of software repository mining. Each
of the chosen case studies has different requirements highlighting the individual capabilities
provided by the runtime model for the scientist, as well as self-adaptive control loops using
it as a knowledge base. We use the results and observations of the executed case studies
to discuss the applicability of a standard based runtime model and its utilization to execute
workflows for academia, education and industry. Furthermore, we use the gathered insights
to discuss different viewpoints on the runtime model as well as possible improvements to the
OCCI standard.
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1.1 Goals and Contributions

The overall goal of this thesis is to develop and show the applicability of a concept to
dynamically manage shifting infrastructure requirements for the execution of scientific
workflows over a runtime model that can be easily maintained due to its abstract nature.
Figure 1.1 provides a short sketch of the approach presented in this thesis which can be
separated into three parts. The Workflow represents the design time model to be created by
the scientist with each task having its individual resource requirements. This model is then
used to derive the required state of the Runtime Model holding only the information currently
required to execute this workflow. The specific characteristic of this Runtime Model is that
we synchronize it with a Cloud, i.e., each resource in the Runtime Model is provisioned in
the Cloud. The thesis comprises two core contributions providing concepts to advance the
body of knowledge in the fields of model-driven engineering, cloud computing and workflow
execution. In the following, these contributions are explained in more detail:

• A Standard conform cloud orchestration (Section 4) in which we transfer the designed
cloud application to the Runtime Model and synchronize it with a Cloud environment
using the OCCI standard. While the Runtime Model represents the current state of the
Cloud, a new desired state is reached over a set of model transformations deriving
the required sequence of requests. These requests manage the infrastructure, as well
as deployed applications by applying either configuration or container management.
To increase the reflective capabilities of the runtime model, we extend the standard
with monitoring functionalities. The added capabilities enable the deployment of
sensors which reflect their observed operational parameters directly in the model.
Our approach demonstrates a complete cloud orchestration lifecycle fully relying on
available standards. We use this process to orchestrate the infrastructures required
during the workflow execution. For example, in Figure 1.1, only the infrastructure for
task D is contained in the Runtime Model and thus deployed in the Cloud.

synchronize

Workflow Runtime Model Cloud

Infrastructure

Task

A

C

D

B

A

C

D

B
D

Standard conform cloud orchestrationRuntime Workflow Model

Figure 1.1: Overview: Thesis goal and contributions.
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• The Runtime Workflow Model (Section 5) allows using arbitrary Infrastructure and
application requirements for each individual Task in a Workflow. Therefore, we couple
workflow tasks to infrastructural and application resources. The concept infuses
the Runtime Model used to manage the Cloud deployment with information about
the sequence of tasks to enact a Workflow. As part of this concept, we present a
workflow execution engine that utilizes autonomous control loops with the workflow
runtime model serving as a knowledge base. This engine schedules infrastructures
required for individual workflow tasks by merging the design time and runtime model.
The resulting model depicts the required cloud infrastructure at the specific point in
time and serves as input for the standard conform cloud orchestration process. After
orchestrating the infrastructure, the workflow engine triggers the enactment of pending
tasks ready to be executed. This concept presents a novel approach to reflect and
execute scientific workflows using a dynamic runtime model. The utilization of
infrastructural descriptions allows for individual workflow tasks to be highly tailored
to their needs, as well as the integration of a human-in-the-loop by design.

We evaluate the two contributions by performing case studies. From the results and the
development of these case studies, we present three further contributions to the knowledge
pool of working with cloud standards and workflows regarding the utilization of runtime
models:

• A cloud and simulation environment for the runtime workflow model which we
used to develop and execute our case studies (Section 6). This environment consists
of a web application used for the cloud orchestration, as well as different effectors
maintaining the runtime model. To facilitate the replication of our study, all implemen-
tations are publicly available [11].

• Two feasibility studies of a standard conform cloud orchestration demonstrating
the runtime model capabilities of OCCI (Section 7). We highlight the reflective
capabilities of OCCI (Section 7.1), as well as the compatibility of its interface to
deploy cloud topologies conforming to the TOSCA standard (Section 7.2). The results
demonstrate the feasibility and benefits of a cloud runtime model managed over a
standardized and uniform interface and serve as a basis for further improvements of
the OCCI cloud standard.

• The assessment of the applicability of a workflow runtime model by modeling and
performing three scientific workflows showing the integration of existing frameworks
(Section 8.1), the process of runtime decision-making including a human-in-the-loop
(Section 8.2), as well as the deployment of self-developed frameworks requiring loops
and parallelization within their workflows (Section 8.3). The results of the assessment
reveal the benefits of a runtime model reflecting the workflow and its infrastructure
over a sequence of states.
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1.2 Impact

The results of this dissertation and further research that has been performed to enable
this work have been published in two scientific journal articles and five peer-reviewed
international conference proceedings. One of the author’s journal publications was invited
and one was accepted as a Journal First presentation at international conferences. Also, one
conference publication is awarded with the “INSTICC Best Poster Award”.

Journal Articles

• Stéphanie Challita, Fabian Korte, Johannes Erbel, Faiez Zalila, Jens Grabowski,
and Philippe Merle. “Model-Based Cloud Resource Provisioning with TOSCA and
OCCI.” Software and Systems Modeling (SoSyM), Springer Verlag, 2021. Invited for
presentation as a Journal First at MODELS 2021.

Own contributions
I contributed to this publication by providing an initial mapping between TOSCA and
OCCI elements. In this publication, I mainly focused on the orchestration of cloud
deployments including the development of a required platform-specific transforma-
tion. Furthermore, I contributed by developing and executing the deployment of the
presented case studies. Finally, I prepared and presented the contribution as a Journal
First at the ACM/IEEE 24th International Conference on Model Driven Engineering
Languages and Systems (MODELS).

• Steffen Herbold, Alexander Trautsch, Benjamin Ledel, Alireza Aghamohammadi,
Taher Ahmed Ghaleb, Kuljit Kaur Chahal, Tim Bossenmaier, Bhaveet Nagaria, Philip
Makedonski, Matin Nili Ahmadabadi, Kristóf Szabados, Helge Spieker, Matej Madeja,
Nathaniel Hoy, Valentina Lenarduzzi, Shangwen Wang, Gema Rodriguez Perez, Ri-
cardo Colomo-Palacios, Roberto Verdecchia, Paramvir Singh, Yihao Qin, Debasish
Chakroborti, Willard Davis, Vijay Walunj, Hongjun Wu, Diego Marcilio, Omar Alam,
Abdullah Aldaeej, Idan Amit, Burak Turhan, Simon Eismann, Anna-Katharina Wickert,
Ivano Malavolta, Matúš Sulír, Fatemeh Fard, Austin Z. Henley, Stratos Kourtzanidis,
Eray Tüzün, Christoph Treude, Simin Maleki Shamasbi, Ivan Pashchenko, Marvin
Wyrich, James C. Davis, Alexander Serebrenik, Ella Albrecht, Ethem Utku Aktas,
Daniel Strüber, Johannes Erbel. “Large-Scale Manual Validation of Bug Fixing Com-
mits: A Fine-grained Analysis of Tangling.” Empirical Software Engineering (EMSE),
Springer Verlag, 2021. Accepted for presentation as a Journal First at ICSE 2022.

Own contributions
I contributed to this publication by manually labeling data as part of a crowdsourcing
approach as well as proofreading the journal article. Within this publication, the
SmartSHARK framework is used which builds the basis for one of the workflow case
studies presented in this thesis. The contribution got presented by Steffen Herbold at
the 44th International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE).
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Conferences and Workshops

• Johannes Erbel, Alexander Trautsch, Jens Grabowski. “Simulating live cloud adapta-
tions prior to a production deployment using a models at runtime approach ”, Proceed-
ings of the 11th International Conference on Simulation and Modeling Methodologies,
Technologies and Applications (SIMULTECH), 2021. Awarded with an INSTICC
Best Poster Award.

Own contributions
I am the lead author of the publication. I performed most of the work for this publica-
tion, including the technical implementations. Alexander Trautsch contributed to the
discussion of the simulation environment, the implementation of the replication set,
and the execution of the case study.

• Johannes Erbel, Thomas Brand, Holger Giese, Jens Grabowski. “OCCI-compliant,
fully causal-connected architecture runtime models supporting sensor management”,
Proceedings of the 14th Symposium on Software Engineering for Adaptive and Self-
Managing Systems (SEAMS), 2019.

Own contributions
I am the lead author of the publication. I performed most of the work for this pub-
lication, including the technical implementations and the performance of the case
studies. Thomas Brand contributed to the analysis of current problems within adaptive
monitoring and the selection of an appropriate case study with respect to its external
validity and the discussion of the study.

• Johannes Erbel, Stefan Wittek, Jens Grabowski, Andreas Rausch. “Dynamic Man-
agement of Multi-Level-Simulation Workflows in the Cloud”, Proceedings of the 2nd
International Workshop on Simulation Science (SimScience), 2019.

Own contributions
I am the lead author of the publication. I performed most of the work for this pub-
lication, including the technical implementations, except the multi-level-simulation
prototype developed by Stefan Wittek for the execution of the case study. Furthermore,
Stefan Wittek contributed to the discussion of dynamic simulation requirements.

• Johannes Erbel, Fabian Korte, Jens Grabowski. “Scheduling Architectures for Scien-
tific Workflows in the Cloud”, Proceedings of the 10th System Analysis and modeling
Conference (SAM), 2018.

Own contributions
I am the lead author of this publication. All main contributions, implementations, and
case studies have been done by me.
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• Johannes Erbel, Fabian Korte, Jens Grabowski. “Comparison and Runtime Adaptation
of Cloud Application Topologies based on OCCI”, Proceedings of the 8th International
Conference on Cloud Computing and Services Science (CLOSER), 2018.

Own contributions
I am the lead author of this publication. All main contributions, implementations, and
case studies have been done by me.

Additionally, the author of this dissertation supervised two student projects and one bachelor
thesis in relation to the overall topic of this thesis.

Bachelor Theses

• Lennart Thiesen. “Containerization in A Causally Connected Runtime Model for
Scientific Workflows”, Bachelor Thesis, Institute of Computer Science, University of
Goettingen, 2020.

Student Projects

• Nijat Rzayev. “Runtime metric detection and reflection in a workflow runtime model”,
Student Project, Institute of Computer Science, University of Goettingen, 2020.

• Lennart Thiesen. “Development and integration of a Bash Connector into the MoD-
MaCAO framework”, Student Project, Institute of Computer Science, University of
Goettingen, 2019.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis covers several aspects related to the goals and contributions stated above. It is
structured as follows.

Chapter 2 summarizes the foundations upon which the thesis is built. It includes foun-
dations regarding scientific workflow enactment (Section 2.1), model-driven engineering
(Section 2.2), cloud computing and its standards (Section 2.3).

Chapter 3 presents related work to the scientific topics to which the author contributed
during his studies and puts our work into a broader research context. This chapter includes
the work related to the topics of model-driven cloud orchestration (Section 3.1), model-driven
workflow systems (Section 3.2) and an overview of related infrastructure aware workflow
approaches (Section 3.3). In addition, a summary of the related work together with the
research gap is given within this chapter (Section 3.4).
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Chapter 4 introduces the standard conform cloud runtime model and its management by
providing an overview while focusing on the description of the orchestration process (Section
4.1). Furthermore, we go into detail about how the runtime model is connected to the cloud to
maintain a causal connection including the reflection of operational properties (Section 4.2).

Chapter 5 describes the concept of the runtime workflow model starting with an overview
describing how the workflow elements are coupled to infrastructural resources, as well as
their capabilities (Section 5.1). Finally, we introduce a workflow engine using the workflow
runtime model as a knowledge base to schedule required infrastructures and trigger the
execution of workflow tasks (Section 5.2).

Chapter 6 covers information about the ecosystem built around the OCCI cloud standard
(Section 6.1). Among others, this section introduces infrastructure configurations including
the connection of the runtime model to the cloud and the simulation environments. Further-
more, the chapter introduces the deployment and workflow framework to perform the case
studies (Section 6.2).

Chapter 7 describes the execution of the runtime model orchestration case studies demon-
strating the feasibility of a standard conform runtime model and orchestration process. This
chapter provides an overview of the case study selection process, as well as the execution of
a cluster scaling example (Section 7.1) and the deployment of cloud application topologies
via the OCCI interface that originate from TOSCA (Section 7.2).

Chapter 8 assesses the applicability of workflow runtime models over three case studies.
This chapter comprises the case study selection, followed by the description and execution
of workflows from the domain of big data analytics (Section 8.1), dynamic simulations
(Section 8.2), and software repository mining (Section 8.3).

Chapter 9 discusses the results of this thesis. We evaluate the applicability of a workflow
runtime model for academia, education and industry (Section 9.1). Furthermore, we discuss
the usefulness of the workflow runtime model from the viewpoints of personas, including
scientists, cloud architects and systems utilizing the model as a knowledge pool for adaptive
behavior (Section 9.2). Finally, we go over the standard conformity of the presented approach
while presenting possible improvements (Section 9.3). Finally, this chapter covers the study’s
threats to validity (Section 9.4).

Chapter 10 concludes this thesis with a summary and an outlook on future work.



2 Fundamentals

This chapter introduces the foundations of this thesis consisting of different terminology and
basic concepts. An overview of this chapter is visualized in Figure 2.1. Section 2.1 provides
an introduction to the Domain of our research, namely Scientific Workflows. Section 2.2
presents the development Technique used throughout this study. In this section, the concept
of Model-driven Engineering is introduced. Within this section, we especially highlight
the concepts of models at runtime and runtime model based approaches. Section 2.3
gives an overview of the Infrastructure utilized in this thesis highlighting the advantages of
Cloud Computing including current open standards.

Scientific

Domain

Model-driven

Technique

Cloud

Infrastructure

abstracted via applied on
Workflows Engineering Computing

Figure 2.1: Overview: Foundations chapter.

2.1 Scientific Workflows

The term workflow is broad and can be found in several different domains ranging from
manufacturing processes from the industrialization, over business processes, to information
processes performing calculations [12]. Independent of the different determination of a
workflow, they share the abstraction of describing a sequence of tasks that should either
be performed manual or within an automated procedure. Scientific Workflows (SWFs)
distinguish themselves from other workflow types over the kind of activities being performed
which again heavily depend on the kind of research area, experiment, and required analysis.
Often, the analysis of the experiment itself can be described over a sequence of tasks or
computations to be performed, also referred to as scientific workflow in the literature. In this
thesis we consider a scientific workflow as a sequence of computation tasks to be performed
and stick to the following definition [13]:
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Definition 2.1 (Scientific Workflow). A scientific workflow is the computerized facilitation
or automation of a scientific process, in whole or part, which usually streamlines a collection
of scientific tasks with data channels and data flow constructs to automate data computation
and analysis to enable and accelerate scientific discovery.

While multiple definitions exist for scientific workflows, it boils down to a sequence
of tasks operating on data for scientific purposes. One of the grand visions for scientific
workflows is to plug in any scientific data resource and computational service [14]. Also, the
inspection of data on the fly is of great interest, as well as being able to change parameters
while re-executing only affected components. Workflows in general are often either control
or data flow oriented. According to Ludäscher et al. [14], control flow oriented workflows
are more used for business workflows, while data flow oriented are more often used for
scientific reasons. The distinction between both workflow scenarios is blurry and differs
mainly in the goals and priorities of the workflow [15]. This allows to intertwine techniques
and frameworks from both domains as the concepts are rather similar [16–18].

In the following, Section 2.1.1 describes the fundamentals of scientific workflows and
their description languages. Section 2.1.2 introduces basics about engines and infrastructures
used to process workflows.

2.1.1 Fundamentals

Workflows and thus scientific workflows are based on the same foundations. In this section,
common mathematical concepts and fundamentals regarding workflows are introduced. The
highest form of abstraction of a workflow is the one of a directed graph. Bang-Jensen and
Gutin define directed graphs as follows [19]:

Definition 2.2 (Directed Graph). A directed graph (or just digraph) D consists of a non-
empty finite set V (D) of elements called vertices and a finite set A(D) of ordered pairs of
distinct vertices called arcs. We call V (D) the vertex set and A(D) the arc set of D. We
will often write D = (V,A) which means that V and A are the vertex set and arc set of D,
respectively.

Multiple notations and terms can be found in the literature defining directed graphs.
Commonly used terms for vertices are, e.g., nodes and points. Arcs are also commonly
known as edges or lines [20]. Throughout this thesis we use these terms interchangeably.
Meanwhile, a multitude of languages have been developed around directed graphs. Often the
graphs vertices V (D) describe the workflow tasks while arcs A(D) define the dependencies
or data flow between them. In literature scientific workflow description are often separated
into Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) or a Directed Cyclic Graphs (DCGs), depending on
whether the workflow contains loops [2]. Figure 2.2 provides examples for the different
types of graphs used in this thesis. Figure 2.2 (a), shows a small directed graph, with the
typical notation of a Vertex as a circle. In this example two vertices are connected by an Arc
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Vertex

Arc

(a) Directed graph. (b) Acyclic graph. (c) Cyclic graph.

Figure 2.2: Directed graph examples.

drawn as an arrow which directs from one vertex to another. Figure 2.2 (b) and (c) highlights
the difference between an acyclic and cyclic graph. While the DAG does not contain cycles,
i.e., none of the arcs in the graph create a closed loop, the DCG may consist of loops as
visualized by the blue vertices.

Multiple models exist to describe the execution behavior or the logic behind a workflow,
i.e., how to follow the control flow and when to execute which task. One of the most common
models is the petri net [21] that can be used to describe a workflow execution [22, 23]. The
concept of a petri net can be found, e.g., in activity diagrams from the Unified Modeling
Language (UML) [24] or the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [25]. These
are respectively used to describe software system behavior or business processes using a
sequence of actions. A petri net is a bipartite graph, i.e., a graph with two disjoint and
independent sets of vertices. These sets of vertices are places and transitions which are
interconnected by weighted arcs. In general, transitions represent events, e.g., the execution
of a computation step or job, and places represent its pre- or post-conditions, e.g., the
presence of resources or input data. Each place can be marked with a token representing that
the condition of a place is met. A transition is enabled if each input place is marked with
an amount of tokens at least equal to the weight of the arc from the input to the transition.
Whether an enabled transition is fired, depends on whether the event takes place. As soon as
the transition is fired the tokens are removed from the input place and transferred to each
output place. To get a better insight about desired characteristics of workflows the following
section goes into detail about common requirements and traits to automatically execute
scientific workflows.

2.1.2 Scientific Workflow Management Systems

To interpret modeled workflows and automate their execution a Scientific Workflow Man-
agement System (SWFMS) is required [9]. Often these management systems directly com-
plement the workflow language. Depending on the workflow and the infrastructure it is
operating on, several kinds of system architectures exist. In complement to the definition of
SWFs, Lin et al. [13] provide a definition for SWFMSs:
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Definition 2.3 (Scientific Workflow Management System). A scientific workflow manage-
ment system (SWFMS) is a system that completely defines, modifies, manages, monitors, and
executes scientific workflows through the execution of scientific tasks whose execution order
is driven by a computerized representation of the workflow logic.

Depending on the computation infrastructure utilized workflows can be further divided
into in situ workflows and distributed workflows [9]. In situ workflows exchange information
over an internal storage or internal networks, e.g., of a High Performance Computing
(HPC) system. In our approach, we focus on a distributed workflow concept in which tasks
are loosely coupled and executed on distributed resources, e.g, on cluster, grid and cloud
systems. As scientific calculations often require high amounts of computing resources, these
languages are often tied to a specific infrastructure they are operating on. While the modeling
of workflows is well investigated in the literature, we focus on how to create and infuse
a basic workflow structure with infrastructural information using the technologies from
the current state of the art of infrastructure management. Independent of the architecture
and the infrastructure utilized, SWFMSs come with several desired characteristics and
requirements. Typical requirements of scientific workflows comprise, but are not limited to
seamlessly accessing remote services, reuse of workflows definitions, utilization of scalable
infrastructure, reliability and fault tolerance mechanisms, data provenance, as well as a
detached execution to handle long-running workflows with human interaction [14]. To cope
with these challenges we combine techniques that provide practitioners with a description
language for workflows and cloud deployments that operate on a high level of abstraction.
These techniques refer to the area of model-driven engineering and are elaborated in the
following section.

2.2 Model-Driven Engineering

To better understand and discuss software system designs and architectures, often models
are used that are visualizing an abstract version of the behavior or structure of the system.
Most often these models are utilized as a prescriptive or descriptive visualization to get an
overview of the system and support a discussion [26]. One common example is the UML
providing a standardized tool set of model elements to abstract computing systems, or the
BPMN to design business processes. In the Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) paradigm
these models are not only used as a visualisation of the system, but rather as a fundamental
artifact within the software development process that describes the software system on a high
level of detail [27]. Da Silva defines MDE as follows [28]:

Definition 2.4 (Model-Driven Engineering). MDE is a software engineering approach that
considers models not just as documentation artifacts but also as first-class citizens, where
models might be used throughout all engineering disciplines and in any application domain.
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When applying MDE, the utilized models are formalized allowing them to be automatically
processed, e.g., by transforming the model into another form or to generate code. A large
community exists around this concept. Not only in science but also in industry, as reflected
by the recurring Industry Day introduced in 2018 by the International Conference on Model-
Driven Engineering Languages and Systems [29]. MDE brings technologies closer to non
computer scientists by allowing users to work with Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs).
These consist of a dedicated set of model elements from an application domain to ease the
utilization of software solutions by domain experts. Szvetits and Zdun [30] define abstraction
in the context of MDE as a way to “interact with the system by using models which are
closer to the problem space”. One of the most adopted MDE approaches is the Model-Driven
Architecture (MDA) [31] specified by the Object Management Group (OMG), which focuses
on the definition and transformation of models using several abstraction layers.

Section 2.2.1 introduces fundamental MDE terms. Section 2.2.2 describes common model-
driven techniques used throughout this thesis. Section 2.2.3 explicitly highlights techniques
used for runtime models.

2.2.1 Fundamentals

To understand MDE, the term model and its relationship to a metamodel is fundamental.
Bézivin [32] highlights the importance of a model in MDE by comparing it to Object-
Oriented Programming (OOP). While in OOP “everything is an object”, in MDE “everything
is a model”. In the scope of this thesis, we refer to the term model as defined by Kühne [26]:

Definition 2.5 (Model). A model is an abstraction of a (real or language based) system
allowing predictions or inferences to be made.

Each model follows a prescriptive or descriptive purpose, describing either an already
existing system or a system to be build [26]. To fulfill this purpose a model can be decom-
posed into three major features [33]. The mapping, reduction, and pragmatic feature. The
mapping feature denotes that a model always refers to the system or object to be abstracted,
also referred to as the original. Within the model, the original system is reduced to only a
small selection of properties that are required to interpret the model for its specific purpose.
Finally, the pragmatic feature of the model should be useful for its users, e.g., a human user
or a system when using MDE. This feature allows users to interpret the model giving it a
meaning in the end [27]. Each “model is an instance of a metamodel” [34] whereby the
metamodel specifies elements, e.g., entities, resources, links and attributes, that can be used
to create a model. In general, a metamodel can be defined as follows:

Definition 2.6 (Metamodel). A metamodel is a model of models [31] forming a language of
models [35].

The formality introduced by a metamodel allows validating its instances to check whether
its “language” is correctly used. To allow for such validation, developers can infuse their
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Figure 2.3: Example metamodel hierarchy (adapted from [34]).

metamodel with constraints that need to be fulfilled. For this, declarative languages, like the
Object Constraint Language (OCL) [36], can be used, allowing for rules and expressions to
be specified. In the context of an abstract DCG metamodel, a constraint may be that each
arc always needs to connect to different vertices without forming a loop. This way errors in
the model can be easily detected, especially when models tend to get larger or a multitude
of models are used within a project. To create metamodels, a meta-metamodel is required
which basically is a metamodel for metamodels [34]. Even though an arbitrary amount of
meta-layers can be created, the most common is the utilization of four layers. Figure 2.3
provides an overview of these layers using UML class and object diagrams as an example.

In this figure, the notion of a video is abstracted over four layers. The layer Original (M0)
represents the Real World object to be abstracted. While Videos describe the type of object
to be abstracted, the video Titanic represents a concrete instance. Within the Model (M1) this
original is abstracted as a class Video reducing its properties to a single attribute title. Based
on this class, object instances can be created. These objects represent a snapshot of the
class which in this case describes the movie Titanic. Both the class, and the object diagram
are based on a Metamodel (M2), e.g., UML. Here, the Video class is an instance of Class and
the title is an instance of Attribute. Finally, the metamodel itself is based on a description
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language often referred to as Meta-Metamodel (M3). One example is the Meta-Object Facility
(MOF) [37], defined by the OMG. These meta-metamodels conform to themselves and
provide a basic set of elements to be used for the creation of metamodels, such as a basic
Class element. Even though the MOF is often referred to as meta-metamodel, it is strictly
speaking a metamodel [34]. One example implementation for such a modeling stack is the
Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [38] often used within the model-driven community. In
the following, techniques utilized within this thesis that operate on these different abstraction
layers are introduced.

2.2.2 Techniques

Around the concept of models and metamodels several techniques, standards and frameworks
have been developed to utilize the benefits of formalized information stored within models.
These techniques range from but are not limited to, automatic transformations from one
model to another, validation of models, and the generation of program code or graphical
editors. These techniques enable the automatic creation of software artifacts which can
result in reduced time efforts and lower mistakes made by manually created artifacts and
improved human interaction [39]. One example framework is the Extensible Platform
for Specification of Integrated Languages for mOdel maNagement (Epsilon) [40] which
provides a set of languages compatible with EMF models that support code generation,
model transformation and validation. The Epsilon Object Language (EOL) [41] builds
the basis for the set of Epsilon languages and allows modifying EMF models by using
typical programming constructs. In the following, we provide a definition of model-to-model
transformations (M2Ms) and an introduction to the MDA approach.

2.2.2.1 Model-to-Model Transformation

One of the most common techniques in MDE is the utilization of M2M transformations [42,
43]. These transformations define a set of transformation rules that describe how elements
from one metamodel are translated into the elements of another metamodel. These rules are
applied to model instances. Kleppe et al. define M2M transformations as follows [44]:

Definition 2.7 (Model-to-model transformation (M2M)). A transformation is the automatic
generation of a target model from a source model, according to a transformation definition.

Definition 2.8 (Transformation definition). A transformation definition is a set of transfor-
mation rules that together describe how a model in the source language can be transformed
into a model in the target language.

Definition 2.9 (Transformation rule). A transformation rule is a description of how one or
more constructs in the source language can be transformed into one or more constructs in
the target language.
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Figure 2.4: Model transformation concept (adapted from [31]).

The relationship between these different transformation terms is depicted in Figure 2.4.
The figure shows an example transformation from a Source Model of Metamodel A to a
Target Model of Metamodel B. Both metamodels define only one element, a square and a
circle, which are identified over the shape, color and size. The Transformation consists of a
Transformation Definition holding the set of Transformation Rules. In this example, only one
rule exists which describes that squares should be transformed into circles while maintaining
the remaining properties. Therefore, when this transformation is applied, the Source Model
gets transformed into the Target Model so that each square is transformed into a circle.
Meanwhile, a multitude of M2M transformation languages have been developed providing
access to a different set of features, e.g., the Query/View/Transformation (QVT) [45] lan-
guage, the Epsilon Transformation Language (ETL) [46], the ATL Transformation Language
(ATL) [47, 48] and Viatra [49–52]. One related technique is the model-to-text transformation
(M2T) which targets a textual artifact rather than another model [28]. Common examples are
the Epsilon Generation Language (EGL) [53] and Acceleo [54].

2.2.2.2 Model-Driven Architecture

The Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is a specialized MDE approach which focuses on
different viewpoints on a system. Hereby, selected details are suppressed within the model to
reach a simplified version of it [31]. Within this approach, the utilization of the Computation
Independent Model (CIM), Platform Independent Model (PIM) and Platform Specific Model
(PSM) are specified which can be connected via M2M transformations. Within the MDA
guide [31], Truyen [55] defines these three model abstractions as follows:

Definition 2.10 (Computation Independent Model (CIM)). A CIM [...] presents exactly
what the system is expected to do, but hides all information technology related specifications
to remain independent of how that system will be (or currently is) implemented.
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Definition 2.11 (Platform Independent Model (PIM)). A PIM exhibits a sufficient degree
of independence [...] to enable its mapping to one or more platforms. This is commonly
achieved by defining a set of services in a way that abstracts out technical details. Other
models then specify a realization of these services in a platform specific manner.

Definition 2.12 (Platform Specific Model (PSM)). A PSM combines the specifications in the
PIM with the details required to stipulate how a system uses a particular type of platform.
If the PSM does not include all the details necessary to produce an implementation of that
platform it is considered abstract (meaning that it relies on other explicit or implicit models
which do contain the necessary details).

Overall, the CIM hides all technological information, while the PIM is a generic represen-
tation of the model that should be applicable to any kind of related environment. The PSM,
on the other hand, contains information specific to a target environment. Using this approach,
the core information about a system can be retained increasing its portability. When required,
this model can be infused with additional information using an M2M transformation. This
approach allows preventing provider lock-ins by modeling a service at a high level of ab-
straction and thereafter adding provider specific information to the model in order to be
automatically processed. In the following, we go into further detail about models at runtime.

2.2.3 Models at Runtime

Models at Runtime (M@R) is a subcategory of MDE that promotes the utilization of models
not only as a static view on a system but rather as a live representation of it. This kind of
models are named runtime models which M@R approaches build upon. Two definitions
for a runtime model are often found in the literature which combined provide an in-depth
definition of the term:

Definition 2.13 (Runtime Model). A runtime model is defined as abstraction of a running
system that is being manipulated at runtime for a specific purpose [56]. [It maintains] a
causally connected self-representation of the associated system that emphasizes the structure,
behavior or goals of the system from a problem space perspective [57].

The interconnection of a runtime model and the system is declared as a causal connection,
which Maes defined as follows [58]:

Definition 2.14 (Causal Connection). A system is said to be causally connected to its domain
if the internal structures and the domain they represent are linked in such a way that if one
of them changes, this leads to a corresponding effect upon the other.

Among others, the utilization of runtime models helps to tackle inaccurate predictions and
changing environments as, e.g., change impacts and system adaptation rules can be visualized
before they are executed [30]. Furthermore, failing workflow resources [59], as well as
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violated constraints can be checked at runtime [60]. One of the major objectives of models at
runtime approaches is the adaptation of the running system which needs to be adjusted due
to changing requirements and other contextual changes [30]. The adaptation objective fits
to the autonomic computing paradigm that fosters the vision of software systems working
autonomously with each other and without the need for any human interaction or direct
recognition of the system itself [61]. Common motives for adaptive computer systems are
high frequencies of recurring adaptation tasks, required low reaction rates, as well as the
need to process huge amounts of relevant information. Systems handling such requirements
without needing human interaction are often referred to as self-adaptive systems which are
defined by Lemos et al. as follows [62]:

Definition 2.15 (Self-adaptive systems). Self-adaptive systems are able to adjust their
behavior or structure at runtime in response to their perception of the environment and the
system itself.

Self-adaptive systems are often implemented in form of a feedback loop. One common
example of an automated control loop is the Monitor-Analyze-Plan-Execute-Knowledge
(MAPE-K) control loop [64]. The MAPE-K loop, visualized in Figure 2.5, has four functions
that share a common Knowledge base [63]. The Monitor function provides details about
the system and its environment. Based on those details the Analyze function determines if
changes are required. The Plan function elaborates the procedure to perform the changes
and the Execute function triggers them. The shared Knowledge is the basis for adaptation
and decision-making processes and consists, e.g., of policies and details about the running
system that could be stored in a runtime model. The causal connection between a runtime
model and the system can be used by the control loop to trigger system changes and thus
often play a central role in the realization of a self-adaptive system [65].

Analyze Plan

Monitor

Knowledge

Sensor Effector

Execute

System

Figure 2.5: MAPE-K self-adaptive control loop (adapted from [63]).
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To causally connect a System with a MAPE-K loop, a Sensor needs to be employed
that grants access to it, e.g., to gather facts about the current workload of provisioned
infrastructure resources. Such a Sensor may be used by the Monitor step. Furthermore, to
adjust the System an interface to it needs to be provided. We refer to this interface as Effector
which can be used by the Execute step. Among others, an Effector provides the logic to add,
update or remove elements within the connected System to manage its resources.

2.3 Cloud Computing

Cloud computing has opened a new era of resource utilization and computing as a utility
as an upfront commitment of required resources is no longer required [4, 5, 66]. At its
core, cloud computing is a service in which virtualized chunks of a large pool of physical
computing resources can be rented from a provider [67]. The sheer amount of resources that
can be dynamically rented on demand removes the need to plan ahead of time. This allows
to quickly react to changing computation needs and requirements. The National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) defines cloud computing as follows [67]:

Definition 2.16 (Cloud Computing). Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous,
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources
(e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned
and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.

In the following, Section 2.3.1 goes into detail about cloud fundamentals and virtualization
techniques. Section 2.3.2 describes the current state of the art to orchestrate cloud resources.
Finally, Section 2.3.3 provides an overview of the cloud standards used within this thesis.

2.3.1 Fundamentals

The NIST definition for cloud computing provides an overall view on the topic and is one
of the most referenced specifications in literature. The definition is separated into three
categories: characteristics (i), deployment models (ii), and service models (iii).

Characteristics (i) defined by NIST form de-facto requirements for cloud services. For this
paragraph, we highlight these NIST characteristics in italic. At its core, a cloud comprises a
physical resource pool from which virtualized chunks can be rented using an on-demand
self-service requiring no interaction with administrators from the provider side. For this,
broad network access is required which supports standard mechanisms for a variety of
clients. A rapid elasticity ensures that the offered resources can be quickly provisioned and
released to enable dynamic scaling. Finally, a measured service needs to be provided which
monitors the offered and rented resources leveraging metering capabilities for the provider
and consumer.

Deployment models (ii) refer to where the cloud provider infrastructure is hosted, who
is administrating it and from whom it is accessible. A public cloud is available for the
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general public and owned by a company, such as the Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) cloud by
Amazon [68]. A community cloud is a cloud environment shared by multiple organizations,
while a private cloud is operated for use by a single organization. Finally, a hybrid cloud is a
combination of two other deployment models which may be used, e.g, to store sensitive data
in a private cloud while using computation capabilities offered by a public cloud.

Service models (iii) describe the level to which a consumer has access to the shared
resources. Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS) are the most common ones and are specified in the NIST definition
as well. Throughout the years, the kind of services offered by cloud computing providers
drastically increased [69]. SaaS provides the end-user with a software application ready
to use such as office programs and email services like Google’s GSuite [70]. PaaS offers
configurable runtime environments and applications ready to be used by a development team.
Common examples are the Google App Engine [71] and the Elastic Beanstalk [72] from
the Amazon Web Services (AWS). The approach introduced in this thesis attaches to IaaS
as it allows to directly rent virtualized infrastructure resources and thus provides the most
flexibility. Common examples of an IaaS cloud are the AWS EC2 [68] and OpenStack [73]
as open-source solution. The two most common types of compute nodes offered by this
service are Virtual Machines (VMs) and containers. For the remainder of this thesis, we
stick to the NIST definition of IaaS [67] and the definition of VMs and container instances
as compute nodes by Brikman [74] :

Definition 2.17 (Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)). The capability provided to the consumer
is to provision processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources
where the consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software, which can include operating
systems and applications.

Definition 2.18 (Virtual Machine). A Virtual Machine (VM) emulates an entire computer
system, including the hardware. You run a hypervisor [...] to virtualize (i.e., simulate) the
underlying CPU, memory, hard drive, and networking.

Definition 2.19 (Container). A container emulates the user space of an OS [...][with]
isolated processes, memory, mount points, and networking.

VMs are fully isolated from the host machine, as well as from other VMs on the same
host. Each VM runs a separate Operating System (OS) which results in a high start-up time
as well as an overhead regarding Central Processing Unit (CPU) and memory utilization.
To circumvent this drawback, VMs are often used to host container nodes in which cloud
applications or components are deployed. These operate on a virtualized user space rather
than virtualized hardware and can be created in milliseconds with next to no CPU or memory
overhead [74]. This, however, comes with the drawback of sharing the hosts OS, kernel and
hardware and therefore are less isolated. Next, we introduce fundamental terminology and
technology regarding cloud orchestration.
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2.3.2 Cloud Orchestration

To fulfill arbitrary requirements for research infrastructures, IaaS can be used to virtualize
hardware composition. Still, the provisioned resources need to be configured and managed,
e.g., by deploying and monitoring a specific application. Cloud orchestration describes a
managed process to automatically provision and deploy cloud applications in the correct
order. Liu et al. define the orchestration of IaaS cloud resources as follows [75]:

Definition 2.20 (Cloud Orchestration). Cloud orchestration involves the creation, manage-
ment and manipulation of cloud resources, i.e., compute, storage and network, in order to
realize user requests in a cloud environment, or to realize operational objectives of the cloud
service provider. User requests are driven by the service abstraction and service logic that
the cloud environment exposes to them.

When looking into the literature, different features required by cloud orchestration tools
can be found. Baur et al. [76] define four requirements of orchestration tools to manage
a cloud applications lifecycle. These include capabilities to define, deploy, monitor and
manage cloud applications. Brikman [74] defines a similar feature set required for real
world use cases. This feature set reflects the current capabilities of existing tools and
comprises, e.g., automated healing capabilities monitoring and replacing failing nodes. But
also service discovery, auto-scaling, load balancing and the functionality to roll out updates
on multiple compute nodes. To achieve these orchestration goals, often Infrastructure as
Code (IaC) techniques are used. These techniques allow specifying software artifacts that
contain infrastructure compositions and application deployments in a declarative manner. A
definition of IaC is given by Brikman [74]:

Definition 2.21 (Infrastructure as Code). [...] infrastructure as code [allows to] write and
execute code to define, deploy, update, and destroy your infrastructure. All aspects of
operations [are treated] as software – even those aspects that represent hardware (e.g.,
setting up physical servers).

The treatment of infrastructure configurations in the form of software artifacts allows for
“consistent, repeatable routines to provisioning and changing systems and their configura-
tion” [77]. This results in an easier management of distributed infrastructures. Brikman [74]
defines several broad categories of tools used for IaC which are used for different purposes to
orchestrate cloud applications. Figure 2.6 highlights three common IaC techniques and sets
them in relation to written Script artifacts, utilized Engines and access methods regarding
the Infrastructure to be managed.

An Infrastructure Configuration describes the composition of infrastructural resources
and serves as input for a Provisioning Engine. These engines, such as Terraform [78],
CloudFormation [79] and OpenStack Heat [80] orchestrate the infrastructure to reach the
desired state. Therefore, access to the IaaS layer is required using, e.g., the interface of the
Cloud provider. To configure the spawned infrastructure, an Ad hoc Script can be utilized.
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Figure 2.6: Infrastructure as Code techniques.

These refer to common scripting languages like Bash [81] and Python [82] and are used to
automate tasks on the server. For this, direct access to the spawned VM or compute node is
required. More profound IaC tools provide further and more complex functionalities, e.g., by
ensuring that a consistent state of the resources is maintained. Using an Ad hoc script may
not be sufficient to manage large computation clusters, as these kinds of scripts are typically
imperative and access each VM individually leaving them prone to manual errors. To mitigate
this problem, Configuration Management and a CM Engine can be utilized which handles the
overall installation and management process of software on provisioned infrastructure [74].
In this thesis we refer to configuration management as follows [83]:

Definition 2.22 (Configuration Management). Configuration management is a way of han-
dling changes in a system using a defined method so that the system maintains its integrity
over time. A log is kept of every change made to a system along with documentation about
who made the change, when the change was made, and why it was made. This allows us to
know the exact state of a system at any moment in time.

Common examples for configuration management tools are Chef [84], Puppet [85], An-
sible [86], and SaltStack [87]. Compared to simple ad hoc solutions these configuration
management tools are designed to configure multiple distributed resources using, e.g., Secure
Shell (SSH) connections. Furthermore, these tools often introduce “Idempotent tasks [which]
can be executed multiple times always yielding the same result” [88]. This helps to ensure
that the written scripts leads to the state described in the configuration management script.
Further, configuration management systems often offer the options for parallel and rolling
deployments. It should be noted that applications to be deployed can already be part of,
e.g., a container. This technique is referred to as templating which can be used “to create an
image of a server that captures a fully self-contained “snapshot” of the OS, the software, the
files and all other relevant details.” [74]. This technique is often used to deploy a compute
resource with common functionalities pre-installed before getting customized by additional
configuration management procedures. Up next, we introduce cloud standards utilized within
this thesis.
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2.3.3 Cloud Standards

The success of cloud computing has led to various cloud providers each offering similar re-
sources but through heterogeneous interfaces, semantics [89], and utilized technologies [90].
These differences result in a lack of interoperability [91], and the problem of a vendor or
provider lock-in. This lock-in makes it difficult to switch from one provider to another [92].
In the literature study by Silva et al. [93] many approaches are enumerated that tackle this
issue. One of these solutions is the specification and utilization of cloud standards developed
by committees. Standardization groups include the OMG Cloud Working Group (CWG), pro-
viding vendor-neutral guidance for cloud interoperability and portability [94]. Standardized
specifications for certain parts of a cloud system cover, e.g., the Cloud Data Management
Interface (CDMI) [95] by the Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA), as well as
specifications on how to test these interfaces defined by the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) [96]. Some standards are tailored towards specific service layers
such as the Cloud Application Management for Platforms (CAMP) [97] for PaaS. Finally,
standards specifying a data model for cloud deployments exist such as the Open Cloud
Computing Interface (OCCI) [98] and the Topology and Orchestration Specification for
Cloud Applications (TOSCA) [6].

In the scope of this thesis, we focus on the OCCI standard [98]. In addition, we demonstrate
the interoperability of OCCI, and thus our orchestration approach, to the standardized
TOSCA [6] cloud language. We describe both standards and existing extensions next.

2.3.3.1 Open Cloud Computing Interface

OCCI is a cloud standard, developed by the Open Grid Forum (OGF). The standard provides
an extensible data model accompanied by the specification of a uniform interface to manage
modeled elements.

The OCCI Core Model [98], shown in Figure 2.7, introduces a set of core elements meant
to be extended in order to manage cloud resources. This extensible core is separated into two
categories. The Core base types and the Classification and identification mechanisms which
follow a type-instance pattern. The Core base types are composed of the abstract element
Entity and its specializations Resource and Link. Instances of those types represent actual
cloud resources that can be managed over the OCCI interface. OCCI models form a DAG with
a Resource being a node that contains a set of Link instances. Each Link possesses a target
pointing to another Resource. Each Entity is of one specific Kind which, combined with its id,
uniquely identify it. Kind represents the main element of the Classification and identification
mechanism of OCCI and defines a set of Attributes to be filled with values by the Entity as
well as Actions that can be performed on it. An Action, when triggered, affects the state of
the resource as described by a Finite State Machine (FSM). In addition to a Kind, each Entity
may have multiple applied Mixins introducing new capabilities to the Entity at runtime, e.g.,
in form of Attribute and Action instances. Kind, Mixin, and Action inherit from the abstract
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Figure 2.7: OCCI’s Core Model (adapted from OCCI’s Core specification [98]).

Category element and thus can be identified over a scheme and term. The term represents
the name of the Category instance while the scheme is a namespace that often refers to the
elements OCCI extension. Both Kind and Mixin possess generalization capabilities. A Kind
can only possess a single parent. However, a Mixin can have multiple depends relationships
allowing it to inherit and combine several capabilities at once.

The OCCI interface [99] is based on the Representational State Transfer (REST) [100],
a stateless application-level protocol that allows managing hypermedia resources. Hereby,
the interface supports the default Create, Read, Update, Delete (CRUD) operations, as well
as the execution of defined actions on specific entities. Single entities can be addressed
over their Kind and id. Also, complete collections can be managed over single requests by
referring to all entities of a specific Kind or which have specific Mixin instances applied. To
work with the interface, OCCI defines several renderings in its specification suite covering,
e.g., a text based [101] and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) based rendering [102].

2.3.3.2 Open Cloud Computing Interface Extensions

OCCI extensions utilize the classification and identification mechanisms to expand the
standard with new kinds to manage arbitrary entities. The extensions used in this thesis are
shown in Figure 2.8 with OCCI resource types in white and link types in gray.

The Infrastructure extension [103] adds specialized types to manage typical IaaS resources
including Storage, Network and Compute elements. The Compute type, e.g., abstracts a VM
or container resource and provides attributes to define the amount of memory, as well as
actions to start and stop the machine. Each infrastructure type possesses an active and inactive
state including actions to transition between them, such as start and stop. Additionally, each
resource type provides several attributes, e.g., to specify the amount of memory of a compute
node, the address range of a network, or the size of a storage. Compute nodes can be linked
to a Storage or Network instance via a StorageLink or NetworkInterface respectively, serving
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as an interface to it. Among others, these links describe the mount point of the storage as
well as the desired network address of the compute resource. The extension specifies several
mixins to further extend the capabilities of infrastructure resources adding, e.g., the address
range of a network or preset configurations for VMs.

The Docker extension by Paraiso et al. [104] introduces the management of containerized
resources to OCCI by building upon the Infrastructure extension. It consists of two main
resource types Machine and Container which are both specializations of Compute. The
Machine type represents a typical VM that serves as a host for a Docker Container which is
modeled via a Contains link.

The Platform extension [106] supports the management of PaaS. An Application represents
a user-defined service, e.g., a computation cluster, that is composed of Component instances
that implement the service’s business logic. To abstract this behavior, the extension introduces
the ComponentLink type to interconnect Component instances in order to form a larger
Application. The Model-Driven Configuration Management of Cloud Applications with
OCCI (MoDMaCAO) framework [105] enhances this extension and enables application
management for IaaS services. For this, MoDMaCAO introduces three new elements denoted
with an M© in Figure 2.8. The PlacementLink type describes where a Component is deployed
by targeting a Compute node. The Application:Mixin allows specifying OCL constraints
to support validation features. Finally, the Component:Mixin manages the lifecycle of a
Component over a configuration management script that is executed on its compute host.
For a more precise management the framework enhances the lifecycle of OCCI Component

undeployed deployed inactive active
deploy configure start

stop
undeploy

start
Platform FSM

undeploy undeploy

Figure 2.9: Finite state machine of applications and components (adapted from [105]).
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and Application elements. This lifecycle is depicted in Figure 2.9 as an FSM using an UML
state machine diagram. The common lifecycle follows the undeployed, deployed, inactive
and active states. To traverse through these states, MoDMaCAO introduces lifecycle actions,
i.e., deploy, configure, start, stop and undeploy. To manage this lifecycle with fewer action
requests, shortcuts allow, e.g., to directly traverse the complete lifecycle from undeploy to
active using a single start action request. When triggered, these actions execute a specific
block within a linked configuration management script.

2.3.3.3 Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications

TOSCA is a cloud standard maintained by Organization for the Advancement of Structured
Information Standards (OASIS). Similar to OCCI, the standard provides a language to design
cloud deployments [107]. In addition to the definition of deployment topologies, TOSCA
allows modeling management procedures to modify services via orchestration processes
called plans. In this thesis, we focus on the cloud deployment description to investigate
similarities with the OCCI standard. Currently, two versions of TOSCA can be found. One
is based on the YAML Ain’t Markup Language (YAML) [108] and the other is based on the
Extensible Markup Language (XML) [107]. While the YAML version does not provide a
formal metamodel, the XML version is accompanied by an XML Schema (XSD). According
to the TOSCA XML specification, the language’s “focus is on design time aspects, i.e. the
description of services to ensure their exchange. Runtime aspects are addressed by providing
a container for specifying models of plans which support the management of instances of
services.” [107]. A simplified subset of the structure of the TOSCA metamodel is shown
in Figure 2.10. Overall, the metamodel can be separated in the Topology Template which is
accompanied by a Type Definition. Together, both parts form a type-instance pattern similar
to the one used within the OCCI data model.

The Topology Template, i.e., the cloud deployment model, is composed of abstract
Entity Template elements. These aggregate a set of Properties to describe the individual
template elements. The Node Template and Relationship Template are the main elements of
the Topology Template which together follow the notion of a DAG. While a Node Template
specifies, e.g., a VM to be provisioned, a Relationship Template is used to model a relation-
ship between Node Template instances. These can be used, e.g., to describe on which VM
a specific component is hosted. TOSCA allows specifying Capability and Requirement ele-
ments that are part of a Node Template. While a Capability describes certain abilities provided
by a node, a Requirement describes its consumption. An example of such a relationship is
the capability of a node providing a runtime environment to be consumed by a node requiring
one. In addition, TOSCA specifies further template types such as artifact and group templates
used, e.g., to scale a group of nodes together.

The Type Definition provides a set of Entity Type instances that can be used within the topol-
ogy template, as each Entity Template is of one Entity Type. Each template specialization is
constrained for the utilization of a specific entity type, e.g., the type of a Node Template needs
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Figure 2.10: TOSCA metamodel subset.

to be Node Type, while the type of a Relationship Template needs to be a Relationship Type.
The abstract Entity Type contains a Property Definition specifying a set of attributes to be filled
by the template. To allow for generalizations of designed Entity Type instances, these can be
derived from another Entity Type. The Requirement Definition describes a dependency of a
Node Type or Node Template that needs to be fulfilled by a Capability Definition that matches
it. The corresponding Requirement Type and Capability Type elements represent reusable
entities to be exposed by a Node Type. A similar pattern can be found for Interface Definition
and Interface Type which are used to define a named interface. These serve as reusable entities
which define operations that can be included as a part of a Node Type or a Relationship Type.
Hereby, each operation defined within the interface can be associated with code or scripts
that can be executed later on by an orchestrator. These scripts implement lifecycle operations
of applications and allow to transition between states, e.g., a stop action which shifts the
application from an active to inactive state.

Similar to OCCI, the type-instance pattern pursued by TOSCA allows for customized
extensions to be defined. While OCCI defines dedicated extensions for individual service
layers, TOSCA provides a set of normative types introducing common base types to describe,
e.g., VMs nodes. The standard states, that especially these normative types need to be
supported by approaches implementing the standard. While the structure of the elements is
rather similar, TOSCA has a more design time focus with OCCI focusing more on runtime
aspects, especially due to the specification of a uniform interface corresponding to the
elements within the data model.





3 Related Work

In this thesis, we orchestrate cloud deployments using a runtime model that is based on
a standardized and uniform interface. Furthermore, we use this orchestration to schedule
and deploy infrastructure requirements for individual tasks within a scientific workflow.
Within this chapter, we introduce the related work to each of these fields and delimit our
work to existing approaches. As shown in Figure 3.1, we categorize the related work into
three sets based on the intersections of the thesis foundations (MDE, SWF, Cloud) with the
Research Gap building the intersection of all three foundation sets.

In Section 3.1, we investigate the intersection between the utilization of model-driven
techniques and cloud computing and provide an overview of cloud orchestration techniques
utilizing models (MDE ∩ Cloud). Within this section, we especially consider the utiliza-
tion of standards. Section 3.2 presents general workflow approaches that can be found
in the literature with a special focus on the application of model-driven techniques in the
workflow domain (SWF ∩ MDE). Section 3.3 introduces infrastructure aware workflow
management approaches which consider the management of infrastructure directly in the
workflow (SWF ∩ Cloud). Finally, in Section 3.4 we give a summary of the identified related
work and define our Research Gap, covering the intersection of all three foundation sections
(SWF ∩ MDE ∩ Cloud).

Cloud

MDESWF

Workflows, Models and the Scientific Domain

Research Gap

Model-Driven and Standard
Conform Cloud Orchestration

Infrastructure-Aware Workflow
Management

Figure 3.1: Overview: Related work.
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3.1 Model-Driven and Standard Conform Cloud Orchestration

Several languages and techniques have been developed to manage distributed applications
in order to focus on user domains rather than complex infrastructure configurations. Some
existing solutions are directly offered by cloud providers like the OpenStack Heat Orches-
tration Template [80] or the CloudFormation Template format by Amazon [79]. Due to the
sheer amount of cloud orchestration solutions, we focus on the state-of-the-art of working
with cloud resources using model-driven techniques. Some of them are commercial, like
Juju [109], which allow modeling and managing applications within hybrid cloud solutions.
The research community also provides many different approaches. For example, several
extensions for UML have been created to support cloud application specifics [110–112]. The
Cloud Modelling Language (CloudML) [113] is used to design cloud deployments. The
language supports the automatic provisioning of cloud infrastructure and platform resources
by matching the designed application requirements to the services offered by the cloud
provider. Furthermore, CloudML supports the models at runtime paradigm allowing to
manage the deployed applications by changing the model. The CloudMF [114] corresponds
to this language and allows modeling and maintaining multi-cloud applications. Another
language to model cloud applications is the Cloud Application Modelling and Execution
Language (CAMEL) [115] which is aligned with TOSCA. CAMEL also introduces a mod-
els at runtime approach utilizing the Cloudiator toolkit [116] to deploy and manage the
lifecycle of modelled cloud deployments. The tool An infRastructure modelinG tool for
clOud provisioniNg (ARGON) [117, 118] also provides a DSL for cloud environments
and uses model-driven techniques to generate IaC artifacts in order to orchestrate modeled
infrastructures. The Saloon framework [119, 120] is used to form a software product line.
Hereby, it combines a feature model with a domain model to select suitable environments for
multi-cloud deployments.

The related work shows plenty of model-driven cloud orchestration techniques. In the
following, we further separate this section into approaches built around the OCCI or TOSCA
standard. Section 3.1.1 covers OCCI approaches while Section 3.1.2 discusses TOSCA
based approaches.

3.1.1 OCCI Related Approaches

OCCI represents the cloud standard we focus on in this thesis. One of the projects used
within our studies is the OCCIWare project [121] which provides an Integrated Development
Environment (IDE) to support the complete lifecycle of cloud application management
using OCCI. The project is formed around the precise EMF metamodel defined by Merle
et al. [122] which later got enhanced by Zalila et al. [123]. OCCIWare provides a model-
driven toolchain to model and generate arbitrary OCCI extensions. A plethora of different
extensions have been designed around the standard adding new capabilities to the project,
highlighting the overall extensibility of OCCI. Paraiso et al. [104] extend the infrastructure
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layer of OCCI to support the management of containers. Within their study, Docker is
used, as well as the Docker-Machine tooling to spawn Docker hosts on different cloud
providers. The utilization of different cloud providers with OCCI is also shown in the
study of Al-Dhuraibi et al. [124] which adds the capabilities to manage the elasticity of
cloud applications. Furthermore, as part of the OCCIWare project, an extension for the
simulation of cloud applications is introduced in [125]. The implementation is built around
CloudSim [126] and allows modeling data centers to simulate resource utilization and pricing
strategies for cloud deployments. The actual deployment of such applications can be realized
using the MoDMaCAO framework [105] which enhances the OCCI platform extension
with more detailed component states and actions triggering configuration management
scripts. Furthermore, the Model-Driven Elasticity Management with OCCI) (MoDEMO)
framework [127] introduces vertical and horizontal scaling of cloud resources to OCCI and
can operate among multiple cloud providers. Apart from cloud infrastructures, the standard
and the OCCIWare ecosystem have been used to create an extension for the management of
mobile robots as a service [128].

Apart from the OCCIWare projects, further research exists that investigates the individual
layers of OCCI. Prior to the initial release of the OCCI platform extension specification [106],
Yangui and Tata [129] presented CloudServ as an extension to OCCI to incorporate PaaS
resources. This extension is reutilized in the concept of the COAPS [130] interface for the
management of cloud applications. In their approach, a platform extension is used to describe
and manage PaaS resources offered by the provider, while an OCCI application extension
describes application resources to be deployed in a PaaS environment [131]. Moreover, two
approaches investigating OCCI based monitoring exists. Ciuffoletti [132] extends OCCI
with sensor elements that are linked over collectors to the object to monitor. To form a
monitoring pipeline, modeled sensors and collectors can be enhanced via different mixins.
In the monitoring extension by Mohamed et al. [133] elements to monitor and reconfigure
OCCI resources are discussed. In this extension, mixins are introduced to manage polling
and subscription monitoring features. Additionally, the extension introduces capabilities to
describe how observed monitoring data should be handled.

3.1.2 TOSCA Related Approaches

Similar to OCCI approaches, many approaches exist that built upon or adapt the TOSCA
standard. While our approach focuses on cloud orchestration using OCCI, we demonstrate
its compatibility with the TOSCA standard. Therefore, we provide an overview of related
approaches based on TOSCA and reference a more exhaustive survey by Bellendorf and
Mann [134].

Similar to OCCI, multiple ecosystems exist for TOSCA that allow modeling and deploying
cloud applications using a standardized cloud modeling language. Winery [135] is a web
based modeling tool using the visualization of Vino4TOSCA [136]. The OpenTOSCA
ecosystem [137] can be used for a declarative deployment of the modeled TOSCA topol-
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ogy [138] and introduces an invocation mechanism to support management operations of
different node types for different cloud providers [139]. The Eclipse Incubation Project
Cloud Application Management Framework (CAMF) [140] describes a complete IDE built
around TOSCA. To support different cloud providers, different adapters were developed
and coupled with CAMF to deploy designed TOSCA topologies on different clouds. The
Alien4Cloud project [141] provides a type and workflow designer that can be coupled with,
e.g., Cloudify [142]. Cloudify offers an open-source orchestration framework for the man-
agement of multi-cloud deployments that can be operated over a commercial web interface.
Carrasco et al. [143–145] combine TOSCA with CAMP by transforming TOSCA topolo-
gies into a CAMP-compliant YAML format allowing for an automated migration of cloud
applications with the proposal of a unified interface for IaaS and PaaS. Another approach
is TOSCA Light [146], a subset of TOSCA, which can be coupled with production-ready
deployment technologies, e.g., Kubernetes [147], using TOSCA Lightning [148]. Several
further frameworks exist that built upon the benefits of TOSCA focusing, e.g., on a model-
driven approach to deploy big data cloud applications [149] or on deployment techniques to
increase the portability of topologies [150].

TOSCA is often used as an inspiration for cloud modeling languages, like the Essential
Deployment Metamodel (EDMM) [151], and also used as a mapping target for generic cloud
languages like the GEneralized Topology Language (GENTL) [152]. Bergmayr et al. [153]
demonstrate how UML can be coupled with TOSCA using an Ecore metamodel generated
from the TOSCA XSD. Further approaches use TOSCA and model-driven techniques to
auto-complete undeployable topologies [154] or generate resource-related DevOps tools for
seamless integration with TOSCA [155]. Meanwhile, many TOSCA extensions have been
developed and evaluated, e.g., to support the deployments for edge devices [156], goal model-
ing [157] or the management of applications based on serverless computing [158]. Moreover,
there is an approach that couples TOSCA with the execution of workflow logic [159]. In the
following section, an overview of existing workflow languages and modeling techniques is
provided.

3.2 Workflows, Models and the Scientific Domain

In literature, a multitude of different workflow languages can be found that are designed to
fulfill the requirements of different domains by tailoring the language accordingly. According
to Deelman et al. [9] most SWFMS rely on scripting languages or even provide a graphical
user interface to define and manage tasks as well as their dependencies. Common examples
that can be found in the literature are, e.g., Swift [160], Tigres [161], Kepler [162], Tri-
dent [163], Weaver [164], Triana [165], Pegasus [166,167], Galaxy [168], Taverna [169,170],
VisTrails [171], SCIRun [172], Wings [173], YAWL [174] and AVS [175]. In this section,
we highlight approaches that rely on model-driven techniques as well as approaches targeting
the scientific domain.
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Many workflow metamodels already exist that are not exclusive to the scientific domain.
A common metamodel for workflow languages is the UML [24] allowing, e.g., to describe
the behavior of a workflow or to handle change requests [176]. Also, the BPMN [25] is well
known and used to describe business processes for which many extensions exist to support
different domains [177]. An example is the modeling of cloud orchestration processes
built around TOSCA [178, 179]. Even though these workflows are not commonly used for
scientific workflows, their concepts are generic and can also be applied to them. Brüning et
al. [180,181] describe a workflow language based on the UML metamodel that can be adapted
and evaluated during execution using the tool USE [182] which observes OCL invariants.
Also, approaches exist that couple design time and runtime decision-making for the execution
of business processes with resources considered as substantial requirements [183].

Specifically for the scientific domain, Cerezo et al. [16, 184] utilize multiple abstraction
layers and model transformations to provide the end-user with SWF semantics capturing
user goals before generating executable workflow artifacts. Similarly, in the ModFlow frame-
work [185,186], a domain specific, intermediate and technical layer is used to create a BPMN
model which is executed over the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [187] in a
Grid environment. The Supporting novice data miners in Selecting Suitable mining algo-
rithms (S3Mining) framework [188] combines MDE and workflow management to support
novice users to select appropriate data mining classification algorithms. In their implementa-
tion, the Taverna workflow environment is used to execute EMF artifacts via webservices.
Nordstrom et al. [59] describe a model-driven approach to detect failing components or
compute resources in workflow based environments. In their approach, the Generic Modeling
Environment (GME) [189] is used to create the WorkflowML modeling language which al-
lows modeling data stores and the synchronization of jobs. The Workflow-based Architecture
to support Scientific Applications (WASA) project [190, 191] aims at dynamic workflow
management for use in the scientific domain. As part of this project, Weske [192] describes
a metamodel based on subsequent activities with specific states that can be manipulated
over transitions and dynamically extended. In the following, we go into more detail about
scientific workflow approaches that are coupled with dynamic infrastructure capabilities.

3.3 Infrastructure Aware Workflow Management

For nearly any SWF language an accompanying SWFMS exist, which utilizes the benefits
of available distributed computing utilities developed throughout the years. For example,
many approaches can be found that utilize Grid capabilities for workflow execution like
DAGMan [193], ICENI [194], GrADS [195], Grid-Flow [196], UNICORE [197], Gridbus
workflow [198], GridAssist [199], GridAnt [200], Askalon [201] and Chiron [202]. Mean-
while, many of the existing SWFMS, such as Pegasus [167] and Taverna [170], incorporate
cloud resources due to their flexible and scalable capabilities. Often, cloud resources are
utilized to scale a preconfigured workflow management system or middleware based on
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current workload. While scientific workflows pose several opportunities to optimize resource
provisioning processes in the cloud [203, 204], we focus on concepts that allow for the
management and reflection of the resources. In the following, we go into more detail about
infrastructure aware workflow management utilizing the dynamic capabilities offered by
cloud computing with a focus on model-driven approaches.

Vukojevic-Haupt et al. [205,206] use the cloud to spawn workflow middleware on demand
requiring no pre-configured workflow cluster to be up and running. Kacsuk et al. [207]
present the Flowbster system to deploy scaling architectures for the execution of workflows
with large scientific data sets using the cloud orchestrator Occopus [8]. Orzechowski et
al. [208] describe the deployment of HyperFlow [209], a SWFMS for distributed systems,
on an automatically provisioned Kubernetes [147] cluster to manage and scale a container
infrastructure for the workflow. Hoppe et al. [210] couple Hyperflow with CAMEL [115] to
foster the utilization of cloud and HPC resources within a single workflow.

The ability of cloud computing to dynamically provision infrastructure on demand allows
workflows to be coupled directly to the infrastructure. Qasha et al. [159, 211, 212] extend
the TOSCA standard to ensure the reproducibility of workflows in the cloud utilizing the
benefits of containerization. Weder et al. [213] utilize TOSCA to describe workflows and
their required cloud compositions in a self-contained manner which gets deployed via
OpenTOSCA [137]. Even though the TOSCA standard is extended, no model representation
is considered at runtime that allows the scientist to observe and manipulate the workflow.
While most of the related work does not consider the utilization of runtime reflections,
some approaches exist heading in this direction. In the approach by Beni et al. [214, 215],
a reflective middleware is presented that gathers information from a workflow model at
runtime to optimize infrastructure deployments. Here, annotations are used to describe the
workflow’s resource and deployment requirements. The annotations, however, do not couple
workflow tasks with modeled platform elements directly and therefore limit runtime model
capabilities for deployed applications. In the following, we discuss our approach in relation
to the related work and summarize the research gap addressed within this thesis.

3.4 Summary and Research Gap

The related work shows a plethora of model-driven cloud orchestration approaches and
workflow languages. However, there is still a gap in the intersection of scientific workflows,
cloud, and model-driven engineering. Especially for workflow approaches that combine
runtime models with a standard conform cloud management. We highlight the addressed
research gap by discussing the intersections of the SWF, MDE and cloud research areas.

Section 3.1 enumerated several approaches to orchestrate cloud resources using model-
driven techniques. One common goal is simplifying the access to cloud infrastructures and
applications with a special interest in multi-cloud deployments by leveraging upon different
abstraction layers and model transformations [112–114, 119, 120]. Also, the utilization of
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existing standards can be seen throughout the related work utilizing the UML [110–112,
153], OCCI [104, 105, 121–124, 127–133] and TOSCA [135–146, 148–150, 153–159]. In
literature, two cloud modeling languages can be found that focus on a models at runtime
approach [113–115]. However, these do not explicitly conform to one of the open cloud
standards. In this thesis, we address the gap of a missing orchestration process operating
on the OCCI interface and the capabilities of a runtime model conforming to the OCCI
data model. Utilizing the OCCIWare ecosystem [121], we enhance the capabilities of
OCCI to form a fully causally connected runtime model which reflects gathered monitoring
information directly in the runtime model. Furthermore, we show the capabilities of OCCI
to combine container and configuration management, allowing for local simulations of
cloud deployments. Additionally, we investigate the compatibility of OCCI and TOSCA to
utilize the best of both standards while further tackling the provider lock-in and fostering the
re-utilization of existing artifacts.

Section 3.2 listed several approaches providing concepts and implementations of
SWFMS [160–175]. Independent of the workflow domain, standardized models are used
to realize the creation and execution of workflows using, e.g., UML [176, 180, 181] or
BPMN [178, 179, 185, 186]. In the SWF domain, MDE is often used to build multiple
abstraction layers coupled via model transformations in order to create different views on
the system [16, 184–186]. Also, runtime aspects are discussed in related work covering
decision-making or metamodels for dynamic workflow management [183,190–192]. In com-
parison to the related work, we consider the dynamic management of scientific workflows
while relying on the runtime model paradigm. In this regard, we evaluate the capability of
OCCI models to be orchestrated over generated UML activity diagrams. Additionally, we
investigate the extent to which the standard can support a workflow layer that is coupled
with infrastructural resources and managed over a standard conform orchestration process.
This opens the opportunity to save resources and costs by tailoring infrastructure toward
specific tasks within scientific workflows.

Section 3.3 listed even further workflow approaches with special interest in using dis-
tributed computing resources [167, 170, 193–202]. The related work shows approaches
combining workflows and their execution with existing orchestration techniques [207, 209]
or even cloud modeling languages [159, 210–212]. Furthermore, approaches exist that uti-
lize a reflective middleware for workflow models using annotations to manage deployed
resources at runtime [214,215]. Compared to these approaches, we consider the utilization of
a standard conform runtime model which couples workflow tasks directly to cloud resources.
Our approach builds upon the OCCI standard allowing us to investigate the extent to which
the data model supports creating workflows that operate on highly tailored infrastructure.
Hereby, we especially investigate the benefits of reflecting the workflow within a runtime
model, as well as the degree to which the uniform OCCI interface can support the execution
of the workflow. The utilization of a standard that is backed up by model-driven engineering
techniques opens the opportunity to foster the replication of scientific workflows and the
reuse of individual deployments and artifacts for individual workflow tasks.





4 Standard Conform Cloud Runtime Model
Orchestration

In this chapter, we present an approach to orchestrate cloud deployments using the stan-
dardized data model and uniform interface provided by OCCI. Due to the flexibility offered
by OCCI, we follow a Models at Runtime approach and extend the standard allowing to
automatically orchestrate a cloud environment. Figure 4.1 separates this approach into the
Orchestration 1© of the cloud resources and their Causal Connection 2©. We provide a brief
overview of both parts with details being explained in the remainder of this chapter.

The Orchestration 1© covers procedures to adapt the Runtime Model, i.e., the abstrac-
tion of the Cloud deployment. Hereby, it aims at recreating the state described in
the Design Time Model within the Runtime Model. The Design Time Model is either cre-
ated by a human user or as a result of another programmatic system which is used to
monitor, plan and adapt a running cloud deployment. Independent of the model’s ori-
gin, several M2M transformations get applied on it before it serves as an input for the
Adaptation Engine. The Adaptation Engine is used to extract and compare the Runtime Model
to the Design Time Model and derive required OCCI requests to adjust it accordingly.

The Causal Connection 2© describes how we process requested OCCI elements to
synchronize the Runtime Model with the Cloud. Hereby, existing extensions for OCCI can be
reutilized, e.g., extensions introducing container [104] or configuration management [105].
In this thesis, we combine both approaches to couple container and configuration manage-
ment using a runtime model. Additionally, we extend the OCCI data model with monitoring
instruments to reflect operational parameters of a specific node.

Section 4.1 describes the Orchestration 1© process in more detail, while Section 4.2 covers
the Causal Connection 2© between the cloud and the runtime model.

Causal ConnectionOrchestration

OCCI

extractM2M

21

input
synchronizeAdaptation RuntimeDesign Time

CloudModel ModelEngine

Figure 4.1: Overview: Standard conform cloud orchestration.
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4.1 Model-Driven Cloud Orchestration Process

Adjusting a running cloud deployment to ever shifting environments requires a procedure that
adapts the deployed cloud resources accordingly. In this section, we present an orchestration
procedure that complements the OCCI data model and exploits its uniform interface to
manage any kind of resource. In our preliminary work, we only covered the management of
IaaS resources [216]. In this thesis, we enhance the orchestration procedure to incorporate
model transformations to increase the portability of models as well as to simplify the
modeling process. Furthermore, we introduce a pre-processing model transformation that
adds platform specific information to manage platform related resources. To actually transfer
an OCCI design time to the runtime model, an adaptation engine is used. This engine follows
the concept of a MAPE-K control loop and compares the running and desired state to derive
and execute required adaptive steps. Finally, to investigate the generalizability of OCCI, and
thus our approach, we define a model transformation to orchestrate TOSCA topologies via
the OCCI interface.

Section 4.1.1, goes into detail about the introduced pre-processing and platform spe-
cific model transformations. Section 4.1.2 defines the mapping of the TOSCA standard
to the OCCI standard which represents an optional design time transformation. Finally,
Section 4.1.3 describes the adaptation engine including individual steps required to adjust
the runtime model to adapt it to the design time model state.

4.1.1 Design Time Abstraction Layers

The automated deployment and runtime management of a cloud topology requires different
kinds of information ranging from technical to platform specific details. To address portability
issues and reduce the complexity of the model at design time, we resort to the model
abstraction layers defined by the MDA. Figure 4.2 depicts the CIM, PIM and PSM layer
and how our defined M2M transformations apply on a small example. While individual
transformations exist that transform the model from one abstraction layer to another, a
validation step can be integrated at each state. This step allows checking whether defined
model constraints hold, giving the user feedback on possible warnings and errors.

MDA transformation pipeline

CIM PIM

SSH

PSM

NetworkCompute M2M M2M

Figure 4.2: Design time model abstraction layers and transformation process.
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The CIM presents an abstraction layer in which technical details are removed from the
model. In our domain this is only possible to a certain degree, as the model is supposed
to describe the composition of cloud infrastructure and deployed components. Thus, most
technical information is already present in the model. We use an M2M transformation to add
certain technical information in case it is missing, e.g., in form of default values.

We reach the PIM by adding further technical information that is cloud provider inde-
pendent. This includes, e.g., the addition of preconfigured SSH keys or user data that is
attached to compute nodes, making them accessible later on in the cloud. Additionally,
the transformation checks whether certain constraints are violated, e.g., whether duplicate
identifiers exist. Depending on the violated constraints either a warning is produced by the
model transformation or it is automatically repaired. Overall, the transformation reduces the
complexity to create the initial model, as well as the time required for it.

The PSM is required to automatically deploy the modeled cloud topology in the envi-
ronment of a chosen cloud provider. For this, we perform an M2M transformation that
adds pre-defined provider specific information, as well as elements required by utilized
frameworks. Hereby, the added information largely depends on the utilized OCCI extensions
and how introduced elements handle cloud provider specific behavior. For example, OCCI
Resource and OS templates offered by the cloud provider can be attached to the modeled
compute nodes which describe the VM size and flavor or the image to be used for a VM.
While the automatic addition of provider specific information is convenient, we additionally
use the M2M transformation to add elements required by the MoDMaCAO framework
which is later used to configure modeled compute nodes. To fulfill these requirements, a
management Network is added to the OCCI model. Additionally, an OCCI NetworkInterface
link is added to each compute node that targets the management Network. This link is marked
with a specific mixin indicating its use for configuration management. The transformation
ensures that at least one network is present for the creation of a VM, which is required
by some cloud environments, such as OpenStack. Furthermore, a mixin is added to each
infrastructural resource to map the id of the OCCI resource to the id assigned by the cloud
provider.

At this stage, the model is ready to be deployed and can be validated in order to check
whether all constraints are fulfilled. In order to increase the portability of designed models,
we additionally defined an M2M transformation that can operate on deployed runtime models
to decouple them from provider specific information, so that they can be used in another
environment as well. In addition to the presented MDA abstraction layer transformations,
further M2M transformations can be performed at design time. For example, in the scope of
this thesis, we transform a TOSCA topology into an OCCI model in order to evaluate the
compatibility between both standards.

In the following, we describe a mapping between the TOSCA standard and OCCI which
we use to demonstrate the generalizability of OCCI and our approach.
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4.1.2 Mapping of TOSCA to OCCI

Both the TOSCA and OCCI standard specify an extensible language for cloud deployments
using a type-instance pattern. In the scope of a cooperation, we designed a mapping between
the standards that can be used within our orchestration process as a preliminary transforma-
tion. In this thesis, we focus on the capabilities of OCCI and use this mapping to investigate
the generalizability of the OCCI interface and thus our orchestration procedure. Therefore,
we briefly describe the concept of the transformation in the scope of our orchestration proce-
dure. A concise description of the mapping and transformation can be found in the respective
publication [217]. As shown in Figure 4.3, we separate the description of the transformation
into a mapping of the type and instance-layer.

In the Type Layer we map the elements defined in the TOSCA Types definition to the OCCI
classification and identification mechanism. This mapping is used to generate two OCCI
extensions. One that represents the TOSCA normative types (OCCI-TOSCA Normative), and
one that contains the elements of TOSCA custom types (OCCI-TOSCA Custom). We register
these generated extensions within an OCCI Interface to allow for management requests of
these specific types. In the Instance Layer (see Figure 4.3), we transform a TOSCA Topology
to an OCCI Model that can serve as input for our OCCI Orchestration Process. In the following,
we describe the mapping of the individual elements in both layers.

4.1.2.1 Type Layer

Table 4.1 maps TOSCA types to the OCCI classification & identification mechanism. Similar
to kinds and mixins, node types and relationship types define descriptive building blocks for
cloud resources. Typically, the normative types represent an abstract base from which custom
types inherit. To transform normative as well as custom types we accordingly implement
two subsequent transformations for this meta layer. Within these transformations, we map
TOSCA types to an OCCI mixin which can be applied to a specific kind. In order to apply
the generated OCCI mixins to actual OCCI resources, each mixin representing a TOSCA

OCCI
Orchestration
Process

OCCI
Interface

OCCI-TOSCA
Custom

OCCI-TOSCA
Normative

OCCI
Model

TOSCA
Types

TOSCA
Template
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Figure 4.3: Model transformations to map TOSCA and OCCI.
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TOSCA types OCCI classification & identification
Node type Mixin applied to Resource Kind
Relationship type Mixin applied to Link Kind
Property & Attribute Attribute
Requirement type OCL Constraint
Capability type Mixin
Interface type Mixin (only actions)

Table 4.1: TOSCA to OCCI type layer mapping.

normative type can be applied to an OCCI kind from one of the standardized extensions, e.g.,
compute or component. For each type specified, properties and attributes are transformed into
OCCI attributes. The TOSCA capability type extends another type with certain capabilities,
e.g., to express the utilization of a specific service endpoint. This resembles the concept
of an OCCI mixin allowing to extend the capabilities of a kind. Combined, all properties
and attributes specified in the node type can be represented in OCCI. TOSCA requirement
types can be implemented indirectly by transforming them to OCL within the OCCI model.
The actual body of the constraint, however, has to be filled manually. An interface type
defines operations that can be performed on the node, which complies to OCCI mixins
specifying only actions. While most TOSCA types can be transformed into OCCI, very
abstract and design time specific information that do not reflect actual cloud resources can
not be mapped. This covers, e.g., scaling and artifact groups offered by TOSCA which would
require additional OCCI extensions to be conceptually designed.

To visualize the concept of the transformation, Figure 4.4 provides a small example
for the transformation of the normative TOSCA Types to an OCCI extension using a UML
object diagram. This diagram visualizes an example normative node type with one of its
capabilities. Hereby, we shortened the extensive TOSCA type names for brevity. The
shown database:NodeType abstracts the utilization of database components and is typically
extended for specific database frameworks. This node type possesses multiple attributes from
which one is used to describe the administrative user. In addition, the node type specifies an

OCCI-TOSCA (Normative) MoDMaCAO
Platform

M2M
applies

component:Kind

component:Mixin
endpoint:CapabalityDefinition

endpoint:CapabalityType
- port: int

type

database:NodeType
- user: String
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Types

depends
depends

database:Mixin
- user: String

endpoint:Mixin
- port: int

Figure 4.4: Example TOSCA to OCCI type layer transformation.
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TOSCA templates OCCI core base types
Node template Resource with a Mixin instance
Relationship template Link with a Mixin instance

Table 4.2: TOSCA to OCCI instance layer mapping.

endpoint:CapabilityDefinition which is typically used for any kind of distributed service. The
properties provided by this definition are modeled in the connected endpoint:CapabilityType
covering, e.g., a property for the port that can be specified for later use by a database node
template. In the OCCI-TOSCA (Normative) extension, this node type is transformed to the
database:Mixin which has the user property stored as an OCCI attribute. This mixin depends
on the capability transformed into the endpoint:Mixin. This dependency relation resembles
the notion of a generalization and therefore provides the database:Mixin with access to the
port attribute. Moreover, due to the dependency to the MoDMaCAO component:Mixin, the
database:Mixin can also apply to the component:Kind from the OCCI Platform extension.

4.1.2.2 Instance Layer

In Table 4.2, we map TOSCA templates to the OCCI core base types covering the instance
layer. In general, templates specify the occurrence of a node or relationship in a topology
template instantiating the properties given by its accompanied type. Therefore, node tem-
plates fit the notion of an OCCI resource and relationship templates the concept of an OCCI
link. In addition, all transformed OCCI resources and links possess a specific mixin that
matches one of the previously generated normative or custom types.

An example transformation of the instance layer is shown in Figure 4.5. Within this
example, the previously generated TOSCA types from the example in Figure 4.4 are reused
within the depicted templates. The TOSCA Template consists of a single db:NodeTemplate
that is of the database type. Using this type, the template can define the administrative user
account to be used by the database, which in this case is set to admin. Additionally, the
template aggregates a :Capability instance of the endpoint type in which the port to be used
is configured to 3306. In the OCCI Model this template is transformed into the db:Component
with a database:Mixin. This provides access to the modeled information during the lifecycle
management of the component allowing us to configure the database accordingly.

M2M

TOSCA Template

db:Component
applies

database:Mixin
- user = admin
- port = 3306

db:NodeTemplate

- user = admin
- type = database

:Capability

- port = 3306
- type = endpoint

OCCI Model

Figure 4.5: Example TOSCA to OCCI instance layer transformation.
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4.1.3 Model-Driven Adaptation using OCCI

To adapt a running cloud deployment, we treat the Design Time Model as a high level goal to
be reached, as shown in Figure 4.6. This model is an instance of the OCCI Metamodel and is
either manually created by a User or generated by a System. The Adaptation Engine takes
this model as input and follows the concept of a MAPE-K loop to adapt the Runtime Model
and its causally connected system. To determine the required requests, the engine possesses
a Monitor step that extracts a Runtime (Snapshot). This snapshot contains the Knowledge
about the system’s current state which is required to perform adaptive steps. Based on this
knowledge, we Analyze required steps by comparing the entities of both models against each
other having the same id and kind. As a result, we identify whether an entity needs to be
deleted, updated or removed allowing to Plan a sequence of requests required to reach the
desired state. Finally, we Execute this adaptation plan resulting in adaptive requests being
sent to the OCCI Interface. In the following, the MAPE-K loop is described in more detail.

4.1.3.1 Monitoring and Analysis Step

The monitoring step covers the extraction of the information contained within the runtime
model. This procedure can be done over several means and highly depends on the capabilities
provided by the OCCI interface. For example, an interface may be offered that grants direct
access to the maintained runtime model or a message broker that notifies us when the runtime
model has changed. Moreover, information about the running entities can be retrieved
directly from the OCCI interface and be assembled into a model. To know the requests that
need to be performed to gather the complete runtime model, the registered OCCI extensions
can be queried. The response of this query provides information about all registered OCCI
kinds and thus paths that need to be requested to gain insights about all provisioned resources.
To form a knowledge base around the running cloud deployment, we store the extracted
information as a runtime model snapshot.
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Adaptation Engine
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Figure 4.6: Adaptation process components.
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After the extraction of the runtime model, all the information required to perform adaptive
steps can be derived. As a first step, we match each resource from the design time and
the runtime model. For this match we make use of the entity kind and id as they represent
immutable attributes. In addition, provider specific identifiers, assigned to individual compute
nodes in form of mixins, are incorporated in this matching process. Based on the comparison
we determine whether a resource and its link is currently present or absent in the cloud,
indicating the need for its creation or deletion. Figure 4.7 highlights the Analyze phase
and provides a short example. In this phase, three different sets are built containing the
elements from the Design Time and Runtime model. In the given example, both models
contain three elements comprising one network, compute and component node. Elements
only present in the Runtime model are mapped to a Delete action, as they are not required by
the state indicated by the Design Time model. In this case, the entities to be deleted comprise
Component1 and Compute1 as well as its related links. The second set is concerned with
entities requiring an update of defined attributes. This set is build from the intersection of
the Runtime and Design Time models, i.e., the Network node, which serves as input for the
Update step. The last set comprises entities only present in the Design Time model which
indicates that they are currently missing in the cloud. The resulting set is used as input for
the Create step. In our example, this includes the Compute2 node, the Component2 node, and
their links.

4.1.3.2 Planning and Execution

The Plan and Execute phase, shown in Figure 4.7, is responsible to apply the actions on
the identified sets obtained during the analysis. As a first step within the plan, we Delete
all entities not required anymore. This reduces the amount of running resources during
the process to a minimum while avoiding quota conflicts. Thereafter, we Update entities
adjusting the attributes according to the desired values. Finally, we determine the order
in which requests have to be sent to Create the entities currently missing in the runtime
model. The requests required to remove, update and add the elements to the runtime model

Plan and Execute

Update CreateDelete

Analyze Design Time
Runtime

Compute2Network Component2
Compute1Component1

Figure 4.7: Comparison process and mapping to adaptive steps.
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are automatically generated from the OCCI elements by deriving a REST request from the
elements kind, mixins, and attributes that conforms to OCCI’s uniform interface.

During the Delete step, we separate the elements to be deleted into links and resources.
Based on this separation we iterate over the resources to be deleted while executing a
deprovisioning procedure matching to the specific kind. In the general case, we decouple
each resource before the resource itself gets deprovisioned. For this, we start by deleting all
links contained within the resource from the runtime model. One exception to this rule is
the deletion of components. Here, it needs to be checked whether the underlying host also
gets deleted. If not and the compute node remains in the model, the component needs to be
undeployed before it gets removed from the model. For this procedure, the PlacementLink
connecting the component to its host component is still required. This allows removing the
artifacts of the component from the host. If the host is marked as to be deleted as well, no
undeploy action is triggered as the host is completely removed. Therefore, the time required
to undo certain configurations and delete the artifacts of the managed component is saved.

In the Update phase, adaptations to single entities within the model are taken over including
changes to attributes and mixins. However, not all attributes are subject to a change covering,
e.g., attributes which reflect runtime information such as state messages. Therefore, we first
filter for attributes of interest to be adjusted in the runtime model, such as the amount of
cores of a compute node. The remaining attributes are changed in the runtime model by
performing the according request. Similar to the delete step, further steps are intended to
trigger update behavior based on the managed kind. While this step triggers the change of
attributes in the model, the actual change in the cloud is performed by the kind’s effector.

Finally, we Create the entities introduced in the design time model and add them to the
runtime model. To resolve dependencies between the individual elements, we perform two
subsequent M2M transformations as shown in Figure 4.8. The first M2M transformations
creates a Provisioning Order Graph (POG) from the Design Time model, similarly to the
approach presented in [138]. Subsequently, we transform the POG into an Activity Diagram.
This diagram describes a sequence of OCCI requests to be executed in order to create the
remaining OCCI entities in the runtime model. The POG is an instance of a DAG Metamodel
and consists of a node for each link and resource within the Design Time OCCI model.
Hereby, an edge in the POG represents a request dependency between two nodes. Due to the
requirement of an OCCI link to have both its source and target active in the runtime model,
the dependencies within the POG result in a pattern that determines which resources need to
be created first, before being connected by links. In case of the example, the POG consists
of five nodes that each represent one OCCI entity as well as their dependencies. While
the generated POG contains only information from the Design Time model, the additional
Runtime information needs to be incorporated. This phase of the orchestration process only
considers the creation of new entities. Therefore, all entities already present in the Runtime
model are removed from the POG, e.g., the Network node. Now that the POG only consists of
elements that are missing within the Runtime model, we transform it into an Activity Diagram
which is an instance of the UML Metamodel. This diagram represents the provisioning plan to
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Figure 4.8: Model transformation chain generating OCCI request sequence.

be executed. To generate this plan, the transformation adds an action to the Activity Diagram
for each POG node. Hereby, each action represents an OCCI request to provision the entity
in the cloud, e.g., Component2. Thus, each action within the activity diagram represents
one OCCI element that needs to be added to the runtime model. After transforming each
node to an action, the dependencies within the POG are incorporated to the Activity Diagram
in form of control flows. In case of the example, this results in both the Compute2 and the
Component2 node to be requested in parallel as they are independent of each other. The links
on the other hand require both the target and the source resource to be created within the
runtime model. Thus, for the connection to the Network only the Compute2 node needs to
be created, while the connection of the Component2 to the Compute2 node requires both of
them to be created first.

After the provisioning process has been finished, we start the deployment procedure of
newly added component and application nodes. Hereby, we initially check whether the
runtime model now equals the design time model regarding the entity structure. If that is the
case, all infrastructure resources are up and running. For the deployment process, we utilize
the actions provided by the component and application resources. In case of the extended
platform extension offered by MoDMaCAO this comprises the deploy, configure and start
action linked to individual configuration management scripts. Additionally, this step covers
the start-up of container resources as these, similar to components, possess the requirement
of an up and running host. The provisioning, deployment, and update logic itself is contained
within the individual effectors of the entities, i.e., within the components maintaining the
causal connection between the runtime model and the cloud.
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4.2 Causal Connection to Cloud Environments

While the previous section described how an orchestration of modeled entities can be
achieved, this section describes actions taken after the OCCI requests have been received. We
reuse the concept of the OCCIWare runtime server [123] which manages the runtime model
over a set of effectors. As shown in Figure 4.9, this server can be interpreted as a Middleware
that registers a set of Effector implementations. Hereby, one Effector exists for each registered
OCCI kind which accepts respective OCCI Requests to manage the Runtime Model and the
cloud. In general, the set of effectors can be divided into Infrastructure and Platform effectors.

Infrastructure effectors translate incoming requests to the proprietary interface of the
Cloud. Several cloud provider specific effectors for OCCI already exist. To perform our
studies, e.g., we reused the OpenStack effector [105] which forwards OCCI requests to our
private OpenStack cloud. Throughout our studies, we extend this effector to reflect changes
made to the cloud deployment over the cloud provider interface in order to build a concise
OCCI runtime model.

In this thesis, we focus on Platform effectors that communicate with the interface of
individual Compute nodes using, e.g., SSH. To foster more complex deployments, we
combine container and configuration management. Additionally, we exploit the functionality
of the OCCI interface to deploy sensors which monitor events in the cloud and update the
Runtime Model accordingly.

Section 4.2.1 highlights the combination of container and configuration management.
Section 4.2.2 describes the concept of a fully causally connected OCCI runtime model which
supports the management of sensors and the reflection of operational parameters.

4.2.1 Combining Container and Configuration Management

Currently, two OCCI extensions exist that enable the management of platform elements on
top of infrastructure resources. The MoDMaCAO platform extension [105] and the container
extension presented by Paraiso et al. [104] (see Section 2.3.3.2). In the scope of this thesis,
we contribute to the MoDMaCAO framework by introducing Container 1© management
and by extending Variable File 2© generation. The interaction between the elements of both
extension is exemplified in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.9: Establishing a causal connection via effectors.
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In course of a supervised Bachelor’s thesis [218], we combine Container 1© and config-
uration management by enhancing the MoDMaCAO framework. To apply configuration
management on container nodes, they need to be reachable by the platform effector. There-
fore, we configure them to be accessible like a VM, e.g., by having an SSH client installed.
When a VM is used to host multiple containers, each container needs to be connected to
the network of the host and the SSH connection has to be established over several ports.
For the configuration of the container, we inject a script that is triggered on the container’s
startup. When activated this script configures the container using the SSH key and port
information which we extract from the modeled container node. Alternatively, existing
container management systems can be utilized, as well as plugins to directly connect or
configure the container. The information required is present in the runtime model, e.g., the
name of the container and the address of the host network interface.

Once a lifecycle action of a component is triggered, the MoDMaCAO framework generates
a Variable File 2©. This file provides the accompanied configuration management script
with access to the component’s attributes. To manage more complex deployments, we
extend the generation of this variable file by additionally reflecting the information of
surrounding entities. For example, in case a lifecycle action of the :Component is triggered,
the Variable File provides the Management Script access to the port attribute specified within
the master:Mixin, as well as information stored within connected components. To enable
the utilization of runtime model information for components that are pre-installed within
container images a mock-up:Component can be modeled. Such components can be placed
on top of container nodes and follow the purpose of interconnecting component instances
while providing access to attributes. Depending on the model’s level of detail, this empty
component can be filled with logic to incorporate runtime model capabilities allowing to
further configure or manage the component in the container. In case of the example, the
mock-up:Component may provide management actions and access to information about the
service that is pre-installed within the image of the Container.
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Figure 4.10: Combining container and configuration management.
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4.2.2 Sensor Management and Reflection

Self-adaptive control loops require a rich knowledge base to support their decision-making,
e.g., to choose which control flow to follow in a workflow. Therefore, we designed a monitor-
ing extension for OCCI to gather and reflect monitoring results directly in the runtime model.
To reduce the workload for the monitored system, our extension is designed to distribute
sensors among different compute resources, while activating their monitoring capabilities
on demand. To enable a dynamic management and deployment of sensor capabilities, we
built the Monitoring extension based on the MoDMaCAO Platform extension [105], as shown
in Figure 4.11.

Each Sensor is composed of several monitoring instruments. Thus, it inherits from the
Application type which is typically used to aggregate Component instances. In this case,
the Component instances are specialized to represent monitoring instruments including a
DataGatherer, DataProcessor and ResultProvider. Each monitoring instrument inherits from
the Component type and thus can be connected via ComponentLink instances to a Sensor.
One DataGatherer is required in each Sensor, as it collects data about the object to monitor.
Additionally, multiple sensors may share the same data gathering or processing device or
service. The gathered data is processed by the DataProcessor which is responsible to derive
meaningful information to be monitored. This instrument is optional, as not all data to be
reflected requires post-processing. The ResultProvider is specific to a particular Sensor as
it transports the monitored information to the consumer. To reflect the results directly in
the runtime model, the OCCIResultProvider:Mixin needs to be applied. Thus, at least one
ResultProvider should be contained in each Sensor to make the gathered and processed
data available. This mixin provides an attribute to configure the endpoint of the OCCI
interface. Subsequently, this mixin allows sending requests to the OCCI interface with
updated monitoring information. A Sensor can contain multiple ResultProvider instruments.
For example, one could provide the monitored information directly to a user via E-Mail
notifications, while the other reflects the information within the runtime model. It should
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Figure 4.11: Enhanced monitoring extension for OCCI.
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Figure 4.12: Example cloud configuration with dynamic monitoring capabilities.

be noted, that only one of them is allowed to have an OCCIResultProvider mixin which
ensures the runtime model reflection. For this, the MonitorableProperty link is used. This
link connects the Sensor to the monitored Resource and possesses two attributes. The
monitoring.property can be specified by the user to label the monitored information. The
monitoring.result, on the other hand, is filled by the ResultProvider to reflect the information
within the runtime model.

An example instance of a cloud configuration using the aforementioned monitoring types
is displayed in Figure 4.12. Here, the cloud deployment consists of two VMs described via
compute type instances that are connected to a Network instance using NetworkInterface links.
Compute 1 represents the VM to be monitored hosting a DataGatherer. This instrument is con-
figured to gather metrics about the CPU and memory utilization of its host. Compute 2 hosts
the DataProcessor and ResultProvider. The lifecycle of modeled monitoring devices is de-
scribed over the component FSM (see Figure 2.9) and managed over dedicated configuration
management scripts deploying them on the host targeted by the corresponding PlacementLink
instance. To configure and couple the monitoring devices with each other ComponentLink
instances can be used. This ensures their configuration and startup procedure, i.e., that the
DataGatherer is deployed and started prior to the DataProcessor and ResultProvider. Finally,
each monitoring instrument is connected over a Sensor which is modeled by ComponentLink
relations. Furthermore, the link from the Sensor to the first compute node represents the
MonitorableProperty holding the property CPU, which is currently set to "Critical".



5 Runtime Workflow Model Concept

In this chapter, we present our models at runtime approach to support the execution of work-
flows on top of a custom infrastructure. By coupling dynamic infrastructures with workflow
capabilities, we allow tailoring individual tasks of the workflow to their specific needs, e.g.,
by dynamically deploying computation clusters. As infrastructure and cloud knowledge
is required, we assume two types of users. The scientist providing knowledge about their
domain, as well as a cloud architect who can model the tasks’ underlying infrastructure and
applications. While the management of the infrastructure requires a separate expert, the
deployment and applications can be designed and modeled in such a manner that they can be
reused in multiple workflows making them more accessible to the scientist. Similar to other
concepts that automate the execution of scientific workflows, the approach can be separated
into the workflow modeling language and the engine interpreting it. As shown in Figure 5.1,
we focus on models at runtime characteristics and divide the presentation of our approach
into the Workflow Orchestration 1© and the Causal Workflow Connection 2©.

The Workflow Orchestration 1© process is built around a Workflow Engine which takes the
Design Time Workflow Model as input. While the Design Time Workflow Model represents the
high level goal to be reached, i.e., the execution of the workflow, the Runtime Workflow Model
provides valuable information about the cloud and workflow runtime state and serves as a
prominent knowledge base for the execution of a workflow. By combining both runtime and
design time information, the Workflow Engine derives a cloud runtime state at each point in
time by forming a new required runtime model. The generated cloud configuration is then
enacted by the Adaptation Engine (Chapter 4) which sends the appropriate OCCI requests to
adjust the Runtime Workflow Model.
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Engine
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Model
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Figure 5.1: Overview: Runtime workflow model concept.
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The Causal Workflow Connection 2© forwards these Runtime Workflow Model adjustments
to the Cloud. To couple workflow elements and resources from the cloud domain, we
designed a concept in which workflow tasks can be attached to modeled cloud infrastructures
and applications. Using this connection, we allow deploying arbitrary infrastructure that
may shift throughout the execution of a workflow. Especially the abstract representation
of the runtime state allows scientists to observe and interact with the workflow at runtime.
We realize the concept by specifying an OCCI extension that adds workflow capabilities to
the standard. This in turn provides access to already existing tooling that can dynamically
manage cloud resources and provide access to runtime model capabilities.

Figure 5.2 exemplifies the goal to be reached by our extension and workflow engine. The
figure shows a Design Time Workflow with three subsequent tasks that get decomposed into
individual Runtime States. In this figure, we only show the Infrastructure requirements of
each task to provide an easier overview of the concept. In this example, task A requires a
single VM and storage which is used to gather data. Task B needs two VMs connected over
a network that together form a computation cluster to analyze the gathered data. Finally,
for task C a single VM is sufficient which deploys a web service that provides access to
the results of the analysis. In case of this rather simple workflow, the engine derives the
Runtime States in such a manner, that first the infrastructure of task A is transferred to the
runtime model and thus the cloud. After task A has been executed the workflow requirements
for task B are fulfilled. This leads to the deployment of its infrastructure and the execution of
the task itself. Finally, after task B has been successfully executed, the deployment of the
infrastructure for task C is performed. Once the deployment process is finished, the task is
executed which finishes the workflow.

In Section 5.1, we describe the different capabilities provided by the OCCI workflow
extension, followed by Section 5.2 which presents the engine orchestrating the workflow.
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Task
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Figure 5.2: Design time workflow example with highlighted runtime states.
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5.1 Runtime Workflow Metamodel

In this section we present the concept of the runtime workflow metamodel and how it can be
applied as an extension to the OCCI standard. Hereby, we reflect the state of the workflow
and the infrastructure within the runtime model. To conform to already existing approaches,
the concept resembles the one of a directed graph and consists of resources and links in
terms of the OCCI standard. A subset of utilized entity kinds, i.e., a subset of the metamodel,
as well as an example model instance is shown in Figure 5.3. Each element within the
metamodel is a specialization of either a resource or link in terms of OCCI. We omitted the
inheritance relationships for clarity and replaced them with white boxes indicating a resource
inheritance and gray boxes representing a link inheritance. We build our extension on top of
existing OCCI extensions which can be separated into three layers: the Workflow layer, the
Platform layer, and the Infrastructure layer.

The Workflow layer allows modeling a sequence of computations that should take place.
Hereby, the computation to be performed is represented by the Task element, while a
TaskDependency can be used to sequence two tasks. This link can be further specialized into
a ControlflowLink or a DataLink to support control and data flows. In addition to the base
task type, we introduce Decision and Loop nodes representing specialized versions of a Task.
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Figure 5.3: Runtime workflow concept with resource types in white and link types in gray.
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These specializations allow modeling decision-making processes as well as iterations within
the runtime model. To dynamically provision dedicated architectures for individual Task
instances, its platform requirements need to be modeled as well as the computation to be
performed.

The Platform layer is reached over the PlatformDependency and ExecutionLink types. The
PlatformDependency connects the Task to an Application that needs to be active prior to the
execution of the Task. The execution of the Task itself is modeled via an ExecutionLink. This
link typically targets a Component representing the computation to be performed by the
Task. We model the computation using Platform layer elements, as the executable represents
an artifact that needs to be deployed on the provisioned infrastructure. As both Task and
Application nodes can be connected to components, we differentiate between an executable
component and an application component. This differentiation is derived over contextual
information and the kind of links connecting the individual resources. An application
component is solely connected via a ComponentLink to an Application representing, e.g.,
a worker node or service within a large computation cluster. An executable Component
is targeted by an ExecutionLink and describes a computation to be triggered, e.g., a job
analyzing data from a repository which utilizes the deployed computation cluster.

The Infrastructure layer is composed of Compute elements, e.g., VMs, serving as hosts
for these Component elements. In OCCI these Compute nodes can be further connected to
additional Storage or Network instances. Due to the connection of the Workflow layer to the
Platform layer and the connection of the Platform to the Infrastructure layer, we can model
and trace the individual application and infrastructural requirements of a Task.

Figure 5.3 depicts an Example Task Stack that highlights the structure of the first task
from Figure 5.2. In this example, the Task represents a data gathering job that requires a
specific Application to be deployed, e.g., data gathering functionalities. Hereby, the platform
requirement of the Task is modeled via a PlatformDependency binding it to the Application.
The Application itself consists of a single Componenta which is an application component
used to abstract several deployment and lifecycle procedures. To host the Componenta a
Compute node is modeled. In addition, a Storage is attached to the Compute node to store the
data gathered by the Task. To trigger the execution of the Task an ExecutionLink is modeled
which connects it to the executable Componente. This executable Componente is also placed
on the Compute node. In this example the Componente abstracts the lifecycle actions to
deploy, start, and stop the computation associated with the Task.

While the Platform and Infrastructure layer is already discussed in Chapter 4, this chapter
is build around the Workflow layer and the different task specializations introduced in the
overview. In Section 5.1.1 we give further information about the basic runtime workflow
model capabilities covering, e.g., possible task states. Section 5.1.2 discusses the decision-
making procedures and the connection to monitoring capabilities. Finally, Section 5.1.3
introduces loop capabilities and their parallelization.
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5.1.1 Runtime Model Capabilities

In this section, we go into further detail about the runtime model capabilities of elements in
the workflow layer. To reflect and manage the execution of the workflow, each task and data
flow possesses its own state. This state is described over an attribute in the model with an
assigned FSM. This FSM comprises all possible states of the task or data flow and describes
how actions can be enacted on them to traverse through these states. We depict this FSM
in Figure 5.4 using the UML notation. The states comprise a scheduled, active, inactive,
skipped, and finished state. The initial state of each task is scheduled indicating that the task
can be processed as soon as its requirements are fulfilled, i.e., that the required infrastructure
is available, and all preceding tasks are in a finished state. To trigger the execution of the task,
or data transition, the start action can be performed. The start action of a task is coupled
with the deployment and execution of its executable component. As defined earlier, this
component describes a computation task to be performed on the compute node it is hosted
on. During the execution of the task it may be stopped via the stop action. This action
transitions the task from an active to an inactive state. From the inactive state, the start action
can be triggered again transferring the task into the active state. Furthermore, an error state
exists, which we omit for clarity. This state is reached on failed transitions, e.g., if an error
occurs during the start action. As soon as the computation has finished, the finished state
of the task element is reached, indicating that subsequent tasks may be executed. After the
execution of a task it may be rescheduled using the schedule action, bringing it from the
finished to the scheduled state again. Among others, this transition is used to control the
execution of loop iterations allowing to re-execute modeled tasks with new input. Finally, the
skipped state can be reached from the scheduled or inactive state. This state indicates that
the workflow requirement for subsequent tasks is fulfilled even though it was not executed.
Therefore, the final state can be reached from the skipped state. We utilize this capability
for decision-making processes when only a specific control flow should be followed. The
relation of the skipped state and the accompanying decision-making pipeline is described in
the following section.

finished

schedule

start [finished]scheduled

skip stop start

skip

schedule

skipped inactive

active

Figure 5.4: Finite state machine representing the states of a task.
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5.1.2 Decision-Making Pipeline

To dynamically decide which control flow to follow, each workflow language and manage-
ment system requires decision-making capabilities. Typically, the decision to be made is
performed at runtime and either depends on intermediate results of individual workflow
tasks or manual input manipulating which sequence to follow. In order to incorporate such
decision-making capabilities in our workflow runtime model, we introduce a decision ele-
ment and a control flow guard. Both these elements are inspired by the UML standard which
already utilizes the concept of guards, e.g., within activity diagrams or state machines [219].
In general, a guard can be attached to a link in order to evaluate whether a certain condition
is true. Based on the result it is then decided whether the task followed by the link is eligible
for execution. While the utilization of these decision nodes is well known for the use in
design time models, we further describe its utilization in a runtime model environment with
special regards to coupled infrastructural resources. An overview of the decision-making
capabilities is visualized in Figure 5.5. In the following, we provide an in detail description
of the individual elements.

The Decision element is a specialization of a Task, as it represents a step to be executed
within the workflow. Compared to a typical Task however, its purpose is to gather, process,
and store runtime information which is then used to decide which control flow to follow.
As the Decision is a Task, it possesses the same characteristics such as possible states and
actions that can be performed on it (see Section 5.1.1). This also includes the possibility
to model application and infrastructure requirements via PlatformDependency links, as
well as the coupling of executable artifacts via an ExecutionLink. Compared to the usual
Task, the Decision node is encouraged to utilize a Sensor as executable which can be, e.g.,
checked by an OCL constraint. The executable Sensor is responsible to inspect, aggregate,
and reflect the information that is used to decide which control flow to follow. While a
Sensor instance is designed to continuously produce monitoring results, we designed the
Decision node to extract the information from the MonitorableProperty link of the Sensor.
The extracted information is then stored within the workflow.decision.input attribute of the
Decision. Thereafter, the Sensor is stopped, as all the information required for decision-
making is available in the Decision node and the monitoring procedure is not required
anymore. While a Sensor can be used to fill this attribute automatically, it can also be
adjusted via manual input. This allows the user to alter the control flow dynamically at
runtime. For this, a single request is sufficient to adjust the runtime model. After the
workflow.decision.input attribute is filled, an evaluation pipeline is triggered to decide which
control flow to follow by adjusting the state of subsequent Task instances. The evaluation
itself is build around the workflow.decision.expression attribute which is defined in the
Decision node. This attribute allows users to describe how the runtime information stored
within the workflow.decision.input attribute is evaluated, e.g., using a Boolean expression.
The result of the evaluation is stored within the workflow.decision.result and compared
against attached ControlflowGuard instances.
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Figure 5.5: Runtime workflow decision concept.

The ControlflowGuard element is a specialized Mixin which applies to a specific
TaskDependency instance. While the information used for the decision-making pro-
cess is stored within the Decision node, the decision on whether a certain control flow
should be followed is denoted within the controlflow.guard attribute. This attribute specifies
which condition must be met to pursuit the control flow it is guarding. In case of a decision
based on a Boolean expression, this guard may be true or false. If the condition of the
guard matches the decision result, the Task targeted by the TaskDependency remains in a
scheduled state. Therefore, it is ready to be processed as soon as its infrastructure has been
provisioned. If the condition evaluates to false, the task connected by the TaskDependency
is transferred to the skipped state, as well as all subsequent tasks that cannot be reached
otherwise. The skipped state indicates that the Task is not performed in this iteration of the
workflow. Additionally, the skipped state allows for subsequent tasks to be executed next, as
the task has been successfully processed for this iteration of the workflow. This allows the
engine to operate until each task is in either a finished or skipped state.

Figure 5.6 provides an example runtime workflow instance highlighting the utilization of
a Decision node in its active state. The Decision node ensures that only one of the follow-
up tasks are executed instead of both running in parallel. In this figure, we highlight the
workflow layer and therefore omit infrastructural resources for the sake of simplicity. In the
example workflow, Task A just reached the finished state allowing the subsequent Decision
to be executed. This in turn leads to the deployment of the Sensor by the workflow engine
which is then used to gather the decision-making information. After the Sensor has been
deployed, the Decision Pipeline is triggered. The deployed Sensor fills the input attribute of
the Decision with the value "B". Based on the gathered input, the expression of the Decision
is evaluated. In this case, it is checked whether the gathered runtime information matches
"B" (input.equals("B")). Thereafter, the evaluation of the expression is stored in the result
attribute, which in this case is true. Finally, the result attribute is compared against the control
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Figure 5.6: Example runtime workflow model with decision-making capabilities.

flow guards ([true] and [false]) of the connected task dependencies leading to the tasks B and
C. As visualized by the figure, task B remains in the scheduled state, as only the guard to
task B matches the decision’s result (true). The guard to task C however does not match the
decision’s result and therefore is skipped. Even though task C is skipped, task D remains
in a scheduled state, as it can still be reached over the control flow of task B. At this point
the decision node has completed its decision-making process transferring it to the finished
state. Therefore, all tasks prior to task B are now finished allowing its infrastructure to be
provisioned and the task itself to be started next. After task B is finished, D can be executed
as it is still scheduled. As soon as D has reached the finished state, each task within the
workflow is either skipped or finished. Therefore, the termination condition of the workflow
management system is reached completing the workflow. In the following, we discuss how
the introduced decision-making capabilities can be extended in order to support loops within
our runtime workflow model.

5.1.3 Loop Reflection and Parallelization

In this section, we introduce our concepts to reflect and manage the execution of tasks that
are contained within a loop. Furthermore, we discuss how these loops can be performed in
parallel including a duplication of assigned infrastructural resources. Even though a task
may be implemented to internally loop over a set of items, this internal procedure does not
reflect the current iteration of the loop within the runtime model. Therefore, we introduce
a loop element which reflects all the information required to manage a DCG. Figure 5.7
highlights the necessary additions to our runtime workflow metamodel to model and reflect
loops within a scientific workflow. Section 5.1.3.1 describes how a loop can be modeled and
reflected at runtime. Thereafter, in Section 5.1.3.2, we describe how loops can be modeled
for a parallel execution of looped tasks.
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5.1.3.1 Loop Reflection

Throughout each iteration, a loop node needs to decide whether to perform an iteration or not.
For this, we define a Loop type that inherits from the Decision kind, as shown in Figure 5.7.
Therefore, the same attributes and mechanics described in the decision-making process are
used within the loop such as the decision input and expression attributes (see Section 5.1.2).
Furthermore, a Loop inherits all the actions of a Task and can therefore be started, stopped,
skipped, and scheduled (see Section 5.1.1). Additionally, due to this inheritance, a Loop
can be connected to another Task using a TaskDependency. This Task may again point to a
sequence of tasks which end with the Loop element forming the actual loop.

To trigger the execution of a Loop, its start action has to be requested. This action transfers
the Loop from the scheduled to the active state. This state describes that the loop is currently
processing its looped task instances. After the start action has been triggered, the decision-
making process of the Loop is executed. This process checks the configured expression
against the gathered runtime information. If an iteration is required, each task in the loop is
scheduled allowing them to be processed. Otherwise, the tasks are transferred to the skipped
state which indicates that they are not mandatory to complete the workflow execution. During
each iteration, a loop infuses its tasks with specific items to process. For this, we utilize
the LoopIteration mixin that can be filled with a name and the value of the variable which
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Figure 5.7: Runtime workflow loop and parallelization concept.
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is introduced to the executable component of a Task. When the item is distributed the first
task in the loop can be executed. As soon as the final looped task has reached the finished
state, the Loop itself is notified. Thereafter, a further decision-making process is performed.
Hereby, the decision result attribute is reset as it needs to be reevaluated based on the changed
runtime information, e.g., the iteration count or the amount of items left to process. It should
be noted, that no new runtime information is gathered by the sensor, as we assume that the
items to be processed do not change after they have been gathered. After the decision result
has been calculated anew, each task that possesses a control flow with a fulfilled guard is
rescheduled. This means, if another iteration is required, all looped tasks are rescheduled,
allowing them to be processed and started again. Otherwise, if no further iteration is required,
the loop as well as its containing tasks remain in the finished state. If no iteration is required
at all, all looped tasks are transferred to the skipped state. Even though no iteration is
performed, the Loop is executed successfully reaching the finished state allowing to perform
follow-up tasks.

To execute the decision-making process and support the looped tasks with dedicated
information, each Loop requires different kinds of information and, therefore, attributes. In
general, each Loop has access to a variable that indicates the amount of iterations already
performed (loop.iteration.count). This attribute, e.g., helps to execute a loop a certain amount
of time. Further typical loop types are the ForEach, For and While loops. While these can
be interpreted as specializations of a Loop, we modeled them as mixins as they can be
dynamically applied to the Loop. Depending on the kind of loop, different information
needs to be reflected. For example, the ForEach loop needs to slice the gathered item set
into individual items to be passed to the looped tasks. For this, the loop allows specifying
delimiter as well as a name attribute to represent the item. To distribute the items among
the looped tasks, multiple LoopIteration mixin instances are created and attached to them.
Hereby, the value and name attribute are set to the value of the delimited item and the name
attribute configured in the ForEach loop.

To provide a more concrete overview of the loop concept, Figure 5.8 depicts an example
runtime workflow instance that contains a for-each Loop with three Looped Tasks, i.e., the
tasks B to D. Again, we omit the infrastructure layer to provide a clearer overview of the
workflow layer. The Loop itself iterates over runtime information gathered by a sensor which
is stored in the input attribute. Based on the configured delimiter, e.g., a comma, this input
is split into individual items to be spread among the Looped Tasks. In the shown iteration,
the item var1 is currently processed and distributed in form of a LoopIteration mixin among
the Looped Tasks. As soon as an item is shared, it is removed from the input attribute of
the Loop (var2,...,varn). Therefore, the expression attribute is set to input.isEmpty() allowing
the Loop to operate until all items have been processed. Hereby, each iteration follows the
same procedure provided by decision nodes. In this case, the decision input is not empty
resulting in the expression to evaluate to false. This leads to task E being skipped for this
iteration, as it is guarded by the condition true. The guard to task B however matches the
result of the decision-making process which results in it being scheduled. As the Loop is
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Figure 5.8: Workflow example with an active loop.

active and the task B is scheduled, its infrastructure can now be provisioned and the task can
be performed. Due to the distributed information about the iteration item (var1) task B and
its executable have access to it. Subsequently, task C and D are executed having access to the
item of the current iteration. As soon as the last task of the loop is finished, which in this
case is task D, the decision result of the Loop is reset and the control flow links to follow are
evaluated again. Hereby, a new decision-making process for the next iteration is performed,
transferring all subsequent tasks with a fulfilled guard to the scheduled state. In this case
the input holds another item. Therefore, the Looped Tasks are rescheduled. Furthermore, the
var2 item is sliced from the input and spread among the Looped Tasks for another iteration.
As soon as no items are left in the decision input, the decision-making process evaluates
to true leading to task E being rescheduled. As the guard to the Looped Tasks area is not
fulfilled, they are not rescheduled leaving them in a finished state. Additionally, this results
in the Loop to reach the finished state. Finally, task E is processed finishing the workflow.
In the following, we discuss how loops can be modeled in such a manner that they can be
executed in parallel with shared resources.

5.1.3.2 Loop Parallelization

For the parallelization of loops we adopt the concept used by OpenMP [220], an appli-
cation programming interface commonly used for the loop parallelization in C, C++ and
Fortran. Among others, OpenMP allows to simply annotate the loop to be parallelized with
information about which variables are shared among spawned threads. To provide similar
capabilities, we introduce mixins that can be applied to a loop element to adjust its execution
in parallel. These mixins are shown in Figure 5.7.
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The ParallelLoop can be appended to a Loop instance to express that it should be executed
in parallel. We refer to this loop as the original. The added mixin is recognized in the loop
effector which spawns a new set of Loop instances on the start action. Hereby, the amount of
loops spawned is taken from the parallel.replicate.number specified in the mixin. We refer
to the newly spawned Loop instances as nested. After the nested Loops are spawned, the
original Loop is promoted to administrate and supervise the duplicated elements. This covers,
e.g., the distribution of items to be processed by individual loops. A connection between
the original and nested Loop instances is established via NestedDependency links serving
as source and target respectively. Each Loop consists of a duplicated set of Task instances
formerly connected to the original. Hereby, one of the created nested loops contains the
original set of modeled tasks while the other nested loops contain duplicated versions of the
tasks.

The Replica mixin is used to mark created duplicates while providing a reference to its
origin using the replica.source.id attribute. Each nested Loop forms a replica group which
we use to determine to which Loop each duplicated Task or Resource belongs. We store
this information in each Replica using the replica.group attribute by referencing the nested
Loop identifier. Among others, the replica.group and replica.source.id attributes are used to
derive the architecture required for each of the replicated tasks at runtime. Finally, to process
the items in parallel, we distribute the items among the nested Loop instances and thus the
workload. All spawned loops operate in parallel using the aforementioned procedures. As
soon as one of the nested loops reaches the finished state, the original Loop is notified. When
all nested loops are finished, also the behavior of the original loop is triggered rescheduling
subsequent Task instances and reevaluating its expression before it is transferred to the
finished state, e.g., by checking whether all items in the input have been processed.

The Shared mixin is used to indicate that a resource should not be duplicated but shared
during parallel sections of their workflow. One example use case for is, e.g., the utilization
of a database application storing the information of all tasks within the workflow. In this
case, the application and its underlying infrastructure should not be replicated even though it
may be part of a parallelized section of the workflow. While the mixin does not hold any
behavior, it serves as a tag that supports the scheduling mechanisms to recognize elements
that should not to be parallelized but rather be shared among other resources replicated for
the execution of parallelized loop sections.

Figure 5.9 provides an example workflow instance in which the loop from Figure 5.8 is
parallelized. In this example, the Loop (O) has a parallel mixin attached with the p.number
set to two. In the visualized example, the original Loop is currently active, which results in
the creation of two replica groups Replica and Replica’. The Replica group contains a nested
loop iterating over the tasks (B, C, D) formerly belonging to the original loop (O), while the
Replica’ contains duplicated versions of them (B’, C’, D’). To describe the utilization of shared
resources, the currently active tasks in this example are C and C’ for which we highlight
the Infrastructure currently provisioned. Task C originally required a single VM which is
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Figure 5.9: Two fold parallelization of the loop from Figure 5.8.

duplicated for the replica task C’. Furthermore, in this example, the storage node shown at the
bottom of the figure is marked as Shared and therefore used for task C and C’. It should be
noted, that the active tasks within the replicated loops may differ at runtime as the duration
of the task may depend on its input. This could lead, e.g., to task B being active together with
task C’ resulting in tailored and different infrastructure compositions. The figure shows how
the input of the original loop is split among the individual replication areas. Here, the input
from the original loop (var1,...,varn) is separated between the two nested loops, so that the
Replica loop iterates over the first half of the items (var1...varbn/2c) and the Replica’ iterates
over the second half (varbn/2c+1...varn). After both replica groups have finished processing
their items, the original loop O reaches the finished state. At this point, each item has been
processed leaving the input empty. As a result the expression evaluates to true leaving the
task E in the scheduled state allowing it to be processed next.

By managing the parallelization of the workflow layer and the distribution of the workload
within the runtime model, we leave the provisioning and scheduling of additional required
resources to the SWFMS. This allows the engine to simply duplicate the modeled infras-
tructure for each newly spawned task. The behavior of the workflow engine, including a
description of how the required architecture of nested loops are derived, is introduced in the
following section.
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5.2 Runtime Workflow Execution Engine

In this section, we present the workflow execution engine that uses the capabilities of
the runtime model to dynamically schedule and provision the infrastructures and applica-
tions required for the individual task within the workflow. As shown in Figure 5.10, the
Design Time Workflow Model serves as input for the Workflow Engine. Overall, the engine
follows the concept of a MAPE-K loop which pursuits the goal to transfer each modeled
design time task into the runtime model and operate until each has either reached a finished or
skipped state. To reach this goal, the Workflow Engine creates a Runtime Model (Snapshot) 1©
in each iteration. This snapshot serves as a knowledge pool which provides information
about the current state of the workflow and the provisioned infrastructure in the cloud. To
control the execution of the workflow, the engine contains two inner components. The
Architecture Scheduler 2©, which is responsible to provision the infrastructure required at
each point in time, and the Task Enactor 3©, which triggers tasks that fulfill both workflow
and infrastructure requirements. In the scope of this thesis, we provide two configurations of
these components running either in separate cycles or subsequent after each other.

In the following, these components are inspected in more detail. Section 5.2.1 covers the
architecture scheduling process and Section 5.2.2 describes how tasks are enacted.
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Figure 5.10: Workflow management system components.
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5.2.1 Architecture Scheduler

The Architecture Scheduler 2©, shown in Figure 5.10, orchestrates the runtime model by
adapting the Infrastructure and application deployment during the workflow execution. For
this, the process follows a control loop that analyzes and combines the information of
the Design Time Workflow Model and Runtime Model in each cycle. Based on this analy-
sis, a Model Generation is performed, creating a Required Runtime Model representing the
Runtime Model that is required next. The generated model then serves as input for the
Adaptation Engine which again performs the steps described in Chapter 4 to derive an adap-
tation plan containing a sequence of requests to adapt the Runtime Model. This plan is
executed to adjust the Infrastructure in the Runtime Model and, thus, the provisioned cloud.
The execution of the plan slightly differs between the workflow and infrastructure layer.
While attributes in the infrastructure layer may be changed, the information within workflow
elements may not be adjusted as these contain information to be adjusted by the model itself.
Therefore, the update step for the adaptation of elements in the workflow layer is disabled.
The process allows managing any kind of resource using the OCCI interface covering not only
infrastructure and platform resources but also entities from the workflow layer. Among others,
we use this capability to transfer the tasks modeled in the Design Time Workflow Model to the
Runtime Model in the first control loop cycle. As the functionality of the Adaptation Engine
is already discussed in Chapter 4, Section 5.2.1.1 highlights the general Model Generation
procedure. Additionally, Section 5.2.1.2 goes into detail about the duplication of resources
required for the parallel execution of loops.

5.2.1.1 Required Runtime Model Generation

To generate the required runtime model the scientist’s design time workflow serves as a basis
for which we simply copy it. Thereafter, we adjust the copy based on information available
in the runtime model. By using both models, the generation process has access to the current
state of the workflow, and the complete infrastructure required by the individual tasks. As
the design time model hosts the information of all the infrastructure required throughout
the whole workflow, we prune the resources not required at the current point in time. To
identify the resources to remove, the actual state of each task has to be known. Therefore,
as a first step, we propagate the state of the tasks from the runtime model to the required
runtime model. Based on the states of the tasks, we separate them into 4 categories: waiting,
executing, finished and skipped. The finished and skipped state are determined over tasks in
the corresponding states. Executing tasks are tasks that have all previous tasks finished or are
the first task within an active loop. Waiting tasks are tasks that are neither finished, skipped
nor executing. Based on the classification, we remove the infrastructure of all tasks marked
either as skipped, finished or waiting. Therefore, the required runtime model only contains
the infrastructure of each task that is either active or ready for execution. As a result, only
the infrastructure currently required gets provisioned.
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In Figure 5.11 an example scheduling sequence is shown which highlights the generation
of a Required Runtime Model based on a Design Time Model and Runtime Model. In this
example, the Design Time Model consists of two Task instances named A and B. Task A
requires one compute and one storage node for its Infrastructure, while task B operates on a
single compute node. In the first cycle 1©, the Runtime Model is currently empty. This results
in the Required Runtime Model to only contain the tasks of the Design Time Model. Thereafter,
in the second cycle 2© the Required Runtime Model generation utilizes the information of
the state information contained in the Runtime Model and couples it with the Infrastructure
information of the Design Time Model. In this case, task A belongs to the executing category,
as it is currently in the state scheduled and does not have any previous tasks. Task B on
the other hand is in the scheduled state, but its previous task A is not finished. Therefore,
the infrastructure of task B is removed from the Required Runtime Model. The generated
Required Runtime Model is then used to adapt the Runtime Model in order to provision the
compute and storage node. This results in the Runtime Model of the third cycle 3©. In this
cycle, task A is finished, while B is still scheduled. As task A is finished its infrastructure
is removed from the Required Runtime Model. Furthermore, now all previous tasks of B are
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Figure 5.11: Required runtime model generation example.
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finished resulting in its infrastructure to remain in the Required Runtime Model. Finally, the
Required Runtime Model is used to adapt the Runtime Model. This leads to the fourth cycle 4©
in which task B is processed. After task B has finished the scheduler recognizes that all tasks
within the Runtime Model are now in the finished state completing the workflow. Therefore,
no further Required Runtime Model is generated. It should be noted, that by default the
infrastructure of the last task, in this case B, remains in the Runtime Model and therefore in
the cloud environment. To deprovision all resources, a cleanup task can be modeled. This
task can, e.g., store the results of the workflow in an external database and lead to another
task which requires no infrastructure at all.

5.2.1.2 Management of Duplicated Resources

While the generation process follows a simple process of removing unnecessary resources, the
execution of parallelized loops requires multiplying resources at runtime to fulfill the need of
newly spawned tasks. For this, we add another step in the generation process to consider tasks
and their links that are marked as replica. These tasks are spawned once a parallelized loop
is triggered (see Section 5.1.3.2). Based on the monitored and updated runtime information,
the model transformation identifies that additional infrastructure and platform resources are
required. To fulfill the requirements of the additional tasks, the transformation duplicates the
infrastructure and platform resources required by the original task as modeled in the design
time model and attaches them to the replicated tasks. During this process, each duplicated
resource is also marked with a replica mixin storing the information of the source id of the
original as well as its replication group. While the id of the original entity helps to reference
the source of the duplicate, the replication group is used to map each duplicated resource to
a specific loop. One exception to the duplication rule are resources that are tagged as shared,
including their sub-resources. Even though resources marked as shared are not replicated,
the edges towards these nodes are reproduced. This provides the resources in the replica
group access to the shared node.

Figure 5.12 provides an example Required Runtime Model generated for the execution of
a parallel loop. The Design Time Model consists of a Loop that is executed with a setting of
Parallel 2. To execute the looped Task, two Component instances are necessary. One that rep-
resents the executable of the Task and one which builds the Application to be deployed. Both,
the execution and application component, are hosted on a single Compute node which is con-
nected to a Storage node that is marked as Shared. The Runtime Model represents the state in
which the loop just started. This results in the creation of two Loop Replica instances that are
connected to the original loop via nested dependency links. Based on the Design Time Model,
the generation of the Required Runtime Model creates the infrastructure required for both
spawned Loop Replica instances. This replication process results in two replica groups, i.e.,
Original and Replicated. Both replica groups are identified over the id of their connected
Loop Replica instances. Additionally, for both groups, the Required Runtime Model dupli-
cates the infrastructure requirements of the original task. This includes the compute node,
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application, and all components. As the storage is marked as Shared, only links targeting it
are duplicated. Therefore, the Original, as well as the Replicated section have access to the
storage resource.

Overall, the generation is implemented as a model transformation with the resulting model
being enacted via the adaptation engine. This allows enhancing the scheduling process
by incorporating additional information in the transformation, e.g., estimated execution
times of a task to reduce the overall deployment times. Furthermore, the resulting required
runtime model may serve as input for further transformations, e.g., to add platform specific
information like the addition of a management network. While the architecture scheduler is
responsible to manage infrastructure and application resources in the runtime model, it does
not trigger the execution of the tasks. For this, the task enactor component is used, which is
discussed in the following.
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Figure 5.12: Example required runtime model generation for a parallel loop.
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5.2.2 Task Enactor

In this section, we introduce the task enactor and describe its procedure to trigger the exe-
cution of tasks on provisioned cloud resources. The Task Enactor 3©, shown in Figure 5.10,
identifies tasks that are ready for their execution and enacts them accordingly. Compared to
the scheduling process, the task enactor directly operates on the task elements. In most cases,
this comes down to triggering the start action of a task. The behavior of the enactment process
can be compared to a petri net in which the transitions represent the execution of a task that
each have two places. In our case these places denote whether the task dependency if fulfilled
and the required architecture is provisioned. To detect and trigger tasks, two subsequent
actions are executed. First, the enactor performs an Inspect Tasks step, investigating a set of
tasks ready for execution. Second, the tasks are triggered in the Execute Tasks step. In the
following, both steps are described in more detail.

During the Inspect Tasks step, the workflow layer of the runtime model is inspected to
create a set of tasks that can be executed. We filter for tasks that have all their previous
tasks either in a finished or skipped state. In addition, we use the information in the design
time model to identify whether all platform and infrastructure resources for the tasks to be
executed are provisioned. For this purpose, we traverse the PlatformDependency instances
and check whether the connected application is in an active state. We use the active state of
elements from the platform layer as indicator because it describes whether the application
is successfully deployed and running. Moreover, an active application implicates that
the required infrastructure is up and running due to it being a prerequisite for the actual
deployment of the components.

In the Execute Tasks step, the task enactor takes the filtered tasks ready to be executed as
input. For each of these tasks a request is sent to the interface of the task, triggering its start
action. Independent of the task specialization, this action transfers the task into an active
state and triggers the logic within the corresponding effector. In case of a simple task, this
covers, e.g., the deployment of its executable component. When the task is a decision or a
loop, the decision-making process is performed additionally. If no data gathering process is
modeled at design time, the action waits until the decision-making information is manually
filled by a scientist at runtime.

In the following, we discuss the implementation used for the execution of the case study
and demonstrate how a runtime model based approach can be used for the development of
cloud deployments and workflows by coupling it to different infrastructural systems like
cloud and local environments.
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In this chapter, we introduce the environment and the ecosystem used to evaluate the or-
chestration engine and workflow runtime model built around the OCCI standard. Both
concepts are implemented as part of the Smart Workflows through dYnamic Runtime Models
(SmartWYRM) framework which is publicly available [11]. Figure 6.1 depicts the envi-
ronment to perform our case studies. It consists of two deployed server instances, namely
SmartWYRM 1© and OCCIWare Runtime 2©.

SmartWYRM 1© is a web service that provides a front-end to a Cloud Architect or Scientist
that allows to upload, adjust and monitor the Cloud or Workflow Model. To operate the chosen
model, SmartWYRM hosts the Adaptation & Workflow Engine that can be triggered by the
user. Both engines utilize the EOL [41] transformation in order to send requests against
the OCCI Interface and manage resources in the cloud. OCCI implementations typically
translate incoming OCCI requests directly to a specific cloud provider. Example for such
an interface comprise the rOCCI implementation [221] or the OpenStack OCCI Interface
(OOI) [222], which we initially used to develop our adaptation engine. These interface
implementations are often limited in their capabilities to extend OCCI or are restricted
to a single cloud provider. Therefore, we adapted our implementation to conform to the
OCCIWare toolchain [123] which provides a formal OCCI Metamodel based on EMF with its
instances being described in XML. We used the toolchain to design and generate artifacts for
our monitoring and workflow OCCI Extension and the accompanied OCCI Interface.
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Figure 6.1: Overview: Runtime model environment.
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The OCCIWare Runtime 2© is a server application that implements the OCCI Interface using
a plugin based approach. Each plugin consists of an OCCI Extension which instantiates the
OCCI metamodel. Furthermore, the server maintains a set of Effector instances which conform
to the kinds introduced by the extension. This includes, e.g., effectors managing infrastructure
kinds like the compute kind to spawn VMs in the Cloud. In terms of OCCIWare Studio
the registered Effector components are called connector as they do not only maintain the
Runtime Model, but also inherit the logic to translate the incoming OCCI requests to a target
infrastructure. The targeted infrastructure is not limited to Cloud environments. Within the
scope of this thesis, we test the runtime model capabilities to simulate cloud adaptations
and perform workflows using Local resources. We utilize this capability, e.g., to perform
automatic tests within Continuous Integration (CI) environments. Moreover, we use this
environment for local deployments in order to support the development of deployment
models, configuration management scripts and adaptation engines.

Section 6.1 presents the infrastructure configuration of the cloud and simulation environ-
ments. Thereafter, in Section 6.2, we provide an overview of the framework used to execute
the workflow and orchestration case studies.

6.1 Causal Connection Configurations

In this section, we briefly describe the OCCI extensions registered in the OCCIWare Runtime
and SmartWYRM environment. We highlight the causal connection to the cloud environment,
as well as the effectors used to establish a connection to our local workstation. Furthermore,
we provide a detailed overview of utilized OCCI extensions and plugins including short
description of their functionality. As the concepts of each element are already described in
previous chapters, this section focuses more on technical aspects. Table 6.1 separates the used
extensions into four categories: Core, Infrastructure, Platform, and Workflow Extensions.

The Core Extensions represent the extensions providing abstract elements from which
other extension elements inherit. In this case, the layer only consists of the OCCI Core
extension [98] allowing to model basic Resource and Link instances.

The Infrastructure Extensions introduce entities to model and manage resources residing
on the infrastructure layer. The OCCI Infrastructure extension [103] extends the core with
entities to manage a cloud’s IaaS. These include Storage, Network and Compute entities,
e.g., to model VMs, as well as link kinds to connect them. The Docker extension [104] adds
Container and Machine entities, which are specializations of the Compute kind from the
OCCI infrastructure extension. The added types are used to provision Docker containers as
well as their hosts. The OpenStack Runtime extension [105] models a RuntimeId Mixin that
can be attached to any kind of infrastructural resource allowing to map an OCCI id to the id
assigned by the cloud provider. This information is, e.g., used in the comparison process of
the adaptation engine.
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Core Extensions Entities added
OCCI Core [98] Entity, Resource, Link

Infrastructure Extensions
OCCI Infrastructure [103] Compute, Storage, Network incl. Links
Docker extension [104] Machine, Container, Contains link
OpenStack Runtime [105] RuntimeId Mixin

Platform Extensions
MoDMaCAO platform [105] Application, Component, PlacementLink
MoDMaCAO Ansible [105] AnsibleEndpoint Mixin
MOCCI [223] Sensor, DataGatherer, DataProcessor, ResultProvider

Workflow Extensions
WOCCI [224, 225] Task, Decision, Loop, Task/PlatformDependency

Table 6.1: OCCI extensions registered by SmartWYRM and the OCCIWare Runtime.

The Platform Extensions introduce elements that are deployed on top of the provisioned
infrastructure. The basis for these deployments is contained within the MoDMaCAO plat-
form extension [105], improving the standardized OCCI platform extension [106]. The
MoDMaCAO Ansible extension introduces a specific AnsibleEndpoint Mixin. This mixin
gets attached to OCCI NetworkInterface instances marking them for the use of configuration
management script executions. Using the MoDMaCAO platform extension, we created
the Monitoring with OCCI (MOCCI) extension [223] to model and deploy Sensors and its
monitoring instruments including the DataGatherer, DataProcessor and ResultProvider.

The Workflow Extensions extend OCCI with elements used to model and reflect workflow
elements. These include Task, Decision and Loop elements as well TaskDependency in-
stances sequencing them. Also, this extension provides PlatformDependency links allowing
to attach platform and infrastructure requirements to the individual tasks.

For each of the introduced extensions one effector exists that implements the behavior of
the individual resources. Throughout the development of our approach, we created several
sets of effectors. One of them covers a direct connection to a cloud environment. Another
one is utilized to perform automated tests and simulate the runtime model’s behavior. Yet
another is used to perform workflows on our local workstation. In the following, we provide
a more detailed look into the different kinds of effector sets and how they handle the different
extensions presented in Table 6.1. Section 6.1.1 provides implementation details about the
causal connection to an OpenStack cloud, while Section 6.1.2 discusses the utilization of a
simulation environment.
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6.1.1 Causal Cloud Connection

In this section, we describe how the causal connection to a cloud environment is covered by
referring how the elements of the individual extension layers shown in Table 6.1 are managed.
For the execution of our case studies, we developed effectors providing a causal connection
to a private OpenStack cloud. Hereby, the effector is configured in such a manner that it
influences a single tenant in the cloud used for the orchestration of cloud adaptations and
workflow executions. Especially when using this connection, the application of the PIM to
PSM transformation is mandatory. Here, the transformation adds the management network
to the model which is required for the deployment of component instances.

For the Infrastructure Extensions an OpenStack effector is implemented that translates
incoming OCCI infrastructure requests, e.g., of kind Compute, Storage or Network to the
OpenStack interface using the OpenStack4j library [226]. To connect to the cloud and the
desired tenant, we initialize the effector using pre-configured configuration files. Overall,
incoming OCCI requests are translated into requests fitting to the OpenStack interface, e.g.,
by referring to the requested resource attributes. Changes to the cloud environment directly
are handled and integrated to the runtime model by constantly monitoring the proprietary
cloud interface. If a new, deprecated or changed resource is recognized, the translation
process is reverted translating OpenStack information to OCCI adding the changes to the
runtime model. While the OpenStack effector has to be configured with tenant information,
the Docker extension effector introduces Machine elements which allow to directly spawn
VMs on the OpenStack cloud by configuring corresponding attributes within the Compute
instance. These machines, however, serve the purpose of a Docker host and are spawned
using the Docker-Machine tool [227]. In addition to OpenStack hosts, the Docker extension
includes further Machine entities to spawn VMs on different cloud providers.

For the Platform Extensions, we utilize an effector for the MoDMaCAO platform extension
that couples Component instances with configuration management scripts. While MoD-
MaCAO supports multiple configuration management systems, we focus on the utilization of
Ansible configuration management scripts [86]. In the scope of this thesis, we additionally
integrated basic functionalities of SaltStack [87] to MoDMaCAO to further investigate the
flexibility of the framework. Furthermore, we tested the integration of Bash [81] in the scope
of a supervised students project and evaluated the advantages of common configuration
management approaches. The effector for the MOCCI extension functions similarly to
MoDMaCAO with its elements focusing on monitoring capabilities. For example, the offered
functionalities allow a Sensor to reflect its monitoring observations directly to the runtime
model. The behavior of this effector is described in Section 4.2.2.

Finally, the effector for the Workflow Extensions manages requested workflow elements as
described in Section 5.1. This management solely takes place on a model based level as no
resources in the cloud are directly affected.
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6.1.2 Simulation Connection

In addition to the effectors used for a cloud environment, we implemented a set of dummy
effectors to simulate the behavior of the runtime model. We use this set of effectors for several
purposes. Originally, the simulation effector got developed to support the implementation
process of our adaptation engines including the automatic execution and validation of test
scenarios. We enhanced this environment to locally deploy cloud topologies to assess the
impact of adaptation changes before applying them to a cloud environment. Furthermore,
the effector set allows to partially replicate our case studies as no access to an actual cloud is
required.

Figure 6.2 highlights the process of fitting a cloud deployment model into a local envi-
ronment. The effectorC establishes a connection to the Cloud, while the effectorL spawns
a simulation environment on the local Workstation. To replicate the actual cloud deploy-
ment the Simulation Configurator is used. Here, we Extract the Runtime Model (Cloud) and
Transform it by adding one simulation tag to each resource. These tags serve as an annotation
for the effectorL to trigger a desired simulation behavior. The annotated simulation can be
adjusted by the user in the Configure Level step. This sets up the Runtime Model (Local) to
perform the desired simulation on top of the local Workstation. For example, the model
can be configured in such a manner that compute resources are only partially deployed in
order to develop or investigate configuration management scripts of interest. Additionally,
the simulation environment can be used to develop Scaling Rules and runtime model en-
gines. Depending on the effector implementation, we need to Adjust the scaling rules to
consider the desired simulation tags. For a more convenient use, this step can be bypassed
by implementing an effectorL set with pre-configured simulation levels for each resource
type. This pre-configuration, however, comes with the drawback of fewer simulation op-
tions. After assessing the impact of planned changes in the local environment, the added
simulation tags can be removed from the Runtime Model (Local). The resulting model can
then serve as input for the orchestration engine which derives the required requests to adapt
the Runtime Model (Cloud) to the new desired state.
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Figure 6.2: Cloud and simulation environment connection.
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Figure 6.3 shows the Simulation Extension introducing the SimulationTag which we attach
to each individual resource during the simulation transformation process. The SimulationTag
is implemented as a mixin and introduces a simulation.level attribute. This attribute allows
for a more dynamic management of simulated resources. By default, the level zero describes
that each resource and operation should only be simulated on a model based level which
covers, e.g., state transitions. In the scope of our OCCI Simulation Extension, we introduce
three specializations of the SimulationTag. Hereby, one tag for each of the base OCCI kinds
exists, e.g., ComputeSim, SensorSim and ComponentSim. In the following, the simulation
options are described in reference to the extension categorization shown in Table 6.1.

The Infrastructure Extensions simulation effectors do not contain any connection to an
external infrastructure interface. Instead, they mimic the existence of distributed resources.
Therefore, when an infrastructure resource is requested, the corresponding entity is added
to the runtime model without affecting any other system. In the current implementation,
we focused on the simulation of compute nodes using the ComputeSim tag. In case of the
default simulation.level of zero, only state changes are performed based on the FSM of the
corresponding resource kind. When the resource is simulated with a simulation.level greater
than zero, we locally spawn a VM, e.g., using VirtualBox, or by treating the modeled compute
node as a Docker container using the Docker extension. The virtualization.type attribute
defines the type of deployment, e.g., container or compute type while the compute.image
refers to the desired image. Even though the OCCI extension already provides a mixin to
specify an image, we utilize the information in the simulation tag as it can be easily removed
once the local development process has been finished.

For the Platform Extensions different behaviors for the individual elements can be selected
by choosing a specific simulation.level. For the default simulation.level of zero, any behavior
directly affecting provisioned resources is removed. For this, we only removed a single line
from the configuration manager of MoDMaCAO triggering the execution of the configuration
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Figure 6.3: Simulation extension subset.
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management script which results in a simulation of state changes. For the simulation
of components we utilized different configurations of the ComponentSim which can be
defined over the simulation.level and its attributes. To visually observe the behavior of
deployment procedures and the changing runtime model, we slowed the adaptation process
down by injecting artificial deployment durations for individual application and component
lifecycle actions. These durations can be adjusted over two attributes action.timing.min
and action.timing.max which represent a range from which a random value within is drawn.
Finally, when setting the simulation.level to three, an actual deployment is performed on
the attached compute host utilizing the behavior from the effector used for the actual cloud
environment. For this, it must be ensured that the attached compute host has a simulation
level greater than zero in order to allow for an actual deployment. This, e.g., can be checked
using model validation.

For the MOCCI monitoring extension the effector can be configured to simulate the
monitoring information in the runtime model using values defined by the user. For this,
the SensorSim annotation is used which reflects artificial monitoring information in the
runtime model. This capability allows testing orchestration engines and scaling rules without
the time requirements for actual deployments. To generate monitoring information, the
simulation annotation provides two attributes montoring.results and change.rate. These
respectively describe the values to be observed by the sensor and how often they should
change. Using higher simulation levels, the sensor and its components can also be deployed
on local resources to monitor actual workload. Therefore, the developer can choose between
actual or generated workload that can be adjusted at runtime. As a result designed cloud
applications and scaling procedures can be simulated using dedicated workload scenarios.

For the Workflow Extensions the behavior remains the same as within the cloud effector.
No simulation behavior is needed for the workflow layer, as its elements do not represent
actual cloud resources and therefore can reside on a model based level.

In the following, we describe the our webserver application which implements the cloud
adaptation and workflow procedure used for the execution of our case studies.

6.2 Smart Workflows Through Dynamic Runtime Models

To operate the orchestration process and workflow engine, we developed a web application
called SmartWYRM. The framework and all surrounding implementations are publicly
available [228]. As described in the previous section, SmartWYRM utilizes the OCCI
metamodel by Merle et al. [122] which is also used in the OCCIWare toolchain. Additionally,
SmartWYRM registers the generated extensions and effectors based on the metamodel
concepts presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. We chose to implement the proposed
workflow engine in form of a webserver to neglect the need for a local workstation to
run, especially as scientific workflows are often long-running processes. Furthermore, by
relying on requests for communication, the engine is loosely coupled to the OCCIWare
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Runtime server representing the OCCI interface. This allows connecting the application
to further OCCI interface implementations. Even though other OCCI interfaces may not
register the elements presented in the workflow extensions, basic functionalities of the
adaptation mechanisms can be utilized. During the execution of the deployment and workflow
engines, job histories are recorded and visualized by SmartWYRM. These views grant insight
into the deployment and workflow execution including planned changes, provisioning and
deployment times.

In Section 6.2.1, we provide an overview of the interface and notation used in the frame-
work and the execution of our case studies. Thereafter, the implementations of the engines
are briefly covered by discussing recorded job histories and their visualization. Section 6.2.2
discusses the implementation of the workflow engine. Section 6.2.3 introduces the adaptation
engine implementation.

6.2.1 Interface and Notation

In this section, we introduce our concepts to support the visualization and execution of our
approach. As part of our implementation, we designed a graphical interface and notation for
OCCI. Hereby, we chose a notation that emphasizes the structure of cloud deployments at the
cost of a limited insight to configured attributes which we circumvent by utilizing interactive
capabilities offered by web frameworks. In the following, we introduce the OCCI notation
used within the framework and thesis. Additionally, we briefly introduce the implemented
interface used for the execution of our case studies.

Figure 6.4 provides an overview of the icons used to visualize OCCI deployment and
workflow models. This figure serves as a legend that separates the different elements accord-
ing to their OCCI extension, namely the Core, Workflow, Monitoring, Platform, Infrastructure
and Docker extension. In general, the notation follows a graph based visualization with
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Figure 6.4: Legend: OCCI cloud notation.
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each resource being a circular node inheriting an icon that corresponds to a specific kind.
In addition to the graphical representation of the resources, we introduce a hierarchical
separation based on a resource’s kind and extension. For example, Infrastructure resources
are depicted at the bottom of each workflow, while the Workflow elements remain at the
top. In our graphical notation, Link instances and their specializations are visualized as a
simple arrow. To better differentiate the connection between the workflow and platform
layer, we highlight ExecutionLink instances and PlatformDependency links using a dashed
line. Moreover, we visualize MonitorableProperty links with a dotted line as they target
resources on different layers. Next, the SmartWYRM user interface is introduced which
implements the introduced icons and our visualization of OCCI.

Figure 6.5 shows a screenshot of the SmartWYRM webserver interface. On the top bar
the Options 1© are displayed which provide the capability to upload and transform a design
time model. After the OCCI model has been uploaded, the MDA transformation chain can
be triggered on top of this model. This transformation adds, e.g., platform specific or default
resources and information that can be configured in the framework. The uploaded model, as
well as resources added to it can be inspected in the Design Time Model Visualization 2©. In
the figure a workflow with three tasks from which one is looped is shown. When the model is
enacted, changes to the runtime model can be observed in the Runtime Model Visualization 3©.
Currently, only the management network is present in the runtime model which, e.g., can
be automatically added to the design time model. Both, the runtime model and the design
time model, are displayed using the same graph visualization introduced in Section 6.2.1 and
used throughout the thesis. If one of the entities is clicked, as shown by the blue highlighting,
the Entity Inspection 4© is opened. This window displays the mixins and attributes of the
chosen runtime entity and allows to easily interact with the model. In addition to a visual
representation of the entities attribute, this window can be used to adjust values. Also, actions
that can be applied on the entity are automatically derived from the registered plugins. The
runtime model visualization allows to actively observe how the system changes throughout
adaptation and workflow processes. Here, new resources can be dynamically added to the
runtime model using a form derived from registered OCCI extensions. For the derivation, we
extracted the information from the formalized metamodel and the extensions created with
it. This form navigates the user step by step through the creation process of a new element,
covering the selection of the extension, resource type, desired mixins, and the definition of
the resources attributes. Further features implemented in SmartWYRM that got utilized in
this thesis cover, e.g., the capability to download and store models previously executed, as
well the extraction of images which we use within our case study chapters.

In the following the implementation of the workflow engine and the recorded job history
is explained in more detail.
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Figure 6.5: Screenshot excerpt of the SmartWYRM user interface.

6.2.2 Workflow Engine Implementation

In this section, the implementation of the workflow engine, presented in Section 5.2, is
introduced. We refer to the engine and workflow extension as Workflows and OCCI
(WOCCI) [229]. In the scope of this thesis, we implemented and tested different sequences
of the architecture scheduling and task enactment process. A sequential arrangement of the
procedures, as well as a parallel one.
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The sequential arrangement implements alternating behavior of the architecture scheduling
component and the task enacting component. This means that a task’s infrastructure is first
built followed by the execution of the task. To facilitate the dynamic capabilities of the
runtime model, especially for the execution of parallelized workflows, we implemented the
task enactor and architecture scheduler within separate control loops. This allows a task that
is ready for execution to be enacted without needing to wait for the deployment process to
be finished. However, for this process, the individual cycles require more information of
each other to avoid race conditions. To distinguish the behavior of the different execution
modes, we store the chosen procedure type within the job history visualization. Based on the
design time model workflow shown in Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6 shows an example workflow
job history.

The Job Details 1© show general information about the workflow execution covering its
id, name, duration status, the start and end time as well as the chosen workflow execution
mode. As soon as the workflow has finished execution, i.e., all task states are finished, the
job is marked as success. Further job states describe whether, e.g., failed tasks are detected
in the runtime model. The Task Details 2© show the execution durations of individual tasks,
while the Scheduling Details 3© display the durations of performed architecture scheduling
processes. In case of the shown example, three task durations are shown which are accompa-
nied by four architecture scheduling processes. In the scope of our evaluation, we use the
recorded values to quantitatively analyze and discuss our approach. Finally, a Timeline 4© is

Figure 6.6: Screenshot of the workflow job history.
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displayed, highlighting at which point in time the individual task enactment or architecture
scheduling processes were triggered. This view highlights the behavior differences between
the sequential and parallel execution of the workflow job. In case of the provided figure,
a parallel job is shown which can be observed by the overlapping task and architecture
scheduling timelines.

As the workflow architecture scheduling process heavily relies on the adaptation engine,
we store one adaptation job history for each scheduling procedure. These scheduling
histories are coupled to the individual bars shown in the Scheduling Details 3© which allow
investigating the resource management during the workflow execution. In the following,
we go into detail about the adaptation engine implementation and the accompanied history
visualization.

6.2.3 Adaptation Engine Implementation

In this section, we briefly introduce the implementation of the adaptation engine presented in
Section 4.1 including a description of the recorded job history visualization. We refer to the
engine itself as Deployment of OCCI (DOCCI) [230]. This engine is not only included in
the SmartWYRM webserver, but also TOSCA-Studio [217] which is an Eclipse IDE plugin
that can transform TOSCA to OCCI models and deploy them via DOCCI. Independent
of the wrapping framework, DOCCI takes an OCCI model representing the desired state
in the cloud as input. As described in Section 4.1, it compares the input OCCI model
against the currently deployed one and sends requests against the OCCI interface provided
by the OCCIWare Runtime server. While we do not go into detail about the implementation
specifics, we highlight the information provided by our job history as it reveals the behavior
of the adaptation engine. Furthermore, the recorded values are later on used to quantitatively
discuss the adaptation process performed during our case studies. An example history for an
adaptation job is shown in Figure 6.7. The shown example highlights the adaptation process
from the first scheduling task shown in Figure 6.6.

The Job Details 1© depict general information such as the job id, start time, finish time,
the job name, the duration and whether the job was successful or not. The state of success
is hereby derived by checking whether the goal of the adaptation engine was reached by
comparing the desired input model to the runtime model once the adaptation process has been
finished. If all elements are the same at design and runtime, the job is considered successful.
Further job states are stopped and failure depending on whether the engine was stopped
during execution or whether the desired state could not be reached, e.g., due to failing
component deployments. The Deprovisioning Details 2© and the Provisioning Details 3©
describe the time required for the individual requests. Hereby, each performed request is
listed which allows us to compare their individual response times. The time is taken from
the moment we send the request until an answer is received. Therefore, the observed timing
heavily depend on the behavior implemented in the effector of the entity. For example, a
request provisioning an actual VM in the cloud may take several seconds, while a request
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managing a task may only require milliseconds. The Deployment Details 4© display the
application deployment times including the time required to perform the deploy, configure
and start action of all applications in the model. In case of the figure, e.g., the duration for
the deployment procedure is taking the most time. We especially investigate the deployment
of applications as they represent the element managing the underlying components and is of
most interest to us. The duration of update requests are not recorded nor visualized as they
only change attributes in the runtime model which only takes milliseconds and thus are not
of interest to us.

The boxes shown in the Comparison 5© visualize the input OCCI model, as well as the
runtime model at the time the engine is triggered. In case of this example, a management
network is currently present in the runtime model, with the targeted model being the required
runtime model from the first adaptation cycle of the workflow execution. In addition to the
visualization of the desired and current state, this view changes the background color of
the nodes in the model visualizations to highlight planned adaptive actions. For example, a
green background within the nodes describes the addition of new resources. The Timeline 6©
displays the exact point in time of each request. Hereby, a background color highlights
to which phase of the adaptation process the request belongs, e.g., blue describes the
provisioning and green the deployment phase. Complementary to this, the Duration 7© box
provides a more concise overview of the duration of these phases in form of a bar plot.

Figure 6.7: Screenshot of the adaptation job history.





7 Runtime Model Orchestration Case
Studies

To investigate our orchestration capabilities for OCCI, we designed several scenarios that
highlight the adaptation, simulation and monitoring concepts introduced in Chapter 4. For
this, we use the implementations and the notation described in Chapter 6 including the
cloud and simulation connections. Due to the similar composition of our orchestration and
workflows studies, we discuss the threats to validity of this study in Section 9.4. In the
following, the remainder of this section is presented focusing around the scenarios shown in
Figure 7.1.

Section 7.1 discusses a Computation Cluster Scaling 1© scenario using the big data com-
putation frameworks Apache Hadoop [231] and Apache Spark [232]. In this study, we
highlight the Orchestration process transferring the designed model elements to the runtime
model and cloud environment. Furthermore, in this case study, we highlight the utilization
of the Simulation environment to extend the model with a new component introducing the
capabilities of Apache Spark. Additionally, we extend the OCCI model with Monitoring
functionality to directly reflect the monitoring results in the runtime model.

Section 7.2 introduces the second case study which we use to demonstrate the
Standard Interoperability 2© of OCCI with the TOSCA cloud standard. Using this study, we
highlight the Compatibility and Extensibility of the OCCI data model and the Generalizability
of its interface with special regards to our orchestration process. For this study, we utilize
an existing cloud deployment model originating from the TOSCA standard describing the
deployment of WordPress [233], a common content management system. To manage the
cloud deployment using our OCCI orchestration process, we map both standards to perform
an automated model transformation generating the required OCCI deployment model.

Orchestration

Monitoring

Simulation Extensibility

Generalizability

Computation Cluster Scaling 1 Standard Interoperability 2

Compatibility

Figure 7.1: Overview: Orchestration case studies.
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7.1 Case Study 1: Computation Cluster Scaling

The goal of this study is to demonstrate the feasibility of our orchestration concepts presented
in Chapter 4. To reach this goal, we performed common orchestration tasks used to inves-
tigate the extent to which our orchestration, simulation and monitoring approach supports
the management and development of cloud applications with OCCI. For this investigation,
we modeled and orchestrated a Hadoop cluster as a representative example that represents a
state-of-the-art framework for scalable, distributed computing. We split the orchestration pro-
cedures into three different scenarios that cover the utilization of our model-transformations
and adaptation process (Section 4.1), the simulation environment (Section 6.1.2), and moni-
toring capabilities (Section 4.2). Within these scenarios, we showcase manual and automated
interactions with the runtime model in order to highlight the benefits of an abstract reflection
of the system. Based on the results of these scenarios, we qualitatively discuss the benefits
of a model-driven orchestration process built around OCCI, the reflective capabilities of
a runtime model, as well as provide quantitative insights about deployment times for the
simulation and cloud environment.

Section 7.1.1 presents the artifacts required for the execution of the case study. Sec-
tion 7.1.2 describes the orchestration process. Finally, in Section 7.1.3, we provide the results
and observations of this case study as well as the impact of small model variations. While
this section focuses on orchestrating the Hadoop computation cluster, Section 8.1 further
investigates the capability to integrate the framework into a workflow execution.

7.1.1 Case Study Artifacts

To perform this case study, we developed several artifacts. Section 7.1.1.1 covers the OCCI
deployment model. This model represents the primary artifact of the study and the basis for
our scenarios. Section 7.1.1.2 introduces a subset of the Ansible configuration management
scripts used to deploy and configure the Hadoop cluster with special regards to capabilities
provided by the runtime model information.

7.1.1.1 Deployment Model

The Hadoop framework [231] consists of NameNodes and DataNodes which we abstract
in our deployment model. A NameNode is responsible for management activities such as
storing metadata of the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and administer the Yet
Another Resource Negotiator (YARN) service. A DataNode stores the data to be processed in
the distributed file system and thus represents a resource that should be monitored and scaled.
Moreover, the framework can be extended with, e.g., Spark [232], that makes use of the
HDFS and YARN to introduce streaming capabilities. To evaluate our orchestration process,
simulation environment, and monitoring extension, we created the deployment model shown
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in Figure 7.2 which is composed of three increments. The individual increments serve as a
basis to evaluate our approach within the different adaptation scenarios of this case study.

The Hadoop Core is the deployment model which we use to initially deploy the framework
(Section 7.1.2.1). This model consists of three compute nodes, namely Hadoop-master,
Hadoop-worker-1 and Hadoop-worker-2. The hMaster and the two hWorker component in-
stances are hosted on these compute nodes which we modeled via PlacementLinks. The
hMaster component describes the lifecycle of a Hadoop NameNode and therefore requires
information from the hWorker instances representing DataNodes. For this, we modeled
ComponentLinks with ExecutionDependency mixins (ed) which indicate that the initial
setup of the hWorker nodes need to be started prior to the hMaster node. All components are
aggregated under one application node called HadoopCluster which unites the management
of its components.

The Spark compartment enhances the Hadoop Core and is used to evaluate our simula-
tion environment (Section 7.1.2.2). This increment of the model introduces an additional
component called spark. We use this component to evaluate the feasibility of our local simu-
lation environment by filling its attached configuration management script with directives
to handle the lifecycle of Spark prior to an adaptation of the actual cloud deployment. For
this, we placed the spark component on the Hadoop-master compute node. Additionally,
we connected the spark component to the hMaster component over a ComponentLink with
an attached InstallationDependency (id). We used this specialized dependency to indicate
that the DataNode needs to be running before Spark should be installed and started by the
orchestration process.

The Monitoring compartment introduces sensor elements and is used to evaluate our
monitoring extension in the scope of a scaling scenario (Section 7.1.2.3). In this model
extension, we added one Sensor for each worker node. Each Sensor application is composed
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Figure 7.2: Hadoop cluster deployment model.
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of three component nodes representing its monitoring instruments. The DataGatherer
component is represented by glances. This component deploys the Glances [234] monitoring
software on the worker nodes and provides an interface to request different performance
metrics such as the current CPU or memory utilization. The gathered information is retrieved
by the dataprocessor requesting and aggregating the CPU utilization of the worker nodes.
Finally, the resultprovider publishes the gathered information to the runtime model showing
whether the workload is, e.g., low or critical. To distribute the monitoring workload, the
dataprocessor component as well as the resultprovider are hosted on the MonVM. This
compute node is dedicated to host the monitoring pipeline and lift the monitoring workload
from the worker nodes. To allow for a configuration of the individual monitoring instruments,
we connected them via ComponentLinks. These connections ensure that the configuration
management scripts have access to the attributes of the connected components. In the
following, we go into further detail about the structure of the configuration management
scripts describing the deployment procedures of the individual components.

7.1.1.2 Configuration Management Scripts

For each component in the OCCI model, a corresponding configuration management script
exists that manages its lifecycle. This comprises the scripts to orchestrate the Hadoop cluster,
Spark, and the monitoring instruments. Due to the similarity of these scripts, we provide an
excerpt from two chosen configuration management scripts which represent their general
structure. To explain how applications are deployed, we briefly introduce the hMaster
component (Listing 7.1). Moreover, to exemplify the utilization of runtime model attributes
via the generated variable file, we describe the dataprocessor instrument (Listing 7.2).

Listing 7.1 displays an artifact snippet from the Hadoop master configuration management
script used to handle the component’s lifecycle actions. The MoDMaCAO framework
indicates that the individual lifecycle actions are performed within blocks. The DEPLOY task
manages the deployment of the component (1-7). As the deployment process itself is unrelated
to other components in the process, mainly package management statements are used, e.g.,
to upload and unarchive the Hadoop binaries. In the CONFIGURE block, the snippet shows
the adjustment of the core-site configuration file (9-13). Additional configuration lifecycle
tasks include the configuration of further files, as well as the setup of known hosts in the
cluster. In the START block the start lifecycle action is described (15-19). Within this action,
the HDFS and YARN services, required for the Hadoop master to run, are started. In this
excerpt, the startup of the namenode is shown which manages data stored in the HDFS. For
brevity, we omitted further blocks used to manage the stop and undeploy lifecycle actions.

Listing 7.2 highlights the utilization of attributes from the runtime model in configuration
management scripts. Once a lifecycle action of a component is triggered the MoDMaCAO
framework generates a variable file which contains the attributes of the component as well
as the attributes of surrounding entities. The shown snippet depicts the START block of
our DataProcessor monitoring instrument which starts a previously deployed processor.sh
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Listing 7.1: Hadoop master configuration management code snippet (Ansible).
1 block:

2 - name: Upload hadoop

3 unarchive:

4 src: hadoop-2.9.2. tar.gz

5 dest: /opt

6 [...]

7 when: task = = "DEPLOY"

9 block:

10 - name: edit core-site.xml configuration

11 shell: echo [...] > /etc/hadoop/core-site.xml

12 [...]

13 when: task = = "CONFIGURE"

15 block:

16 - name: Start HDFS

17 shell: yes "yes" | /sbin/hadoop-daemon.sh start namenode

18 [...]

19 when: task = = "START"

script using a start-stop-daemon (3). This script implements directives to query the CPU
utilization currently monitored by the DataGatherer component. The queried monitoring
information is aggregated and stored to be accessed by the ResultProvider. To run multiple
scripts on the same host, it has to be uniquely identified. For this, we query the variable file
generated from the runtime model while filtering the id of the DataProcessor instance (4).
As a second argument, the script requires the information about the Internet Protocol (IP)
address of the compute node hosting the glances DataGatherer. This information is similarly
retrieved. First, the links from the DataProcessor are queried (5). These links are filtered for
componentlink instances with their target resource being of interest (6). For each target that
is a datagatherer we extract the ipaddresses from the queried results and pass it to the data
processing script (7).

Listing 7.2: DataProcessor code snippet showing the start action (Ansible).
1 block:

2 - name: Execute processor script

3 command: start-stop-daemon processor.sh

4 {{ id }}

5 {{ links |

6 json_query( ' [?kind = = `componentlink `]. target ' ) |

7 json_query( ' [?kind = = `datagatherer `]. ipaddresses [] | [0] ' ) }}

8 [...]

9 when: task = = "START"
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7.1.2 Orchestration Process

In this section, the execution of the initial Hadoop cluster deployment is described as well as
additional simulation and scaling scenarios built around it. Section 7.1.2.1 covers the initial
deployment of the Hadoop cluster on our private OpenStack cloud. Section 7.1.2.2 describes
the utilization of the simulation environment to extend the Hadoop cluster with additional
capabilities offered by Spark solely relying on local resources. Finally, Section 7.1.2.3
presents the addition of monitoring capabilities and highlights the interaction of the runtime
model with an additional scaling engine.

7.1.2.1 Initial Cloud Deployment

We use the initial deployment scenario to demonstrate the feasibility of our model-driven
and OCCI based orchestration process (Section 4.1). Before the deployment, we adjust the
Hadoop cluster model using our automated model transformations as shown in Figure 7.3.
The Hadoop core model itself represents a CIM, as compute related information is still
missing. The transformation to the PIM enhanced each compute node with mixins so that
they utilize our default SSH key and initialization script. In the PSM, further provider specific
compute mixins are added to use Ubuntu 18.04 with python pre-installed in a medium sized
VM having two virtual CPUs and four gigabyte memory. Also, the ManagementNetwork is
added to the model including NetworkInterfaces (nwi) to each compute node.

To describe the orchestration process, we investigate intermediate runtime model states
reached throughout the execution of the adaptation engine. For the initial deployment, we
empty the runtime model so that no resources are currently provisioned in the cloud.
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Figure 7.3: Design time Hadoop cluster model with applied model transformations.
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Figure 7.4 (a) shows the first runtime model state in which all resource entities are re-
quested. This covers the requests to create the compute, component, network and application
nodes. In case of the infrastructure resources the requests are directly forwarded to our
OpenStack cloud. Once the startup of the VM and network has finished, they are transferred
to state active allowing the orchestration process to continue.

Figure 7.4 (b) depicts the time step in which each link is provisioned in the runtime model.
As the platform elements are first provisioned at the end of the orchestration process, they
are already interlinked with the ComponentLinks during the startup of the VMs. Once the
compute nodes are active, the PlacementLinks are requested connecting each component
to its host. Simultaneously, the connections from the compute nodes to the management
network are established. At this point in time, the runtime model contains all entities of the
design time model which leads to the next phase.

Figure 7.4 (c) shows the runtime state during the execution of the start action on the
application node. During each execution of a lifecycle action, the variable file for the
individual component is generated providing up-to-date information about the element’s
environment and configuration. The figure highlights the orchestration process at the time
in which the components transition from an inactive to an active state. Hereby, the Hadoop
master component is currently still inactive with the start action being currently processed.
Once the lifecycle action has finished processing, the master component reaches the active
state. This leads to the application node also transitioning to the state active. Finally, the
deployment process is finished, and the runtime model is compared to the design time model.
As both models match each other the Hadoop cluster is successfully deployed.

active

inactive active

(a) Resource provisioning. (b) Link provisioning. (c) Application deployment.

Figure 7.4: Runtime states of the initial Hadoop cluster deployment.
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7.1.2.2 Cluster Simulation Environment

In this scenario of the study, we highlight the causal connection of the runtime model
(Section 4.2). We use this connection to evaluate the extent to which our simulation en-
vironment (Section 6.1.2) can be used to develop and plan adaptive changes prior to a
deployment in the cloud. For this, we add additional capabilities to the Hadoop model to
include Apache Spark [232]. As shown in Figure 7.5, we separate the scenario in three
steps. The Local Setup 1© of the simulation environment, the Model Adaptation 2©, and the
Component Development 3©. In this scenario, individual steps of the process are showcased
in isolation to highlight particular aspects.

For the Local Setup 1©, we spawned an instance of SmartWYRM (Section 6.2) and the
OCCIWare Runtime system [123] on our Workstation running a i7-7600U CPU2.80GHz with
16 GB of memory. Using this environment, we simulate the productive cloud environment by
replicating its runtime model in order to test and assess the impact of planned changes locally.
To utilize the benefits of the simulation environment, we first extracted the runtime model
currently connected to the cloud. Thereafter, we triggered an automated transformation on
the model which adds a simulation mixin of the appropriate type to each entity. This covers
a compute simulation mixin added to each compute node and a component simulation mixin
added to each component.

For the Model Adaptation 2© we utilize the default configuration of the simulation level
which indicates that the effector only performs state changes. Thereafter, we deployed the
annotated model in our local environment using the orchestration engine. In this simulation,
no virtualized computing resources got provisioned. This allows us to operate on a model-
based level with next to no resource consumption in which each entity only reflects its
state. To integrate the spark component into the Hadoop cluster model, we connected it to
the application node and placed it on the Hadoop-master compute node. In preparation for
the development of the spark configuration management script, we assume that a partial
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deployment of the HadoopCluster application is sufficient. For this, we reduce the amount of
required local resources by adjusting the simulation mixins to only perform a State Simulation
for Hadoop-worker-2. Additionally, we set up a Deploy Simulation for the Hadoop-master and
Hadoop-worker-1 compute nodes which get simulated as containers (c). To ensure a correct
provisioning of the resources, we cleared the runtime model residing in our workstation and
performed a fresh deployment with the adjusted simulation levels. This deployment results
in containers being spawned in our workstation for the Hadoop-master and Hadoop-worker-1
which simulate the behavior of VMs in the cloud. To increase the validity of the simulation,
we utilized a container image which replicates the operating system used in the VMs of the
cloud. While we initially performed these changes in the runtime model, we exported the
adjusted model for an automated orchestration of the cloud deployment.

The Component Development 3© describes the implementation process of the configura-
tion management script attached to the spark component. After the provisioning of the
infrastructure, the platform elements are deployed with the Spark Script still being empty.
This allowed us to develop the corresponding configuration management script with a sim-
ulated state of the Hadoop cluster running in the cloud. During the development of the
script, we manually altered attributes within the runtime model and triggered individual
lifecycle actions of the component, e.g., DEPLOY, to exploit the direct connection between
the runtime model and configuration management script. After finishing the development
of the additional component, we replicate the adaptation scenario to be performed on the
cloud environment. For this, we used the orchestration process to first deploy the initial
Hadoop cluster model followed by triggering the orchestration process for the adjusted
model containing the additional spark component. After performing the local adaptation, we
removed the simulation tags from the model and applied it on the cloud runtime model. Due
to the utilization of the same ids in both environments, only the spark component is added to
the cloud runtime model introducing its functionality.

7.1.2.3 Cluster Monitoring and Scaling Scenario

In this section, we further extend the deployed Hadoop cluster model with monitoring
capabilities. We use this scenario to highlight the self-reflective capabilities of the runtime
model. Hereby, we investigate the extent to which the monitoring information can be utilized
by additional adaptation engines. Moreover, we evaluate the capability of the runtime model
to reflect artificial workload chosen by the developer to manipulate and test decision-making
and scaling processes. As shown in Figure 7.6, we attached a Scaling Engine that utilizes the
self-reflective capabilities of our Runtime Model for decision-making purposes.

The Scaling Engine is a MAPE-K loop which can be started next to the runtime model.
This engine monitors and scales the the Hadoop worker nodes in our deployment and was
specifically developed for this scenario. In the Monitor phase a sensor query requests the
information of all CPU related information contained in MonitorableProperty links. In the
case of Figure 7.6 the current workload of Hadoop-worker-2 is "Critical". In the Analyze step,
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the gathered information is used to check whether the deployed cluster needs to be scaled.
The engine differentiates between a scale down and a scale up procedure. Scale down is
chosen if no compute node has a critical workload with one having no workload at all. The
scale up procedure is called when the majority of compute nodes have a critical workload. In
Figure 7.6, a "Critical" workload is detected leading to the decision that a scale up procedure
has to be performed. This decision in then passed to the Plan phase which, depending on the
chosen scenario, builds a new desired state for the runtime model. In the scale up scenario a
new worker node is added comprising a compute resource and a Hadoop worker component.
Additionally, a sensor is added which monitors the CPU utilization of the new worker node.
The added elements resemble the structure of the Runtime Model shown in Figure 7.6. In
the scale down scenario, the machine currently having a "None" CPU utilization is removed
from the model including its Hadoop worker component and sensor. Independent of the
scaling scenario chosen, the resulting model is transformed to add platform specific elements
such as the management network. Finally, the resulting model is passed to the Execute phase
which triggers the Adaptation Engine with the planned model serving as input. The engine
then extracts and compares the runtime model to the new desired state and performs the
adaptive actions over requests sent to the OCCI interface.

To develop the scaling engine, we used the simulation environment to assess the impact of
our scaling scenarios. For this, we adjusted the Sensor simulation mixin in such a manner
that it alternates between different artificial monitoring information that we predefined in
the model. Especially changes to the values "Critical" and "None" were of interest as these
trigger the scaling procedures. Furthermore, we utilized the added simulation capabilities
to adjust the observed monitoring results manually. This forced specific scaling procedures
to be triggered. For example, to investigate the upscale behavior we configured the sensor
to only monitor critical workload. Additionally, to test the scaling in the actual cloud we
modeled example Hadoop jobs to stress the provisioned compute nodes.
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Figure 7.6: Hadoop model excerpt with attached scaling scenario.
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7.1.3 Results and Observations

Within this case study, we demonstrate the initial deployment, as well as the adaptation
of a scalable computation framework in a cloud and a simulation environment. We show
that the OCCI standard is suitable to provide adaptive capabilities by demonstrating how a
OCCI based runtime model can serve as a knowledge base in a self-adaptive control loop.
Furthermore, the study demonstrates that this runtime model can be used to not only reflect
structural but also operational parameters by modeling sensors with runtime model access.
In the following, we describe our observations made about the modeling, execution and
simulation process at design and runtime. Moreover, we briefly highlight the impact of small
model and scenario variations and conclude this study with a summary.

7.1.3.1 Initial Deployment

The initial deployment scenario shows the feasibility of our orchestration process and
highlights our transformation and deployment process.

The model-transformations infuse our Hadoop model with provider specific information
required for an actual provisioning in the cloud. This allows focusing on the structure and
behavior of the model. By introducing the transformation process, we save time throughout
the development of the model as less information has to be added to the model in the first
place. However, most values to be added need to be preconfigured and attuned to the provider
covering, e.g., specific images and VM sizes or the authentication keys to be used.

The orchestration procedure derives the dependencies between the individual OCCI entities
to ensure an automatic deployment of the Hadoop cluster model. Hereby, resources are
requested first, followed by their links (see Figure 7.4). This comes due to the fact, that both
resources need to be present in the runtime model, before they can be connected. Furthermore,
depending on the kind of resource, a different state needs to be reached before they can be
connected. For example, in case of the connection of a compute node to a network resource,
the compute node needs to be active. For this, we directly start the compute node within the
initial resource request. During the deployment of the individual Hadoop cluster components,
the generated variable file, to be used by the configuration management scripts, provides
access to runtime information. Among others, this allows us, e.g., to utilize IP addresses
that are dynamically assigned by the management network to establish a communication
between the master and worker nodes. From a timing perspective, our observations show that
requesting OCCI entities without cloud behavior only takes a few milliseconds. For example,
in five successive executions of the deployment scenario, the PlacementLink requests took
14 milliseconds in the mean and ComponentLink requests took 33 milliseconds in the mean.
On the other hand, the provisioning of infrastructure resources, like a VM, took 59 seconds
in the mean with the deployment of the application taking up to three minutes. Therefore,
the model-driven derivation of cloud management requests produces a negligible overhead
when compared to the time required to spawn the infrastructure and deploy the application.
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To diversify the initial deployment study, we additional test different kinds of VMs images
and topologies including the utilization of a dedicated network for the communication of
nodes in the cluster. For this, we add a network node as well as network interfaces to the
individual compute nodes to the Hadoop core model. As a result, each VM spawns with
a predefined IP address. We observe that this variation allows for a static development
of configuration management scripts due to the utilization of hard-coded address ranges.
In comparison to the utilization of dynamic addresses that we derive from the runtime
model, these hard-coded scripts are only suitable for testing purposes due to the constraint of
requiring predefined addresses.

7.1.3.2 Simulation Environment

In this scenario we evaluate the extent to which our simulation environment can be used to
assess and test the impact of planed adaptive changes. For this, we use a state simulation
to extend the model itself and a deployment simulation for the development of the Spark
configuration management script. To substantiate our observation with quantitative data, we
executed the study five times per used environment with the 95% confidence intervals shown
in Figure 7.7 (a).

The State Simulation setup extracts and deploys the state of the cloud runtime model on
our local workstation only taking 2 seconds in the mean. As the runtime model in this
environment is not causally connected to an actual system, we are able to develop adaptive
changes directly in the runtime model using small iteration cycles. Moreover, due to the low
time requirements, the state simulation environment proves to be useful to define and execute
automated tests for our orchestration, workflow and scaling engine within a CI pipeline. Still,
in this setup, no configuration management scripts are executed which limits the assessment
of planned changes to the behavior of the runtime model.
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Figure 7.7: 95% confidence intervals of deployment duration per environment.
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The Deployment Simulation environment can be used to mitigate the limitations of the
state simulation as configuration management scripts are actually executed. During the
development of our spark configuration management script, the runtime model allows us to
manually trigger single actions on the deployment. Hereby, the impact of the action is directly
reflected in the runtime model visualization notifying us, e.g., on failing deployment actions
with the error message updating appropriately. Compared to the 253 seconds deployment time
required in the Cloud Environment, the utilization of the Deployment Simulation takes only
133 seconds in the mean. As shown in Figure 7.7 (b), the simulation reduces the Provisioning
time from roughly a minute in the cloud to a few seconds in our local environment. In
both settings the individual Deploy, Configure, and Start action require roughly the same
amount of time. However, the Deployment Simulation allows reducing the time required for
the application deployment by a third, as we configure the simulation to partially deploy the
model covering only a single master and worker. Overall, the deployment times, as well as the
utilization of a local workstation as computation resource, allow for smaller iteration cycles
without the need to be connected to a cloud. Still, the utilization of different virtualization
technologies as substitute in the simulation pose some constraints that have to be considered,
e.g., in case of Docker the access to specific configuration files is restricted. The Provisioning
step in the Deployment Simulation takes only a few seconds rather than minute to spawn the
infrastructure due to the utilization of containers to simulate VM behavior.

7.1.3.3 Monitoring and Scaling Capabilities

To highlight the reflective capabilities of our OCCI extension, we add sensors to the Hadoop
cluster model and attach a scaling engine that utilizes the monitoring information. We
separate our results into observations made while extending the model with monitoring
capabilities and observations made about the reflective capabilities of the runtime model
during the development of the self-adaptive control loop.

The process of extending the Hadoop cluster model with monitoring capabilities resembles
the addition of the Spark component due to the inheritance of the MoDMaCAO framework.
Due to the manual configuration of the monitoring pipeline, the distribution and expressive-
ness of the reflected values depends on the aggregation process modeled by the user. Thus,
monitoring workload can be distributed across multiple machines with the ability to push
arbitrary monitoring properties to the runtime model. In its current state, the runtime model
is only capable of reflecting the “as is” state. As a result, historical information needs to be
collected and stored using an additional engine.

By reflecting monitoring information in the runtime model, the scaling engine is able to
monitor the structural and operational information of the deployment using simple OCCI
queries. While formerly only the information about the amount of resources and their con-
nections were available, our monitoring extension provides access to monitored deployment
specifics such as the cluster’s workload. This ensures that all relevant information is available
in the monitored runtime model to decide when and how to scale the cluster. As we reuse the
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orchestration engine for our scaling engine, no development effort is required to build the
execution phase. Therefore, the standard allows focusing on domain specific behavior rather
than re-implementing already existing approaches. In the case of our scenario, we are able to
focus on the scaling engine’s analyze and plan step. Especially in these steps the simulation
environment supports the development of adaptive behavior, as specific scaling actions can
be forced by injecting specific monitoring information. At runtime, we observe that several
subsequent scale up actions quickly clutter the runtime model visualization. Per scale up six
new resources are added from which four are used for monitoring capabilities. Once more
than two worker nodes are deployed, the amount of monitoring entities make up most of the
resources in the runtime model even though they are automatically generated. This hints
at a trade-off between the readability of the runtime model for a user and the fine-grained
representation of the system with detailed monitoring information.

In a second variation of the scaling engine, we utilize a simple Bash script that scales the
individual nodes in the cluster vertically. In this scenario, the engine directly queries the
monitoring results of a single node over the OCCI interface to adjust its amount of virtual
CPU. During this scenario we learn that managing attributes via simple scripts are sufficient,
but may be limited for multiple resources as request dependencies need to be manually
resolved. This highlights the usefulness of our developed approach as it allows focusing on
desired states rather than adaptive actions.

7.1.3.4 Summary

In the following, we summarize our results of the performed use case.

Summary: Our model-driven approach allows to automatically orchestrate cloud
deployments using the OCCI standard. At design time, model-transformations
reduce the amount of information to be modeled by automatically adding provider
specific information which, however, must be previously defined by a user. At
runtime, the deployment is reflected in the runtime model providing an abstract view
on the system. By connecting the runtime model to different environments, cloud
deployments can be simulated on different levels of detail. These support the change
assessment and development of IaC artifacts and automated test cases by reducing
deployment times and running outside the cloud. Reflecting operational parameters
in the runtime model fosters decision-making processes which are required, e.g.,
by scaling engines. By introducing monitoring elements to OCCI, sensors can be
distributed and individually managed to mitigate potential monitoring overheads.
Still, only the “as-is” state can be reflected with no historic information.
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7.2 Case Study 2: Standard Interoperability

Similar to the first study, the goal of this study is to demonstrate the feasibility of our
orchestration concepts presented in Chapter 4. In this study, we especially emphasize the
generalizability of OCCI, and thus our orchestration approach, by managing TOSCA models
via the OCCI interface. Moreover, we use this study to discuss the mapping of TOSCA
to OCCI (Section 4.1.2) with special regards to the orchestration process presented in this
thesis. Hereby, we highlight the conceptual differences of both standards to distinguish their
individual advantages and drawbacks. As TOSCA provides two kinds of specification, we
choose to focus on the TOSCA YAML version [108] as it is more widely adopted by the
community and more actively maintained.

In the scope of our studies, we transformed and deployed several TOSCA topologies of
various sizes [217]. In this thesis, we present the transformation and deployment of the
TOSCA WordPress topology. We choose this topology, as WordPress [233] is one of the
most common content management systems. Therefore, it represents a common use case for
cloud deployments. Moreover, a complete WordPress stack is available within the TOSCA
YAML specification [108]. This allows us to extract a precise TOSCA topology to determine
the interoperability of OCCI and TOSCA. Finally, the topology is suitable to demonstrate
the feasibility of the transformation and orchestration process while maintaining a concise
description of the study.

The remainder of this section is structured as follows. Section 7.2.1 introduces the artifacts
implemented for the execution of the case study, covering the example TOSCA topology.
Section 7.2.2 describes the orchestration and transformation process. Finally, Section 7.2.3
discusses observations made at design and runtime.

7.2.1 Case Study Artifacts

To mitigate the threat of creating a model that perfectly fits our designed transformation, we
reutilize an existing model of the WordPress example as well as accompanied deployment
scripts from the Alien4Cloud Project [141].

Similar to OCCI, TOSCA is built around a type-instance pattern (see Section 2.3.3.3).
In general, TOSCA separates this pattern using the term type, e.g., for node types, and the
term template, e.g., node template, for the instance layer. Together, node templates and
relationship templates fill out the TOSCA topology, with each template relating to a specific
type describing the properties to instantiate.

The artifacts specifying the types and templates are described via several YAML files.
Section 7.2.1.1 introduces the TOSCA WordPress types, and Section 7.2.1.2, the TOSCA
template.
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7.2.1.1 TOSCA Types

Listing 7.3 shows the node_types definition of tosca.nodes.Wordpress which is a custom
type that is derived_from the tosca.nodes.WebApplication normative type (1-3). In addition to
a description, the type specifies two properties and one attributes type (4-9). For example, the
context_root describes the folder path to be used by the wordpress application. Additionally,
requirements are specified that need to be fulfilled by node templates instantiating it (10-

21). The host requirement is a HostedOn relationship describing where the node template
is deployed. Also, a database connection needs to be specified, as well as a php compo-
nent to which the wordpress application ConnectsTo. Finally, the type introduces several
interfaces (22). These describe actions that can be applied on wordpress node templates for
which individual scripts are assigned.

7.2.1.2 TOSCA Template

Listing 7.4 shows the YAML TOSCA template modeling the WordPress stack. In this
excerpt the node_templates (1) section of the topology is highlighted covering six nodes.
The wordpress template is of the previously discussed type: tosca.nodes.Wordpress (2-11).
Here, the individual requirements specified by the type are instantiated. As host the apache
node template is chosen, the database requirement is fulfilled by the mysql node and the php
requirement by the php node. To deploy all these requirements, the topology contains two

Listing 7.3: TOSCA WordPress node type definition excerpt.
1 node_types:

2 tosca.nodes.Wordpress:

3 derived_from: tosca.nodes.WebApplication

4 description: The TOSCA Wordpress Node Type represents[...]

5 properties:

6 zip_url: #omitted for brevity

7 context_root: #omitted for brevity

8 attributes:

9 max_user_number: #omitted for brevity

10 requirements:

11 - host:

12 capability: tosca.capabilities.Container

13 relationship: tosca.relationships.HostedOn

14 - database:

15 capability: tosca.capabilities.MysqlDatabaseEndpoint

16 relationship: tosca.capabilities.Endpoint.Database

17 occurrences: [1, 1]

18 - php:

19 capability: tosca.capabilities.Root

20 relationship: tosca.relationships.ConnectsTo

21 occurrences: [1, 1]

22 interfaces: #omitted for brevity
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node templates of type tosca.nodes.Compute named computeWww and computeDb (13-18).
Both node templates represent VMs to be provisioned in the cloud and define capabilities
covering OS and sizes to be used. We omitted this information from the listing for brevity.
The apache node template provides information about the port and document_root to be used
for the component (20-26). Both the apache and the php node templates are hosted on the
computeWww node template (27-30). Finally, to fulfill the database requirement, the mysql
template is modeled and deployed on the computeDb (31-34).

Listing 7.4: TOSCA topology excerpt of defined node templates.
1 node_templates:

2 wordpress:

3 type: tosca.nodes.Wordpress

4 requirements:

5 - host: apache

6 - database:

7 node: mysql

8 capability: tosca.capabilities.Endpoint.Database

9 - php:

10 node: php

11 capability: tosca.capabilities.Root

13 computeWww:

14 type: tosca.nodes.Compute

15 capabilities: #omitted for brevity

16 computeDb:

17 type: tosca.nodes.Compute

18 capabilities: #omitted for brevity

20 apache:

21 type: tosca.nodes.Apache

22 properties: #omitted for brevity

23 port: 80

24 document_root: "/var/www"

25 requirements:

26 - host: computeWww

27 php:

28 type: tosca.nodes.PHP

29 requirements:

30 - host: computeWww

31 mysql:

32 type: tosca.nodes.Mysql

33 requirements:

34 - host: computeDb
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7.2.2 Orchestration Process

In this section, the execution of the transformation from the WordPress TOSCA topology to
the OCCI artifacts is described. Additionally, we describe the orchestration process of the
transformed model to discuss the interoperability and generalizability of our orchestration
process. Section 7.2.2.1 describes the OCCI extension and model generated from the TOSCA
artifacts. Section 7.2.2.2 presents the deployment of the generated OCCI model.

7.2.2.1 Generated OCCI Model

In this section, the automatically transformed OCCI model is described that serves
as input for the orchestration process. The model itself is shown in Figure 7.8
highlighting the OCCI Deployment Model, as well as exemplifying the transformed
OCCI Extensions for TOSCA in form of a UML class diagram.

We generated two OCCI Extensions for TOSCA to instantiate an OCCI model that complies
to the information of the original TOSCA topology. These comprise the TOSCA custom
extension, covering user defined types and the TOSCA normative extension introducing
common types specified by the standard. We visualize the wordpress:Mixin as an example
for a TOSCA custom type. This type consists of the attributes zip.url and context.root which
comply to the properties defined in the corresponding TOSCA node type (see Listing 7.3).
Similar to most custom mixins, this mixin depends on the webserver:Mixin. This mixin is part
of the TOSCA normative extension and depends on the component:Mixin of the MoDMaCAO
extension. This dependency is created as the webserver:Mixin and its specialization represent
components to be deployed and therefore need a configuration management script attached.
The same relation to the OCCI component kind can be found for the php, apache, and mysql
resources. The mixins generated for the infrastructure layer, i.e., for both compute nodes,
can be applied to the compute kind of the OCCI infrastructure extension.

MoDMaCAO

TOSCA normative

TOSCA custom

wordpress:Mixin

- zip.url

- context.root

webserver:Mixin

applies

depends depends

OCCI
Deployment
Model

OCCI
Extensions
for TOSCA

component:Kind

component:Mixinmysql

computeWwwcomputeDb

wordpress apache php

Figure 7.8: OCCI model transformed from the TOSCA WordPress topology.
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The OCCI Deployment Model is generated from the TOSCA topology template. The infras-
tructure is represented by the compute nodes computeDb, computeWww. The application
layer is represented by the components mysql, wordpress, apache, php which are aggregated
under a generic application node. Each of these resources has a mixin instance attached which
corresponds to the TOSCA custom node types. In case of the wordpress component, e.g., an
instance of the wordpress:Mixin is attached with the accompanying zip.url and context.root
attributes. The specific attribute values of the individual resources in Figure 7.8 are omitted
for brevity. To ensure the replicability, we reuse the configuration management scripts
provided by the Alien4Cloud project to manage each individual component. In addition to
resources, several links are generated during the transformation. The wordpress component,
is hosted on an apache web server and is connected to a mysql database and a php soft-
ware component. These links utilize the kinds tosca.relationships.hostedon and connectsto
mixin being part of the generated TOSCA normative extension. Furthermore, each of the
TOSCA host requirements from the original topology were transformed to a PlacementLink
connecting the component to the compute node it is deployed on. Before the orchestration
is performed, a PIM to PSM transformation is executed on the OCCI model to fulfill the
requirements given by the OCCI MoDMaCAO framework.

7.2.2.2 Provisioning and Deployment Procedure

In the first step, the orchestration process inspects the currently running cloud deployment,
which we emptied for this use case. Therefore, a provisioning plan is generated that includes
requests to create all elements being part of the model. The requests are sequenced by
creating the resource elements first, i.e., the computeDB, computeWww, mysql, wordpress,
apache, php and the general application resource. While the effector of the compute nodes
directly performs a request to the cloud environment spawning up the modeled VM, the
component nodes reside in a undeployed state. Once the VMs have reached an active state,
the orchestration process continues by sending requests to create the links interconnecting the
resources in the runtime model. In case of the given model, this includes the connection of
the VMs to the management network, the creation of PlacementLinks describing where each
component is hosted, as well as ComponentLinks interconnecting the individual components.
After validating the infrastructure, the application deployment process is taking place starting
the deploy, configure and start action on the generated application node. During this process
the information modeled within the added TOSCA mixins is taken into consideration and
passed to the configuration management script in order to be used. After the request has been
sent, the effector identifies the correct order of lifecycle actions to be triggered among the
components by utilizing the information modeled within the ComponentLinks and mixins. In
case of this deployment model, first the php and apache component are deployed, followed
by the mysql database and finishing with the wordpress component. The orchestration of the
configuration and start actions follow the same sequence. After each component has reached
the active state, the application is also set to active which closes the deployment procedure.
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7.2.3 Results and Observations

This case study demonstrates the cooperation between the two cloud standards TOSCA and
OCCI while utilizing the orchestration engine and effectors presented in this thesis. We
show that the OCCI standard is feasible to serve as an interface that may be used to deploy
TOSCA topologies using a uniform and standardized interface. In the following, we describe
observations about the compatibility of TOSCA and OCCI at design and runtime.

7.2.3.1 Design Time

In general, a standard-driven approach to model cloud deployments is quite advantageous.
This is, because the metamodel or language is designed by experts which agree about key
aspects in the cloud domain. Thus, the standard presents a sophisticated abstraction of the
cloud domain which is at least partially accepted by the community. In case of this study,
we demonstrate that TOSCA can be transformed to OCCI in the scope of our model-driven
environment. Even though both standards possess similarities, they differ in their focus and
therefore cannot be mapped one to one. TOSCA provides concepts to model on a higher
abstraction level providing elements which, e.g., allow grouping different elements and scale
them. OCCI on the other hand focuses with its uniform interface on a runtime perspective,
introducing elements such as mixins that provide the capability to dynamically add behavior.
Therefore, elements such as TOSCA scaling groups, as well as OCCI applications, do not
possess equivalents in the respective standards.

Overall, the transformation of TOSCA to OCCI transfers all information that refers to
actual cloud resources by generating corresponding mixins. However, not all information can
be directly utilized for an actual deployment over the OCCI interface. The elements in the
platform layer, i.e., components, can utilize the transformed information within the mixins in
the scope of the variable file generated for the configuration management scripts. However,
some information at the infrastructure layer require a more concise mapping. Contrary to
OCCI, TOSCA allows compute templates to define a default IP address without requiring
a network to be defined. To correctly transform this representation, an abstract network is
required in OCCI, which, e.g., represents a provider network. This, however, represents a
resource that a user is not allowed to manage which contradicts the purpose of OCCI. While
this hints at required adjustments to optimize the mapping in some use cases, the translated
information of the TOSCA to OCCI transformation is sufficient to deploy a cloud application
using our orchestration process.

7.2.3.2 Runtime

While the similarities and differences of the standardized languages can be identified by
comparing their specifications, the orchestration process is used to compare the implications
of managing the modeled resources at runtime. While multiple approaches exist that in-
terpret TOSCA topologies and orchestrate their deployment, our approach focuses on the
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orchestration of such topologies over the uniform and standardized interface provided by
OCCI. Overall, our observations about the management of the resources can be divided into
the logic of the orchestration engine and the logic implemented in the effector managing the
resources of a specific kind. The logic within the orchestration engine does not have to be
adjusted, as each transformed TOSCA resource corresponds to a kind specified within the
OCCI standard, i.e., compute, component, or application. The utilized model transformation
solely generates TOSCA related mixins that can be attached to these kinds. As a result, no
new effectors need to be generated. Still, the specific behavior provided as capabilities by
the attached mixins must be implemented by the corresponding OCCI effector. It should
be noted, that in case of our case study no specialized implementations of our effectors
are necessary. This is because the default variable generation provides the configuration
management scripts with all attributes of attached mixins.

The configuration management scripts attached to the individual components play a major
role during the deployment of the topology. In case of this study, we utilize the scripts
provided by the Alien4Cloud project [141]. In the TOSCA topology these scripts are directly
attached to the type definition among the interfaces of a specific type. In case of OCCI, we
map these scripts to the individual MoDMaCAO actions, i.e., deploy, configure and start, and
store them within our runtime environment. In general, the design-time attachment of the
scripts to the TOSCA type definition makes them more portable. However, the utilization of
the scripts within the OCCI environment allows making use of runtime information. In case
of this deployment, the runtime information comprises, e.g., the IP addresses and ports of
the MySQL database. During the deployment of the wordpress component, this up-to-date
information is retrieved from the runtime model and passed over the variable file generation
to the configuration management script.

7.2.3.3 Summary

In the following, we summarize our results of the performed use case.

Summary: The TOSCA and OCCI standards both offer different advantages and can
be combined using a set of model transformations. Thus, our orchestration process
can be used to deploy and manage OCCI models that originate from the TOSCA
standard. Still, for design time aspects, TOSCA has a more sophisticated metamodel.
Therefore, elements that do not represent direct cloud resources, such as scaling
capabilities, can not be directly mapped to OCCI, while elements such as OCCI
applications do not have a direct TOSCA correspondent. Compared to TOSCA,
OCCI benefits from a simple core model with the advantage of being accompanied
by a uniform interface to abstract and manage modeled cloud resources.





8 Runtime Workflow Model Case Studies

In this chapter, we demonstrate the applicability of the runtime workflow model concept
presented in Chapter 5. For this we designed, modeled and reflected scientific workflows
from multiple domains using the notation and configuration introduced in Chapter 6. Due to
the similar composition of our orchestration and workflows studies, we discuss the threats to
validity in Section 9.4. As shown in Figure 8.1, this chapter comprises three case studies that
highlight individual capabilities, advantages and drawbacks offered by our workflow runtime
model. While focusing on different aspects of our concept, each of these case studies possess
the same structure. First we identify the need for shifting resource requirements within the
scientific domain for which we provide a brief introduction. Based on the gathered insights,
we create a corresponding workflow model and investigate how it operates at runtime by
visualizing reached runtime states. At the end of each case study we conclude our design
and runtime observations and discuss potential timing overheads.

Section 8.1 covers the Big Data Framework 1© case study which focuses on a Task and
DataLink communication to perform a Map Reduce job hosted on distributed machines.

Section 8.2 covers a Dynamic Simulation 2© scenario that highlights the Decision and
Sensor functionality within a Multi-Level Simulation application which requires shifting
amounts of computing resources. Moreover, this case demonstrates the utilization of special-
ized infrastructure resources within the workflow.

Section 8.3 presents our Repository Mining 3© case study which demonstrates the utiliza-
tion of Loop instances and their Parallelization within a software repository mining workflow
built around the SmartSHARK framework.

Smart

Loop

Parallelization

SHARK

Sensor

Decision

Multi-Level
Simulation

Task

DataLink

Map
Reduce

Big Data Framework 1 Dynamic Simulation 2 Repository Mining 3

Figure 8.1: Overview: Workflow case studies.
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8.1 Case Study 1: On-Demand Big Data Framework

The ability to gather large amounts of data has led to many methodologies to efficiently
analyze them using distributed resources. As already described in Section 7.1, Apache
Hadoop [231] is a common big data analytic framework. This framework is built around
the MapReduce programming model [235] which needs to be further explained for this
case study. In general, this programming model can be separated into the map and reduce
step. The map step filters and sorts the data, while a reduce method performs a subsequent
summarizing operation. Combined huge amounts of data can be analyzed by distributing the
individual steps of this computation to the compute nodes storing the data.

In this case study, we demonstrate the applicability of our workflow approach to dy-
namically spawn a big data framework. Hereby, we highlight the general structure of our
workflow approach (Section 5.1.1). To discuss the feasibility of our approach, we review the
complexity of creating an infrastructure aware workflow model at design time. Moreover,
we investigate the behavior of the workflow model and the workflow engine at runtime while
using measured timings to discuss potential overheads.

As basis for our study, we model a workflow in which a MapReduce program is used to
calculate a bag of words that counts the occurrences of words from previously gathered text
data. In this scenario, a simple deployment of a single compute node is sufficient for the data
gathering step. However, to analyze it a more complex deployment of a Hadoop cluster is
required.

Section 8.1.1 describes the workflow model of this study which abstracts the different tasks
and their requirements. Section 8.1.2 introduces the runtime model states reached during
the execution of the workflow. Finally, Section 8.1.3 presents the results of the described
scenario highlighting design time, runtime, and timing observations.

8.1.1 Workflow Model

In Figure 8.2 the Hadoop workflow is shown using our notation for OCCI introduced in
Figure 6.4. The workflow consists of three tasks each requiring a specific deployment:
Data Fetching 1©, Data Distribution 2© and MapReduce 3©.

The Data Fetching 1© task requires a single VM named FetchVM. This compute resource is
used to download a set of text files to be analyzed. For this, the Wget executable component is
used. This component describes the deployment and execution of the wget software package
which we configured to download a set of public text books. After the download process is
finished, the data flow is triggered which transfers the fetched data from the FetchVM to the
Hadoop-master VM. The information to transfer the data between the tasks is derived from
the DataLink by configuring the desired input and output location of the data. Here, different
communication channels can be chosen to transfer the data by referring to corresponding
elements in the infrastructure layer. In this case, the management network serves as default
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Figure 8.2: On-demand big data workflow.

communication channel as it is automatically added by the orchestration process. We omitted
this default network from the visualization for brevity.

The Data Distribution 2© task is responsible to store the downloaded files in the
HDFS [236], a distributed file system on which the Hadoop computation cluster re-
sides. The commands to store the files in the HDFS are described within the configuration
management script attached to the Distribution component. To trigger this component the
deployment of the Hadoop cluster is required. This requirement is modeled via a Platfor-
mDependency link targeting the Hadoop Cluster application. To fulfill this dependency, we
reused the core model of the Hadoop application created in the previous case study. A
detailed description can be found in Section 7.1.1.1. In general, the application consists
of three components that are deployed on three separate VMs posing a typical master
worker architecture. The Hadoop-master compute node hosts the hMaster component, while
the Hadoop-worker-1 and Hadoop-worker-2 compute nodes host hWorker components. To
describe the interconnection between the individual components, ComponentLinks are used
with an attached ExecutionDependency mixin (ed).

The MapReduce 3© task finalizes the workflow. It is linked to the Wordcount executable
which itself is hosted on the Hadoop-master compute node. This component possesses a
configuration management script that deploys the artifacts to calculate a bag of words from
the gathered text books using the Hadoop framework. Similar to the previous task, the
MapReduce task requires the Hadoop Cluster to be deployed as it utilizes the capabilities
provided by the Hadoop framework, as well as the data stored within the HDFS.
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8.1.2 Workflow Execution

To discuss the dynamic capabilities of our approach, we describe the execution of the
workflow by visualizing individual runtime states. These states are shown in Figure 8.3 with
deployed resources visualized in green and undeployed resources in gray. In this figure, the
individual time steps represent the runtime state and therefore the results of the generated
required runtime model. To initialize the workflow, the first required runtime model only
contains the tasks to be executed which are correspondingly transferred to the runtime model.

In Figure 8.3 (a) the first cycle of the workflow execution is depicted with the Data Fetching
task currently being in the active state. This task is the first one to be triggered, as it has no
previous tasks. Therefore, the generation of the required runtime model results in a model
that only contains the infrastructure of the Data Fetching task, i.e., a single VM. After the
architecture is successfully deployed, the Data Fetching task is triggered as part of the same
cycle. This results in the deployment, configuration, and start of its executable component

active active
f

(a) Active data fetching task. (b) Active data distribution task.

f f
active

(c) Active map reduce job.

Figure 8.3: On-demand big data workflow execution.
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fetching a set of text books. Once the download is completed, the Data Fetching task reaches
the state finished. The finalization of this task indicates the availability of the fetched data so
that the DataLink can be triggered. For this, both VMs hosting the executable components
get started by generating a corresponding required runtime model. Once triggered, the data
flow ensures that the fetched data is available for the Data Distribution task.

Figure 8.3 (b) depicts the second cycle of the workflow after the DataFetching task
is finished (f) and the files have been transferred. To trigger the Data Distribution task
(active), the deployment of the Hadoop Cluster application is required. Therefore, the VMs
of the Hadoop cluster are provisioned, and the corresponding components are deployed.
Additionally, the VM used to fetch the data is removed from the required runtime model as it
is not needed for the execution of the Data Distribution task. Once the cluster is deployed,
the Data Distribution is triggered which transfers the fetched data to the HDFS.

Figure 8.3 (c) visualizes the state in which the MapReduce task is executed and active. To
reach this state, only the executable component is deployed, as the infrastructure requirements
are already fulfilled by the previous task. Consequently, the task enactor triggers the execution
of the Hadoop job to compute the bag of words from the data stored within the HDFS. After
the Hadoop job has finished processing, each task within the workflow has reached the
finished state fulfilling the condition to end the execution of the workflow engine. This leads
to the Hadoop cluster being provisioned at the end of the workflow which can be released by
modeling an extra clean-up task.

8.1.3 Results and Observations

With this case study, we demonstrate the compatibility of our approach with a big-data
framework. Hereby, we highlight the capability of modeling infrastructures that can be
dynamically deployed and reflected during the workflow execution. To foster the discussion
of the applicability of our approach, we describe the complexity of creating a runtime
workflow model at design time, and provide observations made at runtime.

8.1.3.1 Design Time

At design time, we observe that the modeling process can be separated into two layers. The
workflow layer and the infrastructure layer. As the workflow layer only consists of three
subsequent tasks with clear requirements it represents a rather simple layer to model for this
scenario. Also, the modeling process of components describing the executable part of the
task requires next to no effort as they represent simple scripts triggering, e.g., command line
tools such as wget. Still, the scripts have to be configured to utilize the information within
the runtime model, e.g., to extract the information from the DataLink about desired input and
output files. The highest complexity of this workflow model resides within the deployment
of the Hadoop application. However, the model structure and the deployment artifacts could
be reused and therefore represent a one time effort.
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8.1.3.2 Runtime

Performing the workflow reveals that the execution can be described via subsequent runtime
states. Hereby, each runtime state covers the complete workflow layer, indicating the goal to
be reached, as well as the infrastructure of the currently running workflow task. Independent
of whether a task is currently performed and active or whether the infrastructure is provisioned
and deployed, the visualization of the runtime model provides insights about the current
state of an application and its components. The visualization and the distinct runtime states
allow observing the individual attributes of each resource and link and even trigger their
actions. Combined, the runtime model provides an abstract and visualized interface to the
system that a user can interact with. During the execution of the workflow we identify that
the execution of the workflow and, therefore, the time requirements can be separated into
three steps. The first step comprises the generation of the required runtime model, i.e., the
analysis and planning of the next state required in the cloud. The second step considers the
time required to provision the cloud infrastructure and deploy the cloud application. Finally,
the third step comprises the time required to execute the modeled workflow task. Based
on this insight, we gathered the corresponding data regarding the time requirements of the
presented workflow which are discussed in the following section.

8.1.3.3 Timing Measurements

To provide a better overview of the workflow timings, we executed the case study five times
and visualized the 95% confidence interval and mean of the overall workflow, task execution,
scheduling, and model generation duration in Figure 8.4. The timings were recorded with
each compute node being a VM with two virtual CPUs and four gigabyte memory.
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Figure 8.4: 95% confidence interval plot of the Hadoop workflow duration.
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The Workflow execution for the analysis of 22 text books takes 580 seconds in the mean.
When executing the workflow multiple times, a small variance in the time required for its
execution can be detected. This variance correlates with the time required to execute the
individual Task instances which takes 360 seconds in the mean. We explain the observed
variance with the Data Fetching task which utilizes an external mirror with shifting download
speeds. The Scheduling of the architecture on the other hand, has a rather small variance
which mainly relates to the time required to spawn VMs in our private cloud. Within our
experiment, the provisioning and deployment of the modeled resources take 210 seconds
in the mean. In this case study, the deployment time of the Hadoop application is rather
constant, as we upload the binaries directly from the OCCI server to the compute nodes
rather than relying on external download servers. Finally, the execution of all required
Model Generation procedures together take 0.7 seconds in the mean with each cycle taking
less than 0.3 seconds per iteration. Thus, the generation of the required runtime model is
negligible for this workflow model.

While experimenting with the workflow, we observe that small adjustments can greatly
impact the execution times. By increasing the amount of text books to analyze, more time
is required for the execution of the tasks. To compensate the longer task execution, further
worker and master nodes can be added to the Hadoop cluster. This, however, results in
more time required to spawn the infrastructure. Ultimately, the size of the model has to
be well-chosen to trade off the time to perform the tasks and the time to deploy the cloud
topology. Additionally, tailoring the workflow itself can improve the time required for the
overall execution. For example, the Data Fetching task can be modeled in such a manner
that its computation is performed on the Hadoop-master VM. In this case, the VM is reused
for multiple purposes which saves provisioning times and time required to transfer the data.

8.1.3.4 Summary

In the following, we summarize our results of the performed use case.

Summary: The execution of the workflow can be described via distinct runtime
model states in which the cloud infrastructure for each individual task is subsequently
deployed. At design time, existing artifacts can be reutilized allowing the user to
focus on the workflow layer to incorporate, e.g., data flows. The workflow execution
time is determined by the provisioning and deployment of the infrastructure as well
as the execution of the task. Compared to these timings, the time required for a
model based generation of required runtime represents a negligible overhead. By
performing small adjustments to the model, we observe that the time requirements
can be highly tuned to fit the scope of the experiment.
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8.2 Case Study 2: Dynamic Simulation

To gain knowledge about specific behavior within a domain, it is common practice to perform
simulations which artificially recreate scenarios of interest. Depending on the level of detail
targeted by the simulation, different amounts of computing resources are required. Therefore,
the utilization of distributed environments can be of great benefit as cloud resources can be
dynamically scaled to reduce cost and energy consumption. In this section, we present a
workflow for a dynamic multi-level-simulation that simulates individual parts of a system
using different levels of detail [237].

Within this case study we investigate the applicability of our approach to enable dynamic
and distributed simulation while highlighting the decision-making process provided by the
runtime model (Section 5.1.2). Moreover, we evaluate the capability of a human-in-the-loop
that uses the runtime model as an abstract interface to influence the workflow and choose
desired simulation details.

As basis for our study, we utilize a multi-level-simulation that abstracts the supply chain
of a factory. While at default the factory is simulated at a coarse level, detailed simulations
describing quality assurance and order picking processes can be added.

Section 8.2.1 describes the workflow model of the simulation study. Section 8.2.2 in-
troduces the runtime states during the execution of the workflow. Section 8.2.3 discusses
observations about the workflow creation, execution and time requirements.

8.2.1 Workflow Model

The workflow model created for the execution of the multi-level-simulation application is
shown in Figure 8.5. Overall, the model comprises four tasks and one decision, namely,
Coarse 1©, Decision 2©, Picking 3©, QA 4© and SimAll 5©.

Coarse 1© represents the first task of the workflow with no previous tasks. This task is
responsible to perform the standard execution of the factory simulation, i.e., without specific
detailed simulations added. The simulation itself is packaged in the component of the CApp
application which needs to be deployed in order to perform the task. This relation is modeled
via a PlatformDependency going from the Coarse to the CApp node. Additionally, the task
possesses an execution link targeting the CJob component representing the task’s executable.
This job triggers the deployed simulation application with predefined parameters such as
the amount of simulation steps to be performed. To deploy both the executable and the
application, the dedicated CoarseVM is modeled. The composition of task, application and
executable can be seen throughout the whole workflow as each task requires the deployment
of a simulation application on top of virtual hardware. As the simulation requires individual
and distributed resources for each simulation detail, each simulation application is hosted
on a separate compute node. Each compute node is connected to the mlsNetwork with a
pre-defined IP. This network is dedicated to manage the message exchange of the simulation.
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Figure 8.5: Multi-level-simulation workflow.

The second task is represented by the Decision 2© node. This task is responsible to
investigate the results of the previously performed simulation and to decide which detailed
simulation to add. To investigate the results of the first simulation, the attached Sensor is
used. This sensor represents the PlatformDependency of the Decision task and therefore is
deployed in order to perform the decision-making process. The deployment of the Sensor
is mainly concerned with the installation of the CResult component. This component is
connected over a PlacementLink to the CoarseVM which serves as a host. Once deployed,
the component reads the output of the coarse simulation and aggregates it to decide which
detailed simulation to add. In this case, the output volume of processed packages is checked
in order to respond to unexpected results with a more fine-grained simulation of the picking
process. To ease the decision-making process, we configured the monitoring instrument in
such a manner that the observed information is aggregated to match the modeled guards,
i.e., qa or picking. These express the need for a detailed quality assurance simulation,
or the addition of a detailed order picking simulation. Finally, using the behavior of a
ResultProvider, the aggregated information is reflected within the MonitorableProperty link
that points from the Sensor to the Coarse task.
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The Picking 3© task and the QA 4© task represent detailed simulations of the factory’s order
picking and quality assurance processes. Both simulation tasks extend the coarse simulation
and therefore possess a PlatformDependency targeting the CApp application. Additionally,
both simulation tasks have a PlatformDependency targeting their own simulation application,
i.e., PApp and QAApp, as well as an ExecutionLink targeting their executable component, i.e.,
PJob and QAJob. The components of both tasks are hosted on separate VMs being either the
PickingVM or the QAVM which are both connected to the mlsNetwork.

The SimAll 5© task finishes the workflow and performs the final steps within the simulation
by adding all levels of detail to the coarse simulation. For this, the task has a Platform-
Dependency to each simulation application, i.e., CApp, PApp, and QAApp. Furthermore, the
task is connected to the SimAllJob executable component which triggers all simulations at
once to inspect the behavior of the factory on the highest level of detail.

8.2.2 Workflow Execution

The execution of the workflow shown in Figure 8.5 starts with the transmission of the task
sequence into the runtime model. In Figure 8.6, we visualize the individual runtime states
reached during the workflow execution. Hereby, we reuse the original model visualization
and highlight deployed and active resources in green and undeployed resources in gray.

In Figure 8.6 (a) the first cycle of the workflow is shown. At this point in time, the Coarse
task is determined as ready for execution as it has no preceding tasks. Thus, a required
runtime model is generated containing only the infrastructure and platform elements required
by the Coarse task, followed by the deployment of the generated model. The reached state
comprises the VM on which the coarse application is deployed, as well as the executable
which triggers the application to perform the simulation. Once the orchestration engine has
finished, the VM and the application are successfully deployed allowing the task enactor to
request the execution of the Coarse task. This in turn transfers the Coarse task to an active
state and triggers the accompanied job executable starting the coarse simulation.

Figure 8.6 (b) depicts the second cycle of the workflow execution which is reached once the
Coarse task is finished (f). Consequently, the Decision task is performed next as visualized
by the figure. Here, the task enactor triggers the execution of the Decision node which
transfers it to the active state and starts the monitoring process. The monitor comprises
the activation of the Sensor application which is configured to reflect the coarse simulation
result in the MonitorableProperty. After the sensor has finished processing the monitored
information, the reflected information is used as decision input and checked against the
modeled control flow guards. In case of the visualized execution, the decision input is set to
“picking”. Therefore, the QA task is transferred to the skipped state with the Picking task
remaining in the scheduled state. It should be noted, that in a second experiment we adjust
the control flow as a human-in-the-loop to test the QA task. Independent of the observed
results, the Decision node is finished (f) with one of its following tasks being scheduled
allowing it to be executed.
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Figure 8.6: Dynamic simulation workflow execution.

Figure 8.6 (c) depicts the third cycle in which the Picking task is executed. For this, a
new required infrastructure is derived from the design and runtime model. The resulting
required runtime model state comprises a new VM as well as the simulation application
and job component of the picking simulation. Additionally, as the Decision task is finished,
the Sensor is not needed anymore and therefore deprovisioned. After the architecture
scheduling process, the task enactor transfers the Picking task to the active state which starts
the simulation. After the detailed simulation is performed, the Picking task reaches the
finished state.
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Figure 8.6 (d) visualizes the fourth cycle of the workflow execution. At this point in time,
the state of the runtime model fulfills all workflow requirements to execute the final SimAll
task as every previous task is either finished or skipped. The generated required runtime
model for this step comprises the VMs for each simulation detail with the corresponding
application being provisioned on top. However, only a single executable is deployed corre-
sponding to the SimAll task. This task is executed as soon as the required infrastructure is
provisioned, and the applications are deployed. Triggering the task transfers it to the active
state with the overall simulation job being executed. After the simulation is processed, the
workflow is completed with each task being either finished or skipped. Again the infrastruc-
ture for the last task remains active after this workflow which may be adjusted by modeling a
cleanup step to store the results of the simulation and release excess resources.

8.2.3 Results and Observations

With this study, we demonstrate the applicability of a workflow runtime model for the
execution of a dynamic simulation. Hereby, we highlight the monitoring and decision-
making capabilities provided by the runtime model and the monitoring extension presented
in Section 4.2.2. Furthermore, we use the model of this case study to perform direct
interaction with the model by a human-in-the-loop adjusting, e.g., the decision input at
runtime. In order to foster the discussion of the applicability of our approach, we provide
our lessons learned about this workflows design time, runtime and overall timing aspects.

8.2.3.1 Design Time

The presented workflow follows the general scheme of our runtime workflow model concept.
For each task this scheme comprises a VM, the executable job component, as well as the
application node and the component describing its deployment. Compared to the former
study, this model additionally considers a sensor node and a dedicated network for the
communication of individual parts of the simulation. Hereby, we observe that the pre-
configured IP addresses can be either manually defined or dynamically retrieved by the
the configuration management scripts of the individual simulation components. While the
decision-making process is performed at runtime, the modeling at design time only requires
the addition of a sensor application. This capability allows reflecting intermediate results in
the runtime model which are then used to influence the control flow. We notice that the target
of the sensor’s MonitorableProperty is flexible and may point to different resources, e.g., the
task it observes or the job executable producing the results. This allows for more flexibility
as the information of the MonitorableProperty target can be used within configuration
management scripts connected to the monitoring instruments modeled. Finally, as each task
within the workflow requires the application of the coarse simulation to be deployed, a lot
of PlatformDependency links are present within the model. These connections clutter the
visualization of the model at design time.
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8.2.3.2 Runtime

At runtime, the problem of a highly cluttered visualization due to many PlatformDepen-
dency links connecting the tasks to the coarse application is mitigated. Here, only the
PlatformDependency links required at the current point in time are provisioned including the
infrastructure targeted. Therefore, a clear visualization of the workflow state is provided, as
well as the state of the infrastructure currently provisioned.

Apart from the visual benefits of a runtime workflow model, we observe that the integration
of sensors from our monitoring extension fosters decision-making capabilities. Combined
with the capability to spawn highly tailored infrastructure, this functionality allows tailoring
workflows to dynamically decide on required tasks and thus infrastructure. In this scenario,
we use a decision node which deploys a sensor that automatically inspects intermediate
results. Based on these results follow-up tasks are chosen including the required infrastructure.
During this decision-making process, the causal connection of the runtime model provides
access to the monitored intermediate results which helps to reason about the workflow and
the experiment. In addition to the representation of the monitoring information, the actual
decision of this process is reflected in the runtime model as well. Hereby, the runtime
states of the guarded tasks are directly manipulated to ensure the correct orchestration of the
workflow. In addition, the utilization of these states provide the user with information about
the workflow’s current state.

While we mainly discuss the automated decision-making process using modeled sensor
applications, we additionally investigate the extent to which a scientist can serve as a human-
in-the-loop. For this, we simply removed the sensor application from the model. This results
in the Decision node blocking the execution of the workflow, as long as no decision input is
set. Due to the causal connection of the model and the workflow, we are able to choose the
desired control flow to follow, i.e., the desired detailed simulation, by simply adjusting the
decision input attribute.

8.2.3.3 Timing Measurements

In this section we compare the workflow time, scheduling and task execution time, as well as
the accumulated time required to generate the required runtime model states. The workflow
model got executed five times with the 95% confidence interval of the timing measurements
shown in Figure 8.7. It should be noted, that in each execution of the workflow the decision-
making process decided for the picking assurance simulation. Furthermore, we configured
each VM to be of medium size comprising two virtual CPUs and four gigabyte memory.

Overall, the Workflow execution takes 344 seconds in the mean with a small variance.
This variance matches the one observed by the Scheduling process which takes 284 sec-
onds in the mean. We explain the variance with the individual start-up times of requested
VMs. Compared to the other timings, the variance for the Task execution is rather constant
with a mean duration of 50 seconds. Also, the accumulated times of all required runtime
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Figure 8.7: 95% confidence interval plot of the simulation workflow duration.

Model Generation executions take 1.8 seconds in the mean. The observed values show that
the model generation does not significantly impact the time required to execute the workflow
and therefore is negligible. All in all, the scheduling takes up the most of the workflow
execution time, mainly because of the time required to spawn the VMs. In this case, the
dynamic provisioning of distributed resources is only justifiable if the individual simulation
tasks represent long-running processes. This, e.g., can be reached by increasing the amounts
of simulation steps to be performed. Alternatively, the scheduling time can be reduced by
modeling container nodes instead of VMs.

8.2.3.4 Summary

In the following, we summarize our results of the performed use case.

Summary: By attaching workflow tasks to individual infrastructures deployed archi-
tectures can be dynamically shifted. Still, spawning new infrastructure is costly and
may induce an overhead for short executing tasks. Therefore, the workflow model
needs to be well designed by the user to ensure an efficient resource management.
The integration of sensors and the reflection of arbitrary information fosters the
decision-making process, e.g., by monitoring intermediate task results to decide
which control flow to follow. Hereby, the causal connection of the runtime model
ensures that users can simply influence the execution of the workflow at runtime by
performing small attribute adjustments.
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8.3 Case Study 3: Software Repository Mining

Software repositories and Version Control Systems (VCSs) support the software implemen-
tation process by providing a traceable way to store artifacts and how they change over
time. Combined with the information that is stored within mailing lists and issue tracking
systems, huge amounts of data are available to draw insights about how software is developed,
implemented, and maintained. This process is commonly referred to as software repository
mining. When mining software repositories, different amounts of computing resources are
required, e.g., for the data gathering and analysis tasks.

In this case study, we demonstrate the applicability of our runtime workflow model concept
for the software repository mining domain. Hereby, we highlight our loop concept including
their parallelization (Section 5.1.3). Moreover, we use the insights gathered from the previous
study to investigate the extent to which a domain specific OCCI extension can support the
workflow runtime model.

As basis for our study, we recreate the mining and analytic process formed around the
SmartSHARK platform [238]. This platform allows scientists to extract software quality
metrics from software projects in order to perform empirical studies [239–242]. To allow
for a precise configuration of the repository mining workflow, we create a domain specific
extension to support the three core plugins of SmartSHARK. The VCSShark plugin extracts
metadata from the software repository and stores it in a database. The MecoShark plugin
utilizes this metadata to analyze the metric values of each commit in corresponding software
projects. The MemeShark plugin is used to reduce the amount of required storage and cleans
redundancies in the database. While gathering metadata and the removal of redundancies in
the database require only a few computing resources, the analysis of the individual commits
of the software project may utilize as many computing resources as available. Especially the
analysis of the individual commits can be performed in parallel.

Section 8.3.1 describes the workflow model and extension. In Section 8.3.2 the workflow
model runtime states are described including the state when the loop is marked as parallel.
Section 8.3.3 discusses results and observations made during the study.

8.3.1 Workflow Model

The SmartSHARK framework follows a plugin based approach and therefore consists of
multiple components introducing functionalities to support the software repository mining
process. To incorporate the individual plugins on a higher level of detail, we designed a
dedicated OCCI extension. In Section 8.3.1.1 this domain specific extension is introduced.
Thereafter, in Section 8.3.1.2, we describe the software repository mining workflow built
around the SmartSHARK framework.
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8.3.1.1 SmartSHARK Repository Mining Extension

For the execution of this case study, we created an extension for the three major plugins
of the SmartSHARK framework. The VCSShark, MecoShark, and MemeShark. Addition-
ally, we use this extension to introduce dedicated elements for individual job components
of these plugins. Among others, these allow scientists to configure the repository to an-
alyze or the desired log level. A subset of the OCCI SmartSHARK extension, including
its relation to the MoDMaCAO platform extension, is shown in Figure 8.8. All elements
within the OCCI SmartSHARK Extension are mixin instances. Most of them depend on the
MoDMaCAO component:Mixin. This ensures that a configuration management script can
be attached in order to deploy and manage the domain specific framework. In case of this
extension, we allow the deployment of the SmartSHARK plugins using the MemeShark,
MecoShark and VCSShark mixins. These mixins do not contain any attributes as the actual
configuration of the framework is determined on the job level, e.g., over command line
arguments. This job level is reflected by the SharkJob mixin. This mixin mainly serves as
an abstract parent class introducing common attributes shared among the different plugins.
The shark.project.repository describes, e.g., the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of the
repository to analyze. For each plugin we modeled one specialization which represents
the corresponding executable, i.e., VCSJob, MemeJob and MecoJob. Each of these mixins
introduce additional attributes that allow for a more concise representation of the workflow
runtime model. For example, the shark.project.revision attribute of the SharkJobRevision
mixin is used to automatically configure the revision which is analyzed during each iteration
of a loop. To determine the revision hashes of a software repository, the MongoQuery mixin
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Figure 8.8: Subset of the OCCI SmartSHARK extension.
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is used. Using this mixin, the scientist can configure the exact query to perform against the
database storing the mined information. Due to the heavy utilization of databases within
the SmartSHARK environment, the extension introduces a DatabaseDependency mixin
which specializes the MoDMaCAO ExecutionDependency. The DatabaseDependency pro-
vides multiple attributes to configure the connection to the database, e.g., the database.user
and database.password. Among others, this information is used within the configuration
management scripts of the job components.

8.3.1.2 SmartSHARK Repository Mining Workflow Model

The software repository mining workflow, shown in Figure 8.9, exemplifies a common
software repository mining sequence covering a loop to iterate over the commits to analyze.
This sequence includes the VCSTask 1©, Loop 2©, MecoTask 3© and MemeTask 4©.

Except of the loop, each task possesses a PlatformDependency to a modeled SmartSHARK
application. This structure is accompanied by an ExecutionLink that targets the corresponding
executable job component that is used to start the mining task. For these components the
domain specific SmartSHARK extension is applied that we introduced in Section 8.3.1.1. To
clarify the utilization of the modeled elements, we equally name the component instances to
the domain specific mixin utilized. To ensure a constant deployment of the database, each
task is connected over a PlatformDependency to the MongoDB. Moreover, each executable
component is connected to the database. The corresponding ComponentLinks are modeled
with DatabaseDependency mixins, which we visualize as dotted gray lines.
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Figure 8.9: Software repository mining workflow.
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The VCSTask 1© gathers the metadata of the software repository to mine. For this, it
requires the VCS application and the MongoDB to be deployed. The executable of the task
is represented by the vcsjob component. When triggered, this component starts the VCS
application and therefore the gathering process. Hereby, the attributes of the component can
be adjusted by the scientist to define the repository to mine.

The Loop 2© task is modeled with an attached ParallelLoop mixin that we set to zero
and three in our experiment. The loop iterates over the commit revision hashes gathered
beforehand. To retrieve this metadata the MongoDB is queried using the VCSSensor and
its mongoQuery ResultProvider. This monitoring instrument has an attached MongoQuery
mixin which we configure to gather the metrics of each commit available for the given
project stored within the database. Once executed, the queried information is stored within
the decision input of the VCSSensor containing delimited revision hashes. The decision
expression is configured in such a manner, that the loop iterates as long as the decision input
is not empty. As each iteration consumes one item, the decision input is emptied once all
revision hashes have been processed. Therefore, the guards are modelled with true and false
which respectively describe that a further revision has to be analyzed or that the loop is
finished.

The MecoTask 3© represents the looped task to which the revision hashes are passed in
order to extract metrics of the software project at a specific point in time. In order to analyze
these metrics, the Meco application has to be deployed. To trigger the execution of the
analysis job, the mecojob executable component is used which locally replicates the software
repository, followed by a checkout and analysis of the revision hash.

The MemeTask 4© represents the final task within the software repository mining workflow.
It requires the Meme application to be deployed. This application, when triggered, shrinks
the amount of storage required in the database by removing redundancies. To trigger
the application the memejob executable component is activated which is filled with the
information about the software project to process.

At the infrastructural layer, the workflow model consists of two VMs. The MongoVM
hosts the MongoDB in which the mined metrics are stored. The SharkVM is used as host for
the SmartSHARK plugins. This VM is reutilized as each plugin requires similar packages
reducing the overall deployment time. It should be noted, that this VM is duplicated when
executing the workflow with a parallelized loop which spawns multiple MecoTask with
individual applications and VMs and commits to analyze.

8.3.2 Workflow Execution

In the scope of this study, we execute multiple configurations of the mining workflow to
analyze the different implementations of our approach. Independent of the chosen project,
the sequence of reached runtime model states are the exact same with only the execution
duration varying. Section 8.3.2.1 describes these runtime states for a serial execution of the
loop, while Section 8.3.2.2 highlights the parallel execution.
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8.3.2.1 Serial Workflow Execution

Similarly to the previous workflow studies, we start with an empty runtime model. The
runtime states reached during the execution of the workflow are visualized in Figure 8.10. In
this figure, we marked the undeployed resources in gray, deployed resources in green and
skipped tasks in orange.

Figure 8.10 (a) depicts the first major runtime state highlighting the workflow with the
VCSTask being currently active. The modeled PlatformDependency links from the VCSTask
result in a required runtime model containing both the SharkVM and MongoVM, as well
as the components and application nodes of the MongoDB and VCS plugin. The resulting
required runtime model then serves as input for the orchestration engine which leads to the
provisioning of the aforementioned VMs with the corresponding applications being deployed
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(c) Commit analysis of active MecoTask. (d) Active MemeTask finishing the workflow.

Figure 8.10: Software repository mining workflow execution.
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on top. After the orchestration process has finished the deployment of both applications,
the task enactor triggers the execution of the VCSTask resulting in the depicted active state.
Once triggered, the vcsjob executable component is deployed, configured and started leading
to the VCSShark plugin being executed against the defined software repository. After the
VCSShark has finished mining the metadata of the repository, the VCSTask transfers to the
finished state. This leads to a deprovisioning of the VCS application and job component, as
well as the Loop task to be triggered next. It should be noted, that for the remainder of the
workflow execution the Mongo application, MongoDB component, and MongoVM persist
in an active state. These elements remain in the state active, due to each task possessing a
PlatformDependency targeting the Mongo application.

Figure 8.10 (b) depicts the second major time step during the execution of the software
repository mining workflow, after the VCS task is finished (f). In this time step, the Loop
task is currently in an active state with the VCSSensor being triggered. By triggering the
sensor, also the mongoQuery monitoring instrument is started. As a result, the revisions of
the project are queried from the database and stored within the decision input attribute of
the loop. Thereafter, the VCSSensor is stopped. In our case study, the projects to analyze
contain multiple commits leading to the decision input being not empty. Therefore, the
MemeTask is transferred to the skipped state with the MecoTask remaining in the scheduled
state. Finally, the revision hash of the commit to analyze is passed to the MecoTask by
attaching a LoopIteration mixin.

Figure 8.10 (c) highlights the runtime model state during the execution of the loop. Here,
the Meco application is deployed with both the MecoTask and the Loop task being in the
state active. It should be noted, that in this state the executable VCSSensor is deprovisioned
as the Loop already contains a decision input and therefore is not required anymore. Finally,
the mecojob is triggered. This executable utilizes the passed revision hash to gather and store
its metric values within the MongoDB database. This loop continues until each revision hash
has been passed from the Loop task to the MecoTask. Thereafter, the decision input attribute
of the Loop is emptied. Once emptied, the evaluation of the loop expression results in the
MemeTask being scheduled. This allows it to be executed next.

Figure 8.10 (d) shows the runtime model state during the execution of the now active
MemeTask. During the transition to this state, the Meco application is deprovisioned with
the Meme application being deployed. Once deployed, the platform dependencies for the
MemeTask are fulfilled allowing for its memejob executable component to be triggered. This
results in the deletion of created duplicates from previous mining steps and therefore in
smaller storage required within the deployed MongoDB. As the MemeTask represents the
final task, its platform dependencies remain deployed. Again a cleanup step can be added
which, e.g., can be used to deploy a Jupyter Notebook [243] to analyze the mined data.

In the following, we describe a variant of the repository mining workflow in which the
loop is tagged as parallel leading to multiple MecoTask instances being spawned.
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8.3.2.2 Parallel Workflow Execution

The MecoTask shown in Figure 8.9 can be parallelized as the metric gathering process of the
individual commits is independent of each other. To enable a parallel computation, we added
a parallel mixin to the Loop task and set the parallelization level to three. Additionally, we
infused the MongoDB with a shared mixin as all the mined data should be stored within the
same database. Compared to the sequential execution of the workflow, this change results
in nearly the same sequence of runtime model states. One exception is the execution of
the loop (see Figure 8.10 (c)) which we further discuss in this section. We visualized the
differing runtime model state for the three-fold parallelization of the loop in Figure 8.11. The
execution of the parallelization process is separated into two parts. The MecoTask replication
on the workflow layer 1© and the additional provisioning of infrastructure 2©.

The task replication 1© starts once the main Loop is triggered. For each parallelization
level one nested ParLoop is created. Each ParLoop is connected to the main Loop via a
NestedDependency link. Additionally, each looped task is replicated for each nested loop. In
this case, the MecoTask is replicated two times in form of a Replica MecoTask. To distribute
the workload, the decision input of the main Loop, that is filled with the revision hashes, is
evenly divided among the ParLoop instances.
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Figure 8.11: Three-fold parallelization of the repository mining loop.
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To provision additional infrastructure 2©, the resources required by the MecoTask are
replicated. Hereby, one Meco application and one mecoshark application component is
created for each Replica MecoTask, as well as an executable mecojob component. Each of
these components is hosted on a replicated version of the SharkVM, i.e., Replica SharkVM 1-2.
It should be noted, that the MongoDB is tagged as shared and is therefore not duplicated.
Moreover, by tagging the database as shared, the mecojob executable and its replicas are
connected to the same database. In the figure, the corresponding ComponentLinks are
visualized in gray.

Throughout this step of the workflow execution, the main Loop is notified once one of its
nested loops reaches the finished state. Each time the main Loop is notified it checks whether
all nested loops are finished. Once the last ParLoop is finished, the main Loop also transfers
to the finished state. At this time a further evaluation is performed. As the decision input
is emptied, the control flow guard targeting the MemeTask is evaluated to true. Therefore,
the MemeTask is scheduled again which allows for its execution. As the finalizing task does
not need the replicated resources anymore, they are released from the runtime model and
deprovisioned in the cloud. Thus, only the MongoVM and the SharkVM remain. As a last step,
the MemeTask is executed which finalizes the workflow.

8.3.3 Results and Observations

Within this case study we highlight the feasibility of loops and parallelization within our
runtime workflow model approach. We show that the decision-making process can be reused
to iterate over a set of tasks. Additionally, we demonstrate how a loop and its tasks can be
parallelized by provisioning and reflecting additional infrastructure. Furthermore, as part of
this study, we investigate the benefits and drawbacks of a domain specific extension. In the
following, we discuss the impact of these individual aspects on the workflow at design time,
runtime, and general time requirements.

8.3.3.1 Design Time

The repository mining workflow is designed in the same pattern as the workflows presented
in the previous studies. Again, each task requires a specific application to run which is
accompanied by an executable component that is triggered once the task is started. Compared
to the other studies, each executable component requires direct access to a database and
therefore is connected over a link. This link ensures that the generation of the variable file
contains the information to connect to the database. While these connections foster a concise
representation of the runtime model, it represents an extra modeling effort for the user that
could be automated, e.g., by a model transformation. Modeling the loop is similar to the
concept of the decision node including the need for a sensor. The modeled sensor partially
reflects the intermediate results of the VCS task providing us with information about the
amount of revision hashes to analyze.
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To create a sophisticated software repository mining workflow model, we designed and
generated a domain specific OCCI extension. The utilization of domain specific extensions
provides a pre-defined set of attributes that can be configured by the scientist. In case of
this domain, these attributes allow specifying the exact repository to analyze. Thus, the
repository to analyze can be quickly adjusted by changing the corresponding attribute. Once
designed, the implementation represents a small one time effort as corresponding artifacts
can be partially generated from the model.

8.3.3.2 Runtime

During the execution of the workflow, the runtime model allows observing the current state
of the infrastructure and the overall workflow. Especially the reflection of the loop provides
insight about the amount of iterations already performed. Moreover, it displays which
commit is currently processed by which task. Also, we observe that the runtime visualization
supports the transparency of the parallelization strategy by directly showing added and
removed resources. In case of the three-fold parallelization, the addition of the two additional
VMs is clearly visible including the deployment procedure of the required applications.
Furthermore, the observation of the loop parallelization shows that the individual task
iterations require different amounts of time. Therefore, different infrastructure configurations
are scheduled which depend on the state of the nested loops. Once a nested loop finishes, its
associated infrastructure is deprovisioned. This, however, does not affect the infrastructure
of still active loops which remain deployed.

Over the course of the parallel execution study, we observe that PlatformDependency
links play an important role to tune individual runtime states. For example, if a Platform-
Dependency to the Meco application is modeled, the infrastructure for each replicated
resource exists until all loops are finished. This, however, leads to an excess of infrastructural
resources. On the other hand, if no PlatformDependency is modeled the infrastructure of a
finished loop is deprovisioned even though it may be required by the a subsequent workflow
task. While not affecting the concept of our workflow runtime model, these observations
reveal possible improvements in the required runtime model generation. For example,
subsequent model transformations may incorporate state-of-the-art scheduling techniques.

8.3.3.3 Timing Measurements

In this section we describe the timing measurements for the repository mining workflow.
For this, we configured the workflow to mine the software repository of our Comparing
OCCI (COCCI) [244] project. This project implements the model transformations used in
our approach and consists of roughly 60 commits. Similar to the previous workflow studies,
we set up each VM to be of medium size comprising two virtual CPUs and four gigabyte
memory. Figure 8.12 visualizes the 95% confidence interval and mean of the duration for
both the sequential and parallel execution.
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Figure 8.12 (a) shows the duration values for the sequential execution of the workflow. The
mean of the overall Workflow execution amounts to 798 seconds. This timing is composed
of a Task duration with a mean of 636 seconds and a Scheduling duration of 197 seconds in
the mean. Hereby, the scheduling of the architecture for the first task takes up the most time
with roughly 130 seconds. This timing occurs due to the provisioning of the VMs required
throughout the workflow, as well as the deployment of the database. For the Task duration,
the looped task that iterates over the individual commits takes up the most time with roughly
600 seconds. Finally, the accumulated time for the Model Generation processes requires 1.4
seconds. Each of these values show a low variance with an overall potential to speed up the
workflow using parallelization.

Figure 8.12 (b) depicts the confidence interval and means for the execution of the three-fold
parallelization of the workflow. This visualization shows that the overall workflow requires
less time with 705 seconds in the mean. In this experiment the duration of the Scheduling
process takes up 454 seconds. While this duration is higher compared to the sequential
execution, the Task duration is reduced to 238 seconds in the mean. This shift occurs as
the parallelization spawns multiple additional VMs at runtime that are subsequently used to
speed up the calculations within the workload. It should be noted, that the time required to
provision the infrastructure and deploy the applications does not scale with the size of the
project to analyze. Therefore, once a larger software project is mined, the extended time
to spawn up additional infrastructure is quickly made up with the faster processing of the
loop iterations. In the parallelized version of the workflow, an overall higher variance can
be observed. This is likely related to the parallel management of the tasks, as well as the
additional workload put on our small private cloud. Finally, the accumulated duration of the
Model Generation processes rises to 4.6 seconds in the mean. Still, the duration is negligible
compared to the task and scheduling execution times.
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(a) Sequential workflow execution. (b) Three-fold parallel workflow execution.

Figure 8.12: 95% confidence interval plot of the repository mining workflow duration.
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8.3.3.4 Summary

In the following, we summarize our results of the performed use case.

Summary: Modeling a domain specific extension allows for a more concise man-
agement and reflection of the runtime workflow model. This opens the opportunity
to influence the workflow by adjusting pre-defined attributes. Overall, the creation
of such an extension represents a one time effort that raises the reusability of the
workflow model. By reflecting loops in the runtime model, the current iteration of
the workflow is revealed. Therefore, users can directly inspect and interact with
it. When executing loops in parallel, a speed-up of the workflow can be achieved.
However, in order to avoid overheads, the additional time required to dynamically
spawn new infrastructure needs to be considered. In summary, the runtime workflow
model offers the capability to tailor scientific workflows to their individual needs
while simultaneously maintaining a visualization and interface to interact with the
system at runtime.





9 Discussion

In this chapter, we discuss the extent to which the OCCI standard can be used to combine
a runtime model management of workflows and cloud deployments. The chapter itself is
structured into four parts. Section 9.1 discusses the applicability of a standard based cloud
orchestration and workflow runtime model in academia, industry and education. Section 9.2
considers different viewpoints on the presented runtime model from the perspective of
practitioners and software components. Section 9.3 discusses lessons learned about OCCI
and highlights recommendations to improve the standard. Finally, Section 9.4 discusses the
threats to validity we identified.

9.1 Applicability

By performing the orchestration case studies (Section 7), we show that an OCCI conform
orchestration process can support the management and development of cloud deployments.
Furthermore, the workflow execution case studies (Section 8) show the feasibility of ex-
tending OCCI with workflow management capabilities to utilize dynamic and arbitrary
infrastructures, as well as a human-in-the-loop. To extend the discussion to a point beyond
the feasibility of the approach, this section investigates the extent to which a standardized and
runtime model-driven management of cloud applications and workflows can be beneficial in
academia, industry and education.

9.1.1 Academia

The amount of existing workflow systems, such as Pegasus [167] and Taverna [170], reflect
their need and usefulness in academia. We identify four advantages of a standardized
cloud workflow runtime model for academic purposes: 1) the utilization of task tailored
infrastructure, 2) a human-in-the-loop that can interact with the model, 3) the distribution
of domain specific extensions that conform to a cloud standard and 4) the opportunity to
replicate cloud research using local resources.

In this thesis, we emphasize the flexibility offered by cloud computing and current IaC
tools to show how infrastructures can be dynamically orchestrated throughout the execution
of a workflow. While the runtime workflow model is potentially applicable on industry
use cases, this thesis is focused on workflow case studies from the scientific domain. Our
approach allows scientists to choose their desired infrastructure for individual tasks in the
workflow and tailor the infrastructure to their needs while using the high level of abstraction
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provided by the model. The big data workflow (Section 8.1) shows, e.g., that large clusters
can be dynamically spawned for analysis tasks while using only a small set of resources to
fetch data. While a dynamically spawned infrastructure stretches the overall execution time
of the workflow, preconfigured computation clusters are no longer needed, allowing to save
resources and costs.

In context of scientific workflows, a human-in-the-loop enables scientists to directly
interact with the workflow throughout its execution. Also, the runtime model provides a
visual reflection of the infrastructure and workflow that can be observed by the scientist.
In our dynamic simulation case study (Section 8.2), we demonstrate how a human-in-the-
loop can change the workflow’s control flow at important decision-making points using
intermediate results directly reflected in the runtime model. Furthermore, we demonstrate
how the interface to the model can be used to provide scaling mechanisms to be influenced
by the scientist. Here, we adjust, e.g., the amount of parallel running worker nodes or the size
of provisioned VMs. This allows us to trade resource consumption and cost for execution
time and faster results.

Building upon an open cloud standard, our approach introduces platform, monitoring and
workflow capabilities extending the OCCI ecosystem. Compared to non-standard conform
solutions, standard based approaches can be reused which supports the exchange of ideas
among scientists to even further extend the standard. In the software repository mining
workflow (Section 8.3), we develop a domain specific extension for OCCI that integrates
the SmartSHARK framework into our workflow approach. This extension may be shared
among researchers to utilize the tooling in various workflows with only minimum knowledge
required due to the abstract model representation.

Replicating cloud deployment studies from literature often requires access to a cloud
environment which limits the reproducibility of the research. Runtime models can help
researchers to mitigate this issue by providing different effectors linking, e.g., to a cloud or
local resources. We show this exemplary in our simulation study (Section 7.1.2.2). Here,
we create a local environment to develop cloud deployments and assess, e.g., the impact
of adaptive changes. Among others, this environment is used to create a replication kit for
our studies. This replication kit mirrors a cloud runtime model behavior using container
instances that run on a local workstation.

9.1.2 Industry

The benefits of using a model-driven language for cloud deployments is already discussed in
literature and utilized in many related approaches, such as CloudML [114], CAMEL [115]
and OpenTOSCA [137]. In this thesis we work with a standard based runtime model which
allows focusing on the domain while supporting monitoring and testing of cloud deployments.
In the previous section, we have discussed the applicability of the orchestration process for
the provisioning of infrastructures for scientific workflows and thus in an academic context.
In this section, we discuss the applicability of our approach from a more industry based
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perspective, even though the offered capabilities can be applied on research projects. In
the following, we discuss our observations based on the three common industry scenarios
executed in Section 7.1.2.

The standard conform orchestration process allows practitioners to focus on the cloud
application domain rather than provider or framework specific details. Especially the uti-
lization of model transformations enable the addition of default or provider specific in-
formation which eases the transition between providers. Within our initial deployment
scenario (Section 7.1.2.1), we demonstrate how the orchestration process automatically ad-
justs a platform independent model to be deployed in an OpenStack. Especially the utilization
of a standard allows us to reuse existing approaches, e.g., to integrate container [104] or
configuration management [105] which are based on state-of-the-art implementations.

During our studies, we observe that the runtime model is able to aid in the development
process of configuration management scripts, as parts of the scripts can be individually
triggered and observed through the model. Furthermore, different environments can be used
to mirror the behavior of the deployed model in different scenarios. Therefore, the impact of
planned adaptive actions can be locally assessed before an actual enactment on the production
environment. The simulation scenario (Section 7.1.2.2) shows how the capabilities of the
runtime model can be exploited to partially deploy a computation cluster using only local
resources. This local simulation allows to incrementally test the different lifecycle actions by
triggering them through the runtime model interface. The quick redeployment of the model
results in a quick recovery of erroneous states as it requires less time than the deployment
in an actual cloud environment. Additionally, the runtime model supports the development
of test cases as individual states could be stored and reused, e.g., in CI-pipelines. Overall,
using a simulation environment the runtime model possesses a resemblance to a digital twin
allowing the operators to work on a high level of abstraction with a predefined language.

Another major benefit of a runtime model approach is its reflective nature which allows
monitoring and observing the system. With our monitoring approach, we extend the OCCI
runtime model to reflect operational parameters in addition to structural resource composi-
tions. Combined with a visual representation of individual runtime states, changes to the
system can be monitored which helps to understand how certain adaptation or scaling proce-
dures behave. Within the scaling engine scenario (Section 7.1.2.3) we demonstrate that the
added reflection of monitoring information in the runtime model supports the development
of adaptation engines. Due to the automatic orchestration of OCCI adaptation, practitioners
can focus on the analyze step in the self-adaptive control loop as the monitoring, planning
and execution phase is handled by the runtime model. Moreover, the utilization of model
transformations results in a loose coupling of engines that can be chained together, e.g., to
further optimize the scheduling mechanism and subsequently save resources.
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9.1.3 Education

Abstraction layers and metamodels are often used to teach about domains as they provide an
abstract description language that is typically supported by an accompanied visual notation.
While the UML standard is the de-facto staple for teaching about software architectures and
design, cloud languages also have been proven useful to simplify the utilization of cloud
deployments [117]. In this section, we discuss the potential impact of our approach for
educational purposes.

In general, the OCCI metamodel layer can be taught using, e.g., UML class diagrams. In
turn, also the instance layer can be visualized and explained using the UML object diagram
notation. We argue that this notation is not suited for runtime representation as it visualizes
OCCI links in form of rectangles which increases the amount of displayed elements and thus
clutters the overall visualization. In the scope of this thesis, we propose a graphical notation
(Section 6.2.1) which emphasizes the graph based nature of the standard that supports
interactions with the runtime model. In this notation, resources are represented by nodes with
a color code based on their state. Links are depicted in form of arrows connecting them with
their most important attribute represented as label. In addition, our approach can be used by
lecturers to spawn infrastructures and deploy applications quickly and without much manual
effort. For example, computation clusters such as Apache Hadoop [231] can be automatically
provisioned. Moreover, the spawned deployment can be observed and monitored due to the
models high level of abstraction.

The runtime model may foster an interactive learning experience for students as changes
to the cloud deployment result in immediate feedback. Furthermore, using the abstract
representation of the model, implementation specific details can be partially neglected by the
student such as setting up a specific IP address of a VM in network. This may foster a more
incremental learning procedure as students can focus on core cloud elements before being
confronted with all available configurations. Moreover, due to the reflection of operational
parameters students may benefit from a reflection of workload they are producing to get a
better understanding of how certain computations are distributed. Additionally, due to the
runtime model being able to connect to different systems, students do not need access to
large computation clusters to start working with specific frameworks as they can also be
spawned locally at a much smaller scale. We observe that only a few kinds need to be known
to start creating larger deployment models with details of the application represented by
mixins. Additionally, we discover a reoccurring pattern in all of our case study models which
mainly differed in utilized mixins and their configuration. Combined with the extension
based structure of the standard, students may incrementally and interactively learn about the
individual capabilities of OCCI and the cloud domain.
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9.2 Model Viewpoints

The pragmatic feature of a model [33] describes that the usefulness is partially dictated by
the user of the model. In this section, we discuss the potential usefulness of the workflow
runtime model from two different perspectives. First, from the perspective of the scientist
and cloud architect which observe and interact with the runtime state of the workflow, and
second, from the self-adaptive control loop utilizing the runtime model as a knowledge base
and interface.

9.2.1 Workflow and Cloud Architect

From a workflow and cloud architect point of view, the runtime model supports a human-
in-the-loop that can interact with the states and attributes of the modeled elements. During
the development of our case study models this capability allowed us to test and interact
with individual parts of cloud and workflow deployments. Especially the visualization of
resource states helped us during the development of the case study models as failing nodes
were directly highlighted. To actively cooperate with the workflow at runtime, parameters
in the individual entities can be changed to incorporate, e.g., information gained based on
intermediate results. For this, domain specific knowledge is required to adjust deployed
applications or provisioned infrastructure as changes are directly propagated to the system.
To potentially ease the integration of domain specific elements, the model-driven approach
allows generating extensions which include pre-defined and highly abstracted actions that
can be applied on individual elements. This may include, e.g., an action to automatically up
or downscale a cluster application with the click of a button. To foster the interaction with
the model, specialized model perspectives could be beneficial that focus on an individual
user. For example, complete OCCI extensions can be faded out. This would allow hiding the
workflow layer for the cloud architect and the platform layer for the scientist. Furthermore,
elements such as applications and loops can be collapsed to reduce the amount of visualized
entities within the model which we, e.g., use in the cluster scaling scenario (Section 7.1.2.3)
and the software repository mining case study (Section 8.3.2.2). Next, we discuss the
viewpoint of engines using the runtime model as an interface to the system to be managed.

9.2.2 Self-Adaptive Control Loops

From a system point of view, self-adaptive control loops benefit from a highly detailed
runtime model. A highly detailed model results in more information available for the self-
adaptive control loops and eventually more options to control the system. For example, in
our cluster scaling scenario (Section 7.1), the addition of new workers and accompanied
sensors can be programmatically orchestrated. However, the added sensors and monitoring
instruments quickly clutter the visualization. This highlights the need for different runtime
model viewpoints, especially when human users and systems utilize the same interface.
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In our workflow engine we combine the information contained within the design time and
runtime model. Therefore, it is worthwhile to discuss which of both models contains the more
important information for attached systems. The design time model describes the high level
goal to be achieved within the workflow. However, the runtime model may contain additional
capabilities not intended by the design time model. In the proposed approach we value the
information in the runtime model higher, as it allows other autonomic control loops to be
attached to the process, e.g., to add scaling capabilities to databases. For example, within
the repository mining process another control loop may observe the size of the MongoDB
and scale it by adding additional VMs that are not considered in the design time model.
Therefore, design time capabilities that introduce scalable parts are beneficial such as the
ones provided by TOSCA. While approaches exist that allow scaling plans or groups to
be modeled, behavioral models are not envisioned by the OCCI standard. Especially as
individual activities do not refer to an actual cloud resource to be managed.

In the following, we discuss interoperability of OCCI to other standards and systems, as
well as provide insights about lessons learned working with it.

9.3 Standard Conformity

In our studies, we work with the OCCI standard including its data model, uniform interface,
and several extensions. Even though the OCCIWare ecosystem [123] introduces extended
functionalities not directly part of the standard, like abstract data types, we only utilize
OCCI’s core features. In Section 9.3.1, we provide a short discussion about the versatility of
the OCCI data model and its extension capabilities in regard to other existing cloud modeling
approaches. Additionally, in Section 9.3.2, we provide lessons learned working with OCCI
and give our recommendations on how to further improve the standard.

9.3.1 OCCI Interoperability

In our studies we create and work with multiple extensions for OCCI to further support the
infrastructure, platform and workflow layer. Overall, the structure of OCCI resembles the
one of a DAG, i.e., nodes connected by arcs. In case of this study, we use this structure to
instantiate monitoring and workflow elements that are based on dedicated OCCI extensions.
Within these extensions, we heavily utilize the capabilities provided by the OCCI mixin
elements. The versatility of this element allows for the creation of annotation or tags that
dynamically add information or capabilities to an entity at runtime.

In our computation cluster scaling study (Section 7.1) we demonstrate the feasibility of
combining the management of different state of the art IaC technologies within a runtime
model that can be managed over a single interface. As a result, our OCCI based approach
allows cloud architects to choose the tool most suitable for a given project while keeping the
same abstraction and orchestration procedure.
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Similarly, in our standard interoperability study (Section 7.2), we investigate the extent
to which the uniform OCCI interface can be used to manage cloud resources modeled with
TOSCA. We show, that both the type and instance layer can be transformed from TOSCA to
OCCI in order to be managed by the interface. Only few elements cannot be automatically
mapped in this process such as scaling rules for which OCCI currently does not possess an
extension. Overall, we demonstrate the feasibility of combining both standards to manage
cloud systems allowing users to utilize the extensive design time model of TOSCA while
relying on OCCI’s uniform interface to manage actual resources in the cloud.

9.3.2 OCCI Recommendations

Even though the OCCI data model is versatile and can be extended for many use cases, the
specification was not updated since 2016 and is in need of a revision to foster the reusability
and interoperability of designed extensions. In this section, we discuss our recommendations
on how the standard could be improved to allow for a more pleasant developer and end-user
experience. Overall, we recommend an update of state descriptions and attributes, as well as
standardized guidelines for upcoming extensions.

The state information within the individual components is crucial to correctly reflect the
current state of a deployed application. While the enhanced platform extension [105] covers
additional states for OCCI components, the error state is not detailed enough. For example,
when not actively observing the model during the deployment it remains hidden how the
component reached the error state. In this case, the only possibility is to trigger the undeploy
action even though the component may be correctly deployed already. Therefore, a more
detailed FSM would be beneficial to add to the standard that, e.g., supports hierarchical
states and histories. Combined, these would allow performing rollbacks on failed actions
and navigate to the last functional state.

To further sophisticate the notion of an OCCI based runtime model, it would be beneficial
to add runtime attributes to the standard. This kind of attributes could be automatically
detected and hidden from graphical user interfaces reducing the complexity the user is
confronted with at design time. Furthermore, a mechanism that restricts adjustments to
the model from certain entities would be beneficial, e.g., to scope the access of attached
adaptation engines. Another major limitation observed while designing OCCI extensions is
the rather simple attribute structure of OCCI that does not allow any kind of abstract data
types. Thus, extensions are limited to attributes holding single values or values divided by a
delimiter. This limits us in certain settings, e.g., to monitor only one attribute by each sensor
in the monitoring extension, as well as utilize a delimited string in the loop element. The
OCCIWare metamodel [123] already addresses this issue by proposing an extended OCCI
metamodel introducing, e.g., abstract data types. However, these are not yet integrated into
the standard’s specification and would require accompanied reworks of the interface.

The extension capability of OCCI represents one of its biggest advantages, especially,
with the availability of a model-driven toolchain, like OCCIWare [123], to design and
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automatically generate arbitrary extensions. A document covering best practices to extend
the standard would support the interoperability of designed extensions and tooling. We
especially recommend specifying a reading direction for links connecting two extensions.
Contradicting reading directions of links connecting two layers can be observed, e.g., in
MoDMaCAO [105] and the Docker extension [104]. In MoDMaCAO, a platform component
is placed on a compute node having the link going from the platform to the infrastructure
extension. In the Docker extension, the compute node contains a container directing from the
OCCI infrastructure to the Docker extension. Unifying reading directions is of importance
for surrounding tooling as links are typically traversed to access the information contained
within connected elements. A uniform reading direction would improve the reusability and
interoperability of designed OCCI extensions while reducing the need for implementation
adjustments and an improved navigation within the model.

9.4 Threats to Validity

In this section, we discuss the threats to validity following the criteria by Wohlin et al. [245].
Section 9.4.1 covers the construct validity, Section 9.4.2 the internal validity, and Sec-
tion 9.4.3 the external validity of our study.

9.4.1 Construct Validity

Construct validity refers to the extent to which a study conforms with its investigation
intents [245]. In our case, this aspect of validity is concerned with the extent to which
we conform to the OCCI standard, including its data model, interface, and utilization as a
runtime model.

To perform our study, we designed the extension solely relying on the classification and
identification mechanisms provided by the OCCI core specification [98] that is implemented
as an EMF metamodel [122]. Even though this metamodel was later enhanced as part
of the OCCIWare toolchain [123], we restricted our workflow and monitoring extension
design to only use elements available in the OCCI specification, such as simple attributes.
Our adaptation engine is designed to perform model transformations based on this meta
information and derive required OCCI requests. Throughout the course of our studies,
we test two OCCI interfaces that conform to the specification. In the first version of this
engine, the generated OCCI requests were sent against the OOI [222], before we later on
switched to the OCCIWare runtime server that provides a better compatibility with generated
extensions. Even though the workflow execution is only tested in the OCCIWare environment,
we evaluate the generation of requests for multiple implementations of the standardized
interface. Therefore, we mitigate the threat of our implementation not conforming to the
specification of the standard’s interface.
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9.4.2 Internal Validity

Internal validity is concerned with causal relations examined by the study [245]. As our study
focuses on the feasibility and applicability of our approach, the internal validity is concerned
with threats about our recorded timing measurements and diversity of case studies.

To mitigate the threat of hidden influencing variables, we created multiple environments
to perform the case studies in isolation. Furthermore, to cope with changing workloads
in our cloud environment we performed each study multiple times to derive our presented
timing measurements. It should be noted, that the observed timings originate from an
implemented research prototype used to investigate the feasibility of the runtime model
approach. Thus, the implementation and timings can benefit from optimized application
and infrastructure scheduling mechanisms. To investigate the extent of a model-driven
management overhead, we measured the time required for communications of our engines
with the cloud and compared it against the time requirements of the performed required
runtime model transformations. By performing a variety of different workflow domains and
workflow sizes, we mitigate the influence of highly similar model structures.

9.4.3 External Validity

External validity is concerned with the general applicability of an approach, so that observed
results not only apply on settings of a specific environment [245]. In our approach the
external validity is concerned with the selected case studies and the extent to which they
underline the generalizability of our approach.

In this thesis, we describe two orchestration and three workflow scenarios in detail. We
chose the presented scenarios from different domains to examine the general applicability of
the OCCI orchestration process and the workflow runtime model. Furthermore, we chose the
case studies to cover workflow models of different sizes, while describing its main features
including its decision-making process, loops, and data flows between distributed hosts. While
only one of the orchestration case studies utilized a scaling engine for the deployment, the
orchestration capabilities are demonstrated within the workflow scenarios.

Another threat to the external validity of our study is the amount of virtualization tech-
niques and cloud providers used. To perform our case studies, we utilize a private OpenStack
cloud. Even though the proposed approach is only tested on a single cloud provider, the
utilization of the OCCI cloud standard allows incorporating other provider specific interfaces.
Furthermore, our provisioned computation resources mostly referred to VMs even though the
use of containers could speed up the provisioning process. However, for the demonstration of
the usefulness of runtime models for workflow execution the utilized virtualization technique
is negligible.
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In this section, we conclude the thesis. Overall, we discover that a model-driven cloud
orchestration process based on OCCI is feasible to fulfill arbitrary and shifting resource
requirements during workflow executions. While the OCCI standard serves as baseline
concept of our study, we implement our workflow and orchestration concepts within the
publicly available SmartWYRM framework [228]. Hereby, we design the framework to
integrate seamlessly into the existing OCCIWare ecosystem [123]. In the following, we
provide a summary of both the orchestration and workflow contributions. Moreover, we
present an outlook into future work.

10.1 Summary

In this thesis, we investigate the orchestration capabilities of OCCI and the utilization of
a workflow runtime model on top of it. Our model-driven cloud orchestration compares
the state of a running cloud application to a desired one and performs adaptive actions
by sending OCCI conform requests. During this process, the current state of the cloud is
reflected as a runtime model which we utilize in a chain of model transformations. In addition
to a standard conform orchestration process, we extend existing platform management
solutions to combine configuration and container management within the OCCI runtime
model. Furthermore, we increase the self-reflectiveness of OCCI by designing an extension
which introduces monitoring capabilities that allow reflecting operational properties directly
in the runtime model.

To demonstrate the generalizability of our adaption procedure and the capabilities of
an OCCI runtime model, we performed two case studies. We selected the case studies to
highlight the usefulness of a runtime model as a knowledge base, the interoperability of
our orchestration approach to the OCCI and the TOSCA standard, as well as the possibility
for the utilization of a simulation environment. Our studies reveal that the utilization of a
standard conform runtime model possesses several advantages. Practitioners can directly
interact with the system over a highly abstracted representation of it. We observe that the
causal connection of the system and the model, as well as its visual representation supports
the development process of, e.g., configuration management scripts or scaling engines. By
attaching the runtime model to a local simulation environment cloud developers can be
supported as planned adaptations can be designed and tested before getting applied on a
production environment.
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Moreover, we utilize the advantages of the model-driven cloud orchestration to design
and dynamically shift infrastructures throughout the execution of scientific workflows. We
demonstrate the feasibility of a runtime model to couple individual workflow tasks with
tailored infrastructure and application requirements. To realize this concept, we create an
OCCI workflow extension that connects to the standardized OCCI platform and infrastructure
extension. To study the extent to which a runtime workflow model can be beneficial for
the execution of workflows, we develop concepts for typical workflow functionalities and
couple them with the infrastructure aware capabilities of the runtime model. Among others,
this includes the integration of data flows, dynamic decision-making points, as well as the
modeling of loops and parallelization techniques.

To discuss the extent to which a workflow execution may benefit from an infrastructure
aware runtime model, we performed several case studies from different domains. In this
thesis, we selected three of them to highlight the individual functionalities offered by
the runtime model. Throughout the execution of the study, we discover that the runtime
model provides a prominent knowledge base that can be manipulated over the adaptation
process described in this thesis. Therefore, we are able to schedule required resources solely
relying on model transformations forming the next required runtime state. Thus, the overall
workflow execution can be described over a set of changing runtime model states that are
easy to observe. Furthermore, these states support the development process of workflows
as they can be easily extracted, e.g., for test purposes. Overall, the utilization of a standard
conform runtime model for workflows possesses several benefits for scientists. The causal
connection of the runtime model supports direct interaction with the system over an abstract
representation fostering the integration of a human-in-the-loop. This allows scientist to
inspect intermediate results and, e.g., change the active control flow or adjust parallelization
values to trade of time for resources. Furthermore, as the workflow dynamically spawns the
modeled infrastructure, no preconfigured computation clusters are required, allowing for
an easier replication of the study. Especially the utilization of an open standard encourages
the active exchange of workflow and infrastructure extension from different domains and
communities.

10.2 Outlook

The concepts and implementations presented in this thesis demonstrate the feasibility of
a workflow runtime model and open up further research opportunities. In this section, we
discuss future work regarding a model-driven cloud orchestration and workflow management.

To foster the use of standards for cloud orchestration, an automated extraction mechanisms
may be beneficial that builds a standardized runtime model from a currently running cloud
deployment. While a derivation of infrastructure resources can be reached by requesting
provider specific interfaces, the replication of deployed configuration remains open and
requires further investigations, e.g., by checking for certain services which could be reflected
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in the runtime model. Ultimately, the derived model can then be deployed at the site of a
new cloud provider using our orchestration engine. Additionally, this allows utilizing the
benefits of the standards’ ecosystem. Moreover, an update of the standard’s specification
would be worthwhile to include, e.g., abstract data types, improved state machine definitions.
Also, further specifications may be introduced that cover best practices to design extensions,
or collections of mappings between OCCI and, e.g., Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure and the
Google Cloud Platform.

To further support the development of cloud applications and the replication of cloud re-
search, the local simulation environment can be extended to support more realistic simulation
scenarios. In future work, the utilized simulation can be extended by adding tags to test the
robustness of cloud applications, e.g., by injecting faults into existing networks. Moreover,
to improve the usability of the simulation, size proportions could be derived to automatically
fit the model to the local environment.

In addition to an improved simulation extension, the workflow runtime model may benefit
from several extensions introducing, e.g., task estimation. Also, a direct mapping of data to
the infrastructure storing it may be beneficial to support the provenance of processed data.
Even further infrastructure types may be considered and evaluated to, e.g., integrate HPC
systems within the workflow runtime model. Additionally, we plan to investigate the extent
to which OCCI supports actions that heavily adjust the runtime model, e.g., to automatically
up or downscale a cluster application. Furthermore, we plan to incorporate real world sensors
in the runtime model to dynamically spawn virtualized computing resources based on the
sensor results observed within a workflow.

Apart from several functionalities that may be added to the runtime model, one major
area of interest is the evaluation of suitable views on the model. As a cloud runtime model
provides the capability to directly interact and reflect the current system, it represents a point
of access for several stakeholders. In our case, these comprise the cloud architect interested
in the infrastructure, the scientist designing the workflow, as well as the self-adaptive control
loops managing the system. All views, however, have totally different requirements on
the model regarding its level of abstraction. Therefore, as future work, an investigation
of individual and interoperable views on the runtime model system is required, as well as
mechanisms to seal off the access of different parts of the model from specific users.
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